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4Zoning 
Modifications
5 Today’s New York City skyline has been developed as a result of over a cen-
tury of zoning resolutions and changes. Zoning code  were first established in 1916 
to regulate the building of skyscrapers. These resolutions act as “harm preventing” 1 
measure to provide limits, meaning the zone prevents extremities in building dimen-
sions to have some control. However, today’s skyscrapers are built higher and higher 
through exploits and loopholes. The transfer of development rights from adjacent 
lots or landmarks allows developers to break regulations. It also allows structures to 
reach unexpected heights to the most recent zoning resolution in 1961 . In a densely 
populated city a high number of  taller and slimmer towers, zoning codes should 
balance developers’ benefits and community requests. Developers all over the city 
are taking advantage of this air rights program, but the landmarks nestled within the 
landscape of modern structures lie a large development resource untouched.  
 An approach towards zoning resolutions not as “harm preventing” but as 
“benefit creating” 1 can begin with planned zoning code responses to landmarks. In a 
congested city, a community request for more open/green space falls short. Midtown 
East Rezoning addresses  both the landmarks unused development rights and push for 
new office redevelopment. To allow for office development, transfer of development 
rights is as-of-right  from a large pool of unused landmark square footage. Unused 
development right sales  contribute not only to the building of larger skyscrapers but 
also transit and city improvements. The new proposal, “Landmark Improvement Zone,” 
aims to use the rezoning area and create a balance between the needs of developers 
and community requests.
 This project focuses on air right sales as a platform to contribute  to im-
proving the city landscape around landmarks. The city is tethered to the concept of air 
rights only for developers. By observing zoning modifications over the last century, 
the design of a new addition to the zoning code for a “Landmark Improvement Zone” 
learns from the community and developers to create new coding regulations. For a 
new open space typology, the improvement zone aims for a “benefit creating” 1 en-
terprise. This proposal aims to maintain landmark’s condition  to continue providing a 
break for a congested city. Alterations to New York City’s zoning in an effort to create 
a new open space typology around landmarks aims to meet community desires not 
satisfied by the rezoning. This new direction will rely on adjusting the existing zoning 
framework to create a new open space typology  that increases the quality of life and 
control building scales acknowledge the presence of landmarks.
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Orpinel, Jorge. Presented by The Skyscraper Museum. https://www.skyscraper.org/
hoh/?skip2=5-09.
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“The Accidental Skyline: 2017.” MAS. https://www.mas.org/news/the-accidental-skyline-2017/.
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Extrusion
ImpactWhO
"From the artistic point of view...there is nothing 
more unfortunate in the general aspect of the city 
than the necessarily broken skylines of our streets, 
because of there being no legal limitation as to the 
height of 
buildings"
    -Thomas Hasting
      Architect part of AIA
Vulnerability of real estate values by immediate 
neighbors and greedy developers blocks away
Owners granted reductions in tax assessment 
with decline in their propertyCity Beautiful movement advanced aesthetic argu-
ments for limiting building heights, city could be 
regulated for aesthetic purposes, problem in regula-
tion of private property for aesthetic reasons for the 
benefit of the public
City Beautiful movement inspired by 1893 World 
Columbian Exposition in Chicago, cities should 
aspire for aesthetic value for residences
Aspire to an urban landscape to the level of Europe-
an predecessors in architectural design
Beaux Arts trained George B. Post and Ernest Flagg 
were architects who designed skyscrapers, but were 
against the rampant rise of towers,
"The campaign, begun this year by the more thought-
ful part of the public and the profession, against the 
fashion of high building is proceeding with much 
vigor , and apparently, with a good deal of success"
Shadow / Lower Property 
Value
Shadow / Health
WhY
No restriction on building height. Introduction to 
first elevators and spread of metal cage skeleton 
construction allowed to go beyond 10 to 13 stories
Harry Pettit protray New 
York City potential 
congestion getting the 
interest from archi-
tects, planners, engi-
neers.
Skyscrapers added congestion to streets, bred 
disease by inhibiting sunlight and ventilation, 
difficulties in fire control
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Without zoning code to limit, extrusions from blocks becomes logical approach for 
building typology. Shadows create large concern for the health of citizens.
Shadow
13
Buildings able to build as tall as they can had no limit towards the sky, however, pre-
1916 building typology had little response roof landscape.
No Limit
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Setback
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19
16
Shape of building was, in effect, predesigned by the 
code.
No makor actions to reduce building height and bulk 
made during office boom even in response to major 
debate  from professional circles and public forums
Setback formulas form ziggurat shape structures
Architects predicted Manhattan would transform to 
a metroplis of setback structures covering more full 
city blocks
Zoning ordinance created with practical mind, not a 
visionary document. No idea of urbanity or architec-
tural aesthetic motivation.
Daylight penetrates to street level with setbacks
A movement to regulate commercial property 
rather than from a desire to protect residential 
uses.
New York City Board of Estimate and Apportionment 
adopt nation first comprehensive zoning ordinance
During depressed state of real estate industry, over
supply of real estate saw constraints on space 
imposed by zoning regulation as benefit
Similar verdict from Benjamin Marsh, representative 
of radical city planning movement
"To me it is incomprehensible how anyone can prefer 
the wild disorder of the American city to the digni-
fied, restrained, and artistic arrangement of the 
European one, where uniform sky lines of the ordi-
nary buildings give an appearance of refinement and 
civilization to the streets and afford a suitable set-
ting and a proper background for public buildings, 
churches, and monuments that rise above them."
    
     -Ernest Flagg
Fifth Avenue Assocation sympathetic to McAneny 
establish report to recommend buildings at Fifth 
Avenue be limited to 125 feet.
Legal grounds uncertain, police power of municipal 
governments upheld in court
Opened door for broader view of planning for the 
goal of reform. Involves Lawson Purdy, city tax 
assessor, Nelson P. Lewis, chief engineer of the 
Board of Estimate
Public hearings part of modifications to ensure 
cooperation of various city agencies 
Building Height / Public Voice
Cohesion
Coded Aesthetic
Density
Coded Aesthetic
1913 Heights of Buildings Commission note the 
height  of buildings in other cities as a building 
report
Architect George Ford and Statistician Robert Whit-
ten wrote the ordinance
"The time has come when effort should be made to 
regulate the height, size and arrangement of build-
ings"
    -Goerge McAneny
      Borough President of Manhattan
Group of architects and civic leaders serving City 
Improvment Commission recommended height con-
trols
Idea the whole city, private property and public space 
could be subject to public controls inspired a new 
sense of power and optimism
David K. Boyd propose formula for setback massing 
to regulate sunlight exposure to the street 
Owner and architects who wanted to exploit maxi-
mum envelope allowed for the lot
Limited construction during period following early 
years of ordinance, Post war building boom in mid 
1920s
Private government groups of real estate and finan-
cial institutions oversaw much of city’s built envi-
ronment
To define powers of municipal bureaucrats should 
have on private property
Many reformers such as Bassett, Purdy, Ford 
believed zoning was far too liberal
Building boom began in late 1921 that lasted to 1930 
doubling the city total office space 
Variances easily won, 1926 Mayor Jimmy Walker 
appinted City Commission on Plan and Survey to 
make changes in resolution
Even with regulation, extreme density is produced
Built before 1913, Woolworth Building becomes 
standard for 25% lot tower 
Taxation approach to congestion, Committee on Con-
gestion of Population focused on overcrowded condi-
tions, proposal would elminate municipal tax on 
improvements or buildings
Private developers in chage of how tall buildings 
would be and who to rent to
Ford looked forward to achieve variety in architec-
tural effects. Towers terraces and gables "would 
permit all the variety and spontaneity of treatment 
that we are reveling in today."
Towers terraces and gables "would permit all the 
variety and spontaneity of treatment that we are 
reveling in today."
Variances easily given. Height districts increased in 
number of areas such as Eighth Avenue and Thirty 
third to Fifty sixth streets.
Ordinance did not change existing arrangement of 
the city space
Failed private and public efforts to guide growth of 
city landscape especially lower Manhattan
Levied real estate taxes on land and building to fill 
public treasury, would have lowered tax rate on 
assessed value of improvements
Call for more stringent regulations discussed
Discussion between professional and public forums
Ford made assumption new buildings would replace 
older ones lot by lot not by blocks
Implementation done in preexisting conditions, rather 
than relocation of industries or removal of tall buildings
Hugh Ferriss Four Stages of the 
Maximum Mass of the Zoning 
Envelope
Sloping planes  for sunlight to street level, tower 
filled to one quarter allow able, light courts cut into 
mass, diagonal planes squared off, multiple steps 
for economical steel construction
"Not from the point of view of the individual plot, or 
owner, or designer, but from the argus eyed view of the 
city itself"
    -Hugh Ferris
      
Avenues could rise sheer for around fourteen to eigh-
teen floors while side streets for around nine to 
twelve stories before first setback
Five height distrcits, relationship between street 
width and building height, liberal restrictions applied 
to central business district
1910
Economy was bustling with Manhattan popula-
tion peak of 2.3 million. Upper East Side and 
Upper West Side transitioned from farmland to 
single family house, higher density tenements, 
and apartment buildings. 
Surge in Demand for Housing
World War I
1920
Decade long increase in prices. Building sites 
becoming increasingly scarce on main streets 
perfect for apartments. Development pushes 
eastward. Prices along Park Avenue increased 
forty four percent.
"Roaring Twenties"
1930
Sales decrease thirty percent, middle of decade 
rental market improves. 
1929 Stock Market Crash 
Great Depression
1940
Manhattan townhouse sales increase but remain 
below peak of "Roaring Twenties."Highest 
number of rental transactions in history. Apart-
ment builders more active than any time in nearly 
a decade. Housing shortage after war ended. 
NYCHA attempts to provide housing.
World War II
1950
Housing boom due to pent up demand from prior 
two decades. Household formation outpacing 
supply. Apartment and coop increase as buildable 
space decreases. Economy grows, midtown cen-
tral business district expands.
Post World War II Housing Boom
1916 Zoning
Resolution
First citwide zoning code in US. The aim was to 
regulate height and bulk of buildings. Drive to 
stabilize real estate values. Powerful  group of 
merchants, hotel operators, and business inter-
est fight the spread  of fashionable retail dis-
trict. Desire to protect property values, espe-
cially high and extremely vulnerable values of 
commercial land.
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"The time has come when effort should be made to 
regulate the height, size and arrangement of build-
ings"
    -Goerge McAneny
      Borough President of Manhattan
Group of architects and civic leaders serving City 
Improvment Commission recommended height con-
trols
Idea the whole city, private property and public space 
could be subject to public controls inspired a new 
sense of power and optimism
David K. Boyd propose formula for setback massing 
to regulate sunlight exposure to the street 
Owner and architects who wanted to exploit maxi-
mum envelope allowed for the lot
Limited construction during period following early 
years of ordinance, Post war building boom in mid 
1920s
Private government groups of real estate and finan-
cial institutions oversaw much of city’s built envi-
ronment
To define powers of municipal bureaucrats should 
have on private property
Many reformers such as Bassett, Purdy, Ford 
believed zoning was far too liberal
Building boom began in late 1921 that lasted to 1930 
doubling the city total office space 
Variances easily won, 1926 Mayor Jimmy Walker 
appinted City Commission on Plan and Survey to 
make changes in resolution
Even with regulation, extreme density is produced
Built before 1913, Woolworth Building becomes 
standard for 25% lot tower 
Taxation approach to congestion, Committee on Con-
gestion of Population focused on overcrowded condi-
tions, proposal would elminate municipal tax on 
improvements or buildings
Private developers in chage of how tall buildings 
would be and who to rent to
Ford looked forward to achieve variety in architec-
tural effects. Towers terraces and gables "would 
permit all the variety and spontaneity of treatment 
that we are reveling in today."
Towers terraces and gables "would permit all the 
variety and spontaneity of treatment that we are 
reveling in today."
Variances easily given. Height districts increased in 
number of areas such as Eighth Avenue and Thirty 
third to Fifty sixth streets.
Ordinance did not change existing arrangement of 
the city space
Failed private and public efforts to guide growth of 
city landscape especially lower Manhattan
Levied real estate taxes on land and building to fill 
public treasury, would have lowered tax rate on 
assessed value of improvements
Call for more stringent regulations discussed
Discussion between professional and public forums
Ford made assumption new buildings would replace 
older ones lot by lot not by blocks
Implementation done in preexisting conditions, rather 
than relocation of industries or removal of tall buildings
Hugh Ferriss Four Stages of the 
Maximum Mass of the Zoning 
Envelope
Sloping planes  for sunlight to street level, tower 
filled to one quarter allow able, light courts cut into 
mass, diagonal planes squared off, multiple steps 
for economical steel construction
"Not from the point of view of the individual plot, or 
owner, or designer, but from the argus eyed view of the 
city itself"
    -Hugh Ferris
      
Avenues could rise sheer for around fourteen to eigh-
teen floors while side streets for around nine to 
twelve stories before first setback
Five height distrcits, relationship between street 
width and building height, liberal restrictions applied 
to central business district
1910
Economy was bustling with Manhattan popula-
tion peak of 2.3 million. Upper East Side and 
Upper West Side transitioned from farmland to 
single family house, higher density tenements, 
and apartment buildings. 
Surge in Demand for Housing
World War I
1920
Decade long increase in prices. Building sites 
becoming increasingly scarce on main streets 
perfect for apartments. Development pushes 
eastward. Prices along Park Avenue increased 
forty four percent.
"Roaring Twenties"
1930
Sales decrease thirty percent, middle of decade 
rental market improves. 
1929 Stock Market Crash 
Great Depression
1940
Manhattan townhouse sales increase but remain 
below peak of "Roaring Twenties."Highest 
number of rental transactions in history. Apart-
ment builders more active than any time in nearly 
a decade. Housing shortage after war ended. 
NYCHA attempts to provide housing.
World War II
1950
Housing boom due to pent up demand from prior 
two decades. Household formation outpacing 
supply. Apartment and coop increase as buildable 
space decreases. Economy grows, midtown cen-
tral business district expands.
Post World War II Housing Boom
1916 Zoning
Resolution
First citwide zoning code in US. The aim was to 
regulate height and bulk of buildings. Drive to 
stabilize real estate values. Powerful  group of 
merchants, hotel operators, and business inter-
est fight the spread  of fashionable retail dis-
trict. Desire to protect property values, espe-
cially high and extremely vulnerable values of 
commercial land.
 
20
1916 Zoning Resolution created building rules with not much freedom. The ziggurat or 
“wedding cake” style becomes a repetitive building typology.
Coded Aesthetic
21
Urban landscape predesigned by code prevents aesthetic diversity, setback limit the 
intervention towards new approaches toward the sky.
Predesigned 
by Code
22
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Rezoning New York relased to public by Woorhees,
 Walker, Smith and Smith architecture firms
19
61
James Felt assumes position as Chairman of New 
York City Planning Commission, indicates rezoning 
NYC top priority
Rezoning opportunity to rally public support
City Planning Commission held round of informal 
hearings on rezoning
Attempt to include aesthetic and historic zoning. 
Municipal Art Society  the New York Chapters of the 
American Institute of Architects, and the American 
Institute of Planners urged the City Planning 
Commission to include aesthetic regulation in the 
new zoning.
Incentives given to build higher and provide back to 
community in incentives
Shadow / Health
Context
Height/Bulk
Open Space
Bonus
Construction broke records in 1925 to 1926, stricter 
regulations became more insistent to reduce building 
heights or bulk
Mayor Jimmy Walker appoints City Commission on 
Plan and Survey to recommend changes to resolution 
MAS NYC analyze in "Accidental Skyline" to address 
the city skyline showing extreme structures due to 
incentives and exploits in zoning. 
Zoning board place more importance to contextual 
zoning to contribute to fabric of city
Developers can build tall buildings that exceed their 
usual restrictions on height and FAR
Creation of towers and slim skyscrapers due to scaled dif-
ference between size of lot and amount of development 
rights available
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Buildings are only allowed to sell their air rights to 
plots which share at least 10 ft of the border with the 
plot the building is on 
Broadway theatre able to sell to anyone in the dis-
trict, a Midtown East rezoning steering committee 
proposal is trying to build on the Broadway district 
status and pass regulation to allow landmarks 
between the mid-East 30th streets to the upper East 
50th streets to sell their air rights to anyone in that 
zone.
Historic and landmark buildings who have no inten-
tion of expanded have the choice to sell air rights
Supporters advocated landmarks should be able to 
sell air rights citywide. Unrestricting churches and 
other landmarked building to sell their air rights, 
beyond adjacent or across the street lots, would pro-
vide extra income to those landmarks.
Buyers act as developers, weak and incomplete pref-
erences over items, all air rights in market legally 
purchased by developers but not all acceptable to 
buyers
Private transactions of air rights between developers 
and property owners
Not gone through an approval process with the gen-
eral public
Weak preference due to sellers selling air rights for 
same price per square foot
Government role in market similar to seller Government paid maximum $61.49 per square foot or 
20% of sale
Many unused development rights developers look to 
to build higher in relation to size of lot
Has the role in deciding how and whether or not air rights 
can be sold, determines which air rights are marketed and 
its price
Importance given to aesthetic after previous zoning 
stands as more practical
Context control development
Maintain sunlight reaching street level from past 
zoning resolutions
Importance to streetscape, help regulate public 
spaces on street level
Accumulation of thin shadows
Maintain daylight to street, decrease visual density to 
street
FAR determined height and bulk as primary method Tower and bulky building achievable in low FAR district if 
lot was large enough
Contextual typically maintain building height, while non-
contextual use sky exposure plane
High density district may permit towers to exceed general 
height restrictions
New York Planning Commission propose innovative 
zoning technique 
To preserve the city as national theatre centre,profit-
able uses often ones built while other uses extinct
Acknowledged relationship and perpetuated it, incentive 
zoning, 1967 extended to Special District amenities
Cacophony of individual special districts associated with 
comotion at Tower of Babel
1961 Zoning Resolution acknowledged need more 
open space
Open space limited to city parks, city planners 
wanted to encourage private development of more 
public open space areas
Aim to replicate Seagram and Lever house type develop-
ments with free open space amenities
Public attitude toward privately owned public spaces and 
city parks show danger represented, open space lost stand-
ing as city’s dominant zoning value
Type of value recapture device, worth more than cost 
of satisfying minimarl requirement for open or cov-
ered space, more favor to developers
Plazas utility to public led questioning to plaza’s utility to 
public, reduction in incentive in many districts, some elimi-
nated
Aim to close loopholes that allow developers to skirt zoning 
rules
-Strengthen Regulations That Control Height and Bulk
-Clarify Zoning Regulations and Definitions
-Evaluate Zoning Floor Area Bonuses
-Strengthen Mitigation Requirements for Environmental 
Review
-Comprehensively Evaluate and Disclose Impacts of Devel-
opment
Give Neighborhoods Seat at the Table
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase resources and opportunities for communi-
ty planning
Average Price Per Square Foot:
Manhattan Condo: $1,781
Manhattan Air Rights: $225
National Housing: $64.44
1960
First condiminium building began its sales effort
First Condo Building and Building Boom
Worlds Fair
1970
First half of decade saw completion of World 
Trade Center, strained economy with surging oil 
prices. Weak condition with New York City avoid-
ing bankruptcy.
World Trade Center Completed
Near Bankruptcy, Finished Stronger
1980
Identified withlarge volume of rental to coop 
conversions. Pre war and post war rental build-
ings converted to coop apartments for tenants 
"insider pricing".
Coop Conversion Boom
Black Monday Stock Market Crash
1990
New York City housing began period in recession. 
City adopted "broken windows"to focus on small 
details and improve "quality of life"for residents. 
As economy improved, downtown loft market 
evolve to mainstream housing market.
From Recession to Lofts 
Silicon Alley Dot Com Boom
2000
Housing market took less than two months to 
restart after 9/11. Federal Reserve pressured 
interest ratesto the floor and consumers 
responded quickly. This leads to the greatest 
periods of new development in modern era. Wall 
Street record compensation as regional economy 
and housing market thrived
9/11 to Housing Boom
2010
Introduction of expanded federal tax credit for 
new and existing homebuyers. In 2011, housing 
market began to return to more normal season 
patterns. Ongoing political discord in Washington 
over debt ceiling led to rating agency S&P to 
downgrade US debt. Mortgage rates for homebuy-
ers decreased to historic low in noticeable 
incrase in demand from foreign investors looking 
for safety in volatile 
financial market. New development saw greater 
traction from new sources of demand. 
Quick Rebound, Tax Credit
Housing Seasons
1961 Zoning
Resolution
New zoning resolution to fit the changing econ-
omy, increased population, and growth  of auto-
mobile use. Divided into residential, commer-
cial, and manufacturing areas. It  introduced the 
concept of incentive zoning to encourage devel-
opers to incorporate  public plazas into projects. 
Elsewhere in the city, dramatically reduced 
achievable residential density.
City of Planning adopt James Felt new zoning 
ordinance, proposed zoning ordinance sent to 
New York City Board of Estimate
Sought change without concern for the result of 
the built
New zoning controls enacted to parallel urban 
renewal
Hold the City and Developers Accountable to the Public 
Interest 
-Create New Accountability Measures and Strengthen 
-Existing Ones
-Improve Development and Land Use Applications
-Improve Online Resources by Making Data Standard-
ized, Comprehensive, and Accessible
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Rezoning New York relased to public by Woorhees,
 Walker, Smith and Smith architecture firms
19
61
James Felt assumes position as Chairman of New 
York City Planning Commission, indicates rezoning 
NYC top priority
Rezoning opportunity to rally public support
City Planning Commission held round of informal 
hearings on rezoning
Attempt to include aesthetic and historic zoning. 
Municipal Art Society  the New York Chapters of the 
American Institute of Architects, and the American 
Institute of Planners urged the City Planning 
Commission to include aesthetic regulation in the 
new zoning.
Incentives given to build higher and provide back to 
community in incentives
Shadow / Health
Context
Height/Bulk
Open Space
Bonus
Construction broke records in 1925 to 1926, stricter 
regulations became more insistent to reduce building 
heights or bulk
Mayor Jimmy Walker appoints City Commission on 
Plan and Survey to recommend changes to resolution 
MAS NYC analyze in "Accidental Skyline" to address 
the city skyline showing extreme structures due to 
incentives and exploits in zoning. 
Zoning board place more importance to contextual 
zoning to contribute to fabric of city
Developers can build tall buildings that exceed their 
usual restrictions on height and FAR
Creation of towers and slim skyscrapers due to scaled dif-
ference between size of lot and amount of development 
rights available
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Buildings are only allowed to sell their air rights to 
plots which share at least 10 ft of the border with the 
plot the building is on 
Broadway theatre able to sell to anyone in the dis-
trict, a Midtown East rezoning steering committee 
proposal is trying to build on the Broadway district 
status and pass regulation to allow landmarks 
between the mid-East 30th streets to the upper East 
50th streets to sell their air rights to anyone in that 
zone.
Historic and landmark buildings who have no inten-
tion of expanded have the choice to sell air rights
Supporters advocated landmarks should be able to 
sell air rights citywide. Unrestricting churches and 
other landmarked building to sell their air rights, 
beyond adjacent or across the street lots, would pro-
vide extra income to those landmarks.
Buyers act as developers, weak and incomplete pref-
erences over items, all air rights in market legally 
purchased by developers but not all acceptable to 
buyers
Private transactions of air rights between developers 
and property owners
Not gone through an approval process with the gen-
eral public
Weak preference due to sellers selling air rights for 
same price per square foot
Government role in market similar to seller Government paid maximum $61.49 per square foot or 
20% of sale
Many unused development rights developers look to 
to build higher in relation to size of lot
Has the role in deciding how and whether or not air rights 
can be sold, determines which air rights are marketed and 
its price
Importance given to aesthetic after previous zoning 
stands as more practical
Context control development
Maintain sunlight reaching street level from past 
zoning resolutions
Importance to streetscape, help regulate public 
spaces on street level
Accumulation of thin shadows
Maintain daylight to street, decrease visual density to 
street
FAR determined height and bulk as primary method Tower and bulky building achievable in low FAR district if 
lot was large enough
Contextual typically maintain building height, while non-
contextual use sky exposure plane
High density district may permit towers to exceed general 
height restrictions
New York Planning Commission propose innovative 
zoning technique 
To preserve the city as national theatre centre,profit-
able uses often ones built while other uses extinct
Acknowledged relationship and perpetuated it, incentive 
zoning, 1967 extended to Special District amenities
Cacophony of individual special districts associated with 
comotion at Tower of Babel
1961 Zoning Resolution acknowledged need more 
open space
Open space limited to city parks, city planners 
wanted to encourage private development of more 
public open space areas
Aim to replicate Seagram and Lever house type develop-
ments with free open space amenities
Public attitude toward privately owned public spaces and 
city parks show danger represented, open space lost stand-
ing as city’s dominant zoning value
Type of value recapture device, worth more than cost 
of satisfying minimarl requirement for open or cov-
ered space, more favor to developers
Plazas utility to public led questioning to plaza’s utility to 
public, reduction in incentive in many districts, some elimi-
nated
Aim to close loopholes that allow developers to skirt zoning 
rules
-Strengthen Regulations That Control Height and Bulk
-Clarify Zoning Regulations and Definitions
-Evaluate Zoning Floor Area Bonuses
-Strengthen Mitigation Requirements for Environmental 
Review
-Comprehensively Evaluate and Disclose Impacts of Devel-
opment
Give Neighborhoods Seat at the Table
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase resources and opportunities for communi-
ty planning
Average Price Per Square Foot:
Manhattan Condo: $1,781
Manhattan Air Rights: $225
National Housing: $64.44
1960
First condiminium building began its sales effort
First Condo Building and Building Boom
Worlds Fair
1970
First half of decade saw completion of World 
Trade Center, strained economy with surging oil 
prices. Weak condition with New York City avoid-
ing bankruptcy.
World Trade Center Completed
Near Bankruptcy, Finished Stronger
1980
Identified withlarge volume of rental to coop 
conversions. Pre war and post war rental build-
ings converted to coop apartments for tenants 
"insider pricing".
Coop Conversion Boom
Black Monday Stock Market Crash
1990
New York City housing began period in recession. 
City adopted "broken windows"to focus on small 
details and improve "quality of life"for residents. 
As economy improved, downtown loft market 
evolve to mainstream housing market.
From Recession to Lofts 
Silicon Alley Dot Com Boom
2000
Housing market took less than two months to 
restart after 9/11. Federal Reserve pressured 
interest ratesto the floor and consumers 
responded quickly. This leads to the greatest 
periods of new development in modern era. Wall 
Street record compensation as regional economy 
and housing market thrived
9/11 to Housing Boom
2010
Introduction of expanded federal tax credit for 
new and existing homebuyers. In 2011, housing 
market began to return to more normal season 
patterns. Ongoing political discord in Washington 
over debt ceiling led to rating agency S&P to 
downgrade US debt. Mortgage rates for homebuy-
ers decreased to historic low in noticeable 
incrase in demand from foreign investors looking 
for safety in volatile 
financial market. New development saw greater 
traction from new sources of demand. 
Quick Rebound, Tax Credit
Housing Seasons
1961 Zoning
Resolution
New zoning resolution to fit the changing econ-
omy, increased population, and growth  of auto-
mobile use. Divided into residential, commer-
cial, and manufacturing areas. It  introduced the 
concept of incentive zoning to encourage devel-
opers to incorporate  public plazas into projects. 
Elsewhere in the city, dramatically reduced 
achievable residential density.
City of Planning adopt James Felt new zoning 
ordinance, proposed zoning ordinance sent to 
New York City Board of Estimate
Sought change without concern for the result of 
the built
New zoning controls enacted to parallel urban 
renewal
Hold the City and Developers Accountable to the Public 
Interest 
-Create New Accountability Measures and Strengthen 
-Existing Ones
-Improve Development and Land Use Applications
-Improve Online Resources by Making Data Standard-
ized, Comprehensive, and Accessible
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 Walker, Smith and Smith architecture firms
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61
James Felt assumes position as Chairman of New 
York City Planning Commission, indicates rezoning 
NYC top priority
Rezoning opportunity to rally public support
City Planning Commission held round of informal 
hearings on rezoning
Attempt to include aesthetic and historic zoning. 
Municipal Art Society  the New York Chapters of the 
American Institute of Architects, and the American 
Institute of Planners urged the City Planning 
Commission to include aesthetic regulation in the 
new zoning.
Incentives given to build higher and provide back to 
community in incentives
Shadow / Health
Context
Height/Bulk
Open Space
Bonus
Construction broke records in 1925 to 1926, stricter 
regulations became more insistent to reduce building 
heights or bulk
Mayor Jimmy Walker appoints City Commission on 
Plan and Survey to recommend changes to resolution 
MAS NYC analyze in "Accidental Skyline" to address 
the city skyline showing extreme structures due to 
incentives and exploits in zoning. 
Zoning board place more importance to contextual 
zoning to contribute to fabric of city
Developers can build tall buildings that exceed their 
usual restrictions on height and FAR
Creation of towers and slim skyscrapers due to scaled dif-
ference between size of lot and amount of development 
rights available
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Buildings are only allowed to sell their air rights to 
plots which share at least 10 ft of the border with the 
plot the building is on 
Broadway theatre able to sell to anyone in the dis-
trict, a Midtown East rezoning steering committee 
proposal is trying to build on the Broadway district 
status and pass regulation to allow landmarks 
between the mid-East 30th streets to the upper East 
50th streets to sell their air rights to anyone in that 
zone.
Historic and landmark buildings who have no inten-
tion of expanded have the choice to sell air rights
Supporters advocated landmarks should be able to 
sell air rights citywide. Unrestricting churches and 
other landmarked building to sell their air rights, 
beyond adjacent or across the street lots, would pro-
vide extra income to those landmarks.
Buyers act as developers, weak and incomplete pref-
erences over items, all air rights in market legally 
purchased by developers but not all acceptable to 
buyers
Private transactions of air rights between developers 
and property owners
Not gone through an approval process with the gen-
eral public
Weak preference due to sellers selling air rights for 
same price per square foot
Government role in market similar to seller Government paid maximum $61.49 per square foot or 
20% of sale
Many unused development rights developers look to 
to build higher in relation to size of lot
Has the role in deciding how and whether or not air rights 
can be sold, determines which air rights are marketed and 
its price
Importance given to aesthetic after previous zoning 
stands as more practical
Context control development
Maintain sunlight reaching street level from past 
zoning resolutions
Importance to streetscape, help regulate public 
spaces on street level
Accumulation of thin shadows
Maintain daylight to street, decrease visual density to 
street
FAR determined height and bulk as primary method Tower and bulky building achievable in low FAR district if 
lot was large enough
Contextual typically maintain building height, while non-
contextual use sky exposure plane
High density district may permit towers to exceed general 
height restrictions
New York Planning Commission propose innovative 
zoning technique 
To preserve the city as national theatre centre,profit-
able uses often ones built while other uses extinct
Acknowledged relationship and perpetuated it, incentive 
zoning, 1967 extended to Special District amenities
Cacophony of individual special districts associated with 
comotion at Tower of Babel
1961 Zoning Resolution acknowledged need more 
open space
Open space limited to city parks, city planners 
wanted to encourage private development of more 
public open space areas
Aim to replicate Seagram and Lever house type develop-
ments with free open space amenities
Public attitude toward privately owned public spaces and 
city parks show danger represented, open space lost stand-
ing as city’s dominant zoning value
Type of value recapture device, worth more than cost 
of satisfying minimarl requirement for open or cov-
ered space, more favor to developers
Plazas utility to public led questioning to plaza’s utility to 
public, reduction in incentive in many districts, some elimi-
nated
Aim to close loopholes that allow developers to skirt zoning 
rules
-Strengthen Regulations That Control Height and Bulk
-Clarify Zoning Regulations and Definitions
-Evaluate Zoning Floor Area Bonuses
-Strengthen Mitigation Requirements for Environmental 
Review
-Comprehensively Evaluate and Disclose Impacts of Devel-
opment
Give Neighborhoods Seat at the Table
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase resources and opportunities for communi-
ty planning
Average Price Per Square Foot:
Manhattan Condo: $1,781
Manhattan Air Rights: $225
National Housing: $64.44
1960
First condiminium building began its sales effort
First Condo Building and Building Boom
Worlds Fair
1970
First half of decade saw completion of World 
Trade Center, strained economy with surging oil 
prices. Weak condition with New York City avoid-
ing bankruptcy.
World Trade Center Completed
Near Bankruptcy, Finished Stronger
1980
Identified withlarge volume of rental to coop 
conversions. Pre war and post war rental build-
ings converted to coop apartments for tenants 
"insider pricing".
Coop Conversion Boom
Black Monday Stock Market Crash
1990
New York City housing began period in recession. 
City adopted "broken windows"to focus on small 
details and improve "quality of life"for residents. 
As economy improved, downtown loft market 
evolve to mainstream housing market.
From Recession to Lofts 
Silicon Alley Dot Com Boom
2000
Housing market took less than two months to 
restart after 9/11. Federal Reserve pressured 
interest ratesto the floor and consumers 
responded quickly. This leads to the greatest 
periods of new development in modern era. Wall 
Street record compensation as regional economy 
and housing market thrived
9/11 to Housing Boom
2010
Introduction of expanded federal tax credit for 
new and existing homebuyers. In 2011, housing 
market began to return to more normal season 
patterns. Ongoing political discord in Washington 
over debt ceiling led to rating agency S&P to 
downgrade US debt. Mortgage rates for homebuy-
ers decreased to historic low in noticeable 
incrase in demand from foreign investors looking 
for safety in volatile 
financial market. New development saw greater 
traction from new sources of demand. 
Quick Rebound, Tax Credit
Housing Seasons
1961 Zoning
Resolution
New zoning resolution to fit the changing econ-
omy, increased population, and growth  of auto-
mobile use. Divided into residential, commer-
cial, and manufacturing areas. It  introduced the 
concept of incentive zoning to encourage devel-
opers to incorporate  public plazas into projects. 
Elsewhere in the city, dramatically reduced 
achievable residential density.
City of Planning adopt James Felt new zoning 
ordinance, proposed zoning ordinance sent to 
New York City Board of Estimate
Sought change without concern for the result of 
the built
New zoning controls enacted to parallel urban 
renewal
Hold the City and Developers Accountable to the Public 
Interest 
-Create New Accountability Measures and Strengthen 
-Existing Ones
-Improve Development and Land Use Applications
-Improve Online Resources by Making Data Standard-
ized, Comprehensive, and Accessible
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Rezoning New York relased to public by Woorhees,
 Walker, Smith and Smith architecture firms
19
61
James Felt assumes position as Chairman of New 
York City Planning Commission, indicates rezoning 
NYC top priority
Rezoning opportunity to rally public support
City Planning Commission held round of informal 
hearings on rezoning
Attempt to include aesthetic and historic zoning. 
Municipal Art Society  the New York Chapters of the 
American Institute of Architects, and the American 
Institute of Planners urged the City Planning 
Commission to include aesthetic regulation in the 
new zoning.
Incentives given to build higher and provide back to 
community in incentives
Shadow / Health
Context
Height/Bulk
Open Space
Bonus
Construction broke records in 1925 to 1926, stricter 
regulations became more insistent to reduce building 
heights or bulk
Mayor Jimmy Walker appoints City Commission on 
Plan and Survey to recommend changes to resolution 
MAS NYC analyze in "Accidental Skyline" to address 
the city skyline showing extreme structures due to 
incentives and exploits in zoning. 
Zoning board place more importance to contextual 
zoning to contribute to fabric of city
Developers can build tall buildings that exceed their 
usual restrictions on height and FAR
Creation of towers and slim skyscrapers due to scaled dif-
ference between size of lot and amount of development 
rights available
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Buildings are only allowed to sell their air rights to 
plots which share at least 10 ft of the border with the 
plot the building is on 
Broadway theatre able to sell to anyone in the dis-
trict, a Midtown East rezoning steering committee 
proposal is trying to build on the Broadway district 
status and pass regulation to allow landmarks 
between the mid-East 30th streets to the upper East 
50th streets to sell their air rights to anyone in that 
zone.
Historic and landmark buildings who have no inten-
tion of expanded have the choice to sell air rights
Supporters advocated landmarks should be able to 
sell air rights citywide. Unrestricting churches and 
other landmarked building to sell their air rights, 
beyond adjacent or across the street lots, would pro-
vide extra income to those landmarks.
Buyers act as developers, weak and incomplete pref-
erences over items, all air rights in market legally 
purchased by developers but not all acceptable to 
buyers
Private transactions of air rights between developers 
and property owners
Not gone through an approval process with the gen-
eral public
Weak preference due to sellers selling air rights for 
same price per square foot
Government role in market similar to seller Government paid maximum $61.49 per square foot or 
20% of sale
Many unused development rights developers look to 
to build higher in relation to size of lot
Has the role in deciding how and whether or not air rights 
can be sold, determines which air rights are marketed and 
its price
Importance given to aesthetic after previous zoning 
stands as more practical
Context control development
Maintain sunlight reaching street level from past 
zoning resolutions
Importance to streetscape, help regulate public 
spaces on street level
Accumulation of thin shadows
Maintain daylight to street, decrease visual density to 
street
FAR determined height and bulk as primary method Tower and bulky building achievable in low FAR district if 
lot was large enough
Contextual typically maintain building height, while non-
contextual use sky exposure plane
High density district may permit towers to exceed general 
height restrictions
New York Planning Commission propose innovative 
zoning technique 
To preserve the city as national theatre centre,profit-
able uses often ones built while other uses extinct
Acknowledged relationship and perpetuated it, incentive 
zoning, 1967 extended to Special District amenities
Cacophony of individual special districts associated with 
comotion at Tower of Babel
1961 Zoning Resolution acknowledged need more 
open space
Open space limited to city parks, city planners 
wanted to encourage private development of more 
public open space areas
Aim to replicate Seagram and Lever house type develop-
ments with free open space amenities
Public attitude toward privately owned public spaces and 
city parks show danger represented, open space lost stand-
ing as city’s dominant zoning value
Type of value recapture device, worth more than cost 
of satisfying minimarl requirement for open or cov-
ered space, more favor to developers
Plazas utility to public led questioning to plaza’s utility to 
public, reduction in incentive in many districts, some elimi-
nated
Aim to close loopholes that allow developers to skirt zoning 
rules
-Strengthen Regulations That Control Height and Bulk
-Clarify Zoning Regulations and Definitions
-Evaluate Zoning Floor Area Bonuses
-Strengthen Mitigation Requirements for Environmental 
Review
-Comprehensively Evaluate and Disclose Impacts of Devel-
opment
Give Neighborhoods Seat at the Table
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase resources and opportunities for communi-
ty planning
Average Price Per Square Foot:
Manhattan Condo: $1,781
Manhattan Air Rights: $225
National Housing: $64.44
1960
First condiminium building began its sales effort
First Condo Building and Building Boom
Worlds Fair
1970
First half of decade saw completion of World 
Trade Center, strained economy with surging oil 
prices. Weak condition with New York City avoid-
ing bankruptcy.
World Trade Center Completed
Near Bankruptcy, Finished Stronger
1980
Identified withlarge volume of rental to coop 
conversions. Pre war and post war rental build-
ings converted to coop apartments for tenants 
"insider pricing".
Coop Conversion Boom
Black Monday Stock Market Crash
1990
New York City housing began period in recession. 
City adopted "broken windows"to focus on small 
details and improve "quality of life"for residents. 
As economy improved, downtown loft market 
evolve to mainstream housing market.
From Recession to Lofts 
Silicon Alley Dot Com Boom
2000
Housing market took less than two months to 
restart after 9/11. Federal Reserve pressured 
interest ratesto the floor and consumers 
responded quickly. This leads to the greatest 
periods of new development in modern era. Wall 
Street record compensation as regional economy 
and housing market thrived
9/11 to Housing Boom
2010
Introduction of expanded federal tax credit for 
new and existing homebuyers. In 2011, housing 
market began to return to more normal season 
patterns. Ongoing political discord in Washington 
over debt ceiling led to rating agency S&P to 
downgrade US debt. Mortgage rates for homebuy-
ers decreased to historic low in noticeable 
incrase in demand from foreign investors looking 
for safety in volatile 
financial market. New development saw greater 
traction from new sources of demand. 
Quick Rebound, Tax Credit
Housing Seasons
1961 Zoning
Resolution
New zoning resolution to fit the changing econ-
omy, increased population, and growth  of auto-
mobile use. Divided into residential, commer-
cial, and manufacturing areas. It  introduced the 
concept of incentive zoning to encourage devel-
opers to incorporate  public plazas into projects. 
Elsewhere in the city, dramatically reduced 
achievable residential density.
City of Planning adopt James Felt new zoning 
ordinance, proposed zoning ordinance sent to 
New York City Board of Estimate
Sought change without concern for the result of 
the built
New zoning controls enacted to parallel urban 
renewal
Hold the City and Developers Accountable to the Public 
Interest 
-Create New Accountability Measures and Strengthen 
-Existing Ones
-Improve Development and Land Use Applications
-Improve Online Resources by Making Data Standard-
ized, Comprehensive, and Accessible
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Sky 
Exposure
Plane
FAR
Context
Air Right
Incentive
Plaza
Rezoning New York relased to public by Woorhees,
 Walker, Smith and Smith architecture firms
19
61
James Felt assumes position as Chairman of New 
York City Planning Commission, indicates rezoning 
NYC top priority
Rezoning opportunity to rally public support
City Planning Commission held round of informal 
hearings on rezoning
Attempt to include aesthetic and historic zoning. 
Municipal Art Society  the New York Chapters of the 
American Institute of Architects, and the American 
Institute of Planners urged the City Planning 
Commission to include aesthetic regulation in the 
new zoning.
Incentives given to build higher and provide back to 
community in incentives
Shadow / Health
Context
Height/Bulk
Open Space
Bonus
Construction broke records in 1925 to 1926, stricter 
regulations became more insistent to reduce building 
heights or bulk
Mayor Jimmy Walker appoints City Commission on 
Plan and Survey to recommend changes to resolution 
MAS NYC analyze in "Accidental Skyline" to address 
the city skyline showing extreme structures due to 
incentives and exploits in zoning. 
Zoning board place more importance to contextual 
zoning to contribute to fabric of city
Developers can build tall buildings that exceed their 
usual restrictions on height and FAR
Creation of towers and slim skyscrapers due to scaled dif-
ference between size of lot and amount of development 
rights available
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Buildings are only allowed to sell their air rights to 
plots which share at least 10 ft of the border with the 
plot the building is on 
Broadway theatre able to sell to anyone in the dis-
trict, a Midtown East rezoning steering committee 
proposal is trying to build on the Broadway district 
status and pass regulation to allow landmarks 
between the mid-East 30th streets to the upper East 
50th streets to sell their air rights to anyone in that 
zone.
Historic and landmark buildings who have no inten-
tion of expanded have the choice to sell air rights
Supporters advocated landmarks should be able to 
sell air rights citywide. Unrestricting churches and 
other landmarked building to sell their air rights, 
beyond adjacent or across the street lots, would pro-
vide extra income to those landmarks.
Buyers act as developers, weak and incomplete pref-
erences over items, all air rights in market legally 
purchased by developers but not all acceptable to 
buyers
Private transactions of air rights between developers 
and property owners
Not gone through an approval process with the gen-
eral public
Weak preference due to sellers selling air rights for 
same price per square foot
Government role in market similar to seller Government paid maximum $61.49 per square foot or 
20% of sale
Many unused development rights developers look to 
to build higher in relation to size of lot
Has the role in deciding how and whether or not air rights 
can be sold, determines which air rights are marketed and 
its price
Importance given to aesthetic after previous zoning 
stands as more practical
Context control development
Maintain sunlight reaching street level from past 
zoning resolutions
Importance to streetscape, help regulate public 
spaces on street level
Accumulation of thin shadows
Maintain daylight to street, decrease visual density to 
street
FAR determined height and bulk as primary method Tower and bulky building achievable in low FAR district if 
lot was large enough
Contextual typically maintain building height, while non-
contextual use sky exposure plane
High density district may permit towers to exceed general 
height restrictions
New York Planning Commission propose innovative 
zoning technique 
To preserve the city as national theatre centre,profit-
able uses often ones built while other uses extinct
Acknowledged relationship and perpetuated it, incentive 
zoning, 1967 extended to Special District amenities
Cacophony of individual special districts associated with 
comotion at Tower of Babel
1961 Zoning Resolution acknowledged need more 
open space
Open space limited to city parks, city planners 
wanted to encourage private development of more 
public open space areas
Aim to replicate Seagram and Lever house type develop-
ments with free open space amenities
Public attitude toward privately owned public spaces and 
city parks show danger represented, open space lost stand-
ing as city’s dominant zoning value
Type of value recapture device, worth more than cost 
of satisfying minimarl requirement for open or cov-
ered space, more favor to developers
Plazas utility to public led questioning to plaza’s utility to 
public, reduction in incentive in many districts, some elimi-
nated
Aim to close loopholes that allow developers to skirt zoning 
rules
-Strengthen Regulations That Control Height and Bulk
-Clarify Zoning Regulations and Definitions
-Evaluate Zoning Floor Area Bonuses
-Strengthen Mitigation Requirements for Environmental 
Review
-Comprehensively Evaluate and Disclose Impacts of Devel-
opment
Give Neighborhoods Seat at the Table
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase resources and opportunities for communi-
ty planning
Average Price Per Square Foot:
Manhattan Condo: $1,781
Manhattan Air Rights: $225
National Housing: $64.44
1960
First condiminium building began its sales effort
First Condo Building and Building Boom
Worlds Fair
1970
First half of decade saw completion of World 
Trade Center, strained economy with surging oil 
prices. Weak condition with New York City avoid-
ing bankruptcy.
World Trade Center Completed
Near Bankruptcy, Finished Stronger
1980
Identified withlarge volume of rental to coop 
conversions. Pre war and post war rental build-
ings converted to coop apartments for tenants 
"insider pricing".
Coop Conversion Boom
Black Monday Stock Market Crash
1990
New York City housing began period in recession. 
City adopted "broken windows"to focus on small 
details and improve "quality of life"for residents. 
As economy improved, downtown loft market 
evolve to mainstream housing market.
From Recession to Lofts 
Silicon Alley Dot Com Boom
2000
Housing market took less than two months to 
restart after 9/11. Federal Reserve pressured 
interest ratesto the floor and consumers 
responded quickly. This leads to the greatest 
periods of new development in modern era. Wall 
Street record compensation as regional economy 
and housing market thrived
9/11 to Housing Boom
2010
Introduction of expanded federal tax credit for 
new and existing homebuyers. In 2011, housing 
market began to return to more normal season 
patterns. Ongoing political discord in Washington 
over debt ceiling led to rating agency S&P to 
downgrade US debt. Mortgage rates for homebuy-
ers decreased to historic low in noticeable 
incrase in demand from foreign investors looking 
for safety in volatile 
financial market. New development saw greater 
traction from new sources of demand. 
Quick Rebound, Tax Credit
Housing Seasons
1961 Zoning
Resolution
New zoning resolution to fit the changing econ-
omy, increased population, and growth  of auto-
mobile use. Divided into residential, commer-
cial, and manufacturing areas. It  introduced the 
concept of incentive zoning to encourage devel-
opers to incorporate  public plazas into projects. 
Elsewhere in the city, dramatically reduced 
achievable residential density.
City of Planning adopt James Felt new zoning 
ordinance, proposed zoning ordinance sent to 
New York City Board of Estimate
Sought change without concern for the result of 
the built
New zoning controls enacted to parallel urban 
renewal
Hold the City and Developers Accountable to the Public 
Interest 
-Create New Accountability Measures and Strengthen 
-Existing Ones
-Improve Development and Land Use Applications
-Improve Online Resources by Making Data Standard-
ized, Comprehensive, and Accessible
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Sky 
Exposure
Plane
FAR
Context
Air Right
Incentive
Plaza
Rezoning New York relased to public by Woorhees,
 Walker, Smith and Smith architecture firms
19
61
James Felt assumes position as Chairman of New 
York City Planning Commission, indicates rezoning 
NYC top priority
Rezoning opportunity to rally public support
City Planning Commission held round of informal 
hearings on rezoning
Attempt to include aesthetic and historic zoning. 
Municipal Art Society  the New York Chapters of the 
American Institute of Architects, and the American 
Institute of Planners urged the City Planning 
Commission to include aesthetic regulation in the 
new zoning.
Incentives given to build higher and provide back to 
community in incentives
Shadow / Health
Context
Height/Bulk
Open Space
Bonus
Construction broke records in 1925 to 1926, stricter 
regulations became more insistent to reduce building 
heights or bulk
Mayor Jimmy Walker appoints City Commission on 
Plan and Survey to recommend changes to resolution 
MAS NYC analyze in "Accidental Skyline" to address 
the city skyline showing extreme structures due to 
incentives and exploits in zoning. 
Zoning board place more importance to contextual 
zoning to contribute to fabric of city
Developers can build tall buildings that exceed their 
usual restrictions on height and FAR
Creation of towers and slim skyscrapers due to scaled dif-
ference between size of lot and amount of development 
rights available
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Sale of air rights will help these buildings afford upkeep, 
benefits the city in the with tourism and jobs
Buildings are only allowed to sell their air rights to 
plots which share at least 10 ft of the border with the 
plot the building is on 
Broadway theatre able to sell to anyone in the dis-
trict, a Midtown East rezoning steering committee 
proposal is trying to build on the Broadway district 
status and pass regulation to allow landmarks 
between the mid-East 30th streets to the upper East 
50th streets to sell their air rights to anyone in that 
zone.
Historic and landmark buildings who have no inten-
tion of expanded have the choice to sell air rights
Supporters advocated landmarks should be able to 
sell air rights citywide. Unrestricting churches and 
other landmarked building to sell their air rights, 
beyond adjacent or across the street lots, would pro-
vide extra income to those landmarks.
Buyers act as developers, weak and incomplete pref-
erences over items, all air rights in market legally 
purchased by developers but not all acceptable to 
buyers
Private transactions of air rights between developers 
and property owners
Not gone through an approval process with the gen-
eral public
Weak preference due to sellers selling air rights for 
same price per square foot
Government role in market similar to seller Government paid maximum $61.49 per square foot or 
20% of sale
Many unused development rights developers look to 
to build higher in relation to size of lot
Has the role in deciding how and whether or not air rights 
can be sold, determines which air rights are marketed and 
its price
Importance given to aesthetic after previous zoning 
stands as more practical
Context control development
Maintain sunlight reaching street level from past 
zoning resolutions
Importance to streetscape, help regulate public 
spaces on street level
Accumulation of thin shadows
Maintain daylight to street, decrease visual density to 
street
FAR determined height and bulk as primary method Tower and bulky building achievable in low FAR district if 
lot was large enough
Contextual typically maintain building height, while non-
contextual use sky exposure plane
High density district may permit towers to exceed general 
height restrictions
New York Planning Commission propose innovative 
zoning technique 
To preserve the city as national theatre centre,profit-
able uses often ones built while other uses extinct
Acknowledged relationship and perpetuated it, incentive 
zoning, 1967 extended to Special District amenities
Cacophony of individual special districts associated with 
comotion at Tower of Babel
1961 Zoning Resolution acknowledged need more 
open space
Open space limited to city parks, city planners 
wanted to encourage private development of more 
public open space areas
Aim to replicate Seagram and Lever house type develop-
ments with free open space amenities
Public attitude toward privately owned public spaces and 
city parks show danger represented, open space lost stand-
ing as city’s dominant zoning value
Type of value recapture device, worth more than cost 
of satisfying minimarl requirement for open or cov-
ered space, more favor to developers
Plazas utility to public led questioning to plaza’s utility to 
public, reduction in incentive in many districts, some elimi-
nated
Aim to close loopholes that allow developers to skirt zoning 
rules
-Strengthen Regulations That Control Height and Bulk
-Clarify Zoning Regulations and Definitions
-Evaluate Zoning Floor Area Bonuses
-Strengthen Mitigation Requirements for Environmental 
Review
-Comprehensively Evaluate and Disclose Impacts of Devel-
opment
Give Neighborhoods Seat at the Table
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase Local Representation and Opportunities 
for Review of Land Use Actions
-Increase resources and opportunities for communi-
ty planning
Average Price Per Square Foot:
Manhattan Condo: $1,781
Manhattan Air Rights: $225
National Housing: $64.44
1960
First condiminium building began its sales effort
First Condo Building and Building Boom
Worlds Fair
1970
First half of decade saw completion of World 
Trade Center, strained economy with surging oil 
prices. Weak condition with New York City avoid-
ing bankruptcy.
World Trade Center Completed
Near Bankruptcy, Finished Stronger
1980
Identified withlarge volume of rental to coop 
conversions. Pre war and post war rental build-
ings converted to coop apartments for tenants 
"insider pricing".
Coop Conversion Boom
Black Monday Stock Market Crash
1990
New York City housing began period in recession. 
City adopted "broken windows"to focus on small 
details and improve "quality of life"for residents. 
As economy improved, downtown loft market 
evolve to mainstream housing market.
From Recession to Lofts 
Silicon Alley Dot Com Boom
2000
Housing market took less than two months to 
restart after 9/11. Federal Reserve pressured 
interest ratesto the floor and consumers 
responded quickly. This leads to the greatest 
periods of new development in modern era. Wall 
Street record compensation as regional economy 
and housing market thrived
9/11 to Housing Boom
2010
Introduction of expanded federal tax credit for 
new and existing homebuyers. In 2011, housing 
market began to return to more normal season 
patterns. Ongoing political discord in Washington 
over debt ceiling led to rating agency S&P to 
downgrade US debt. Mortgage rates for homebuy-
ers decreased to historic low in noticeable 
incrase in demand from foreign investors looking 
for safety in volatile 
financial market. New development saw greater 
traction from new sources of demand. 
Quick Rebound, Tax Credit
Housing Seasons
1961 Zoning
Resolution
New zoning resolution to fit the changing econ-
omy, increased population, and growth  of auto-
mobile use. Divided into residential, commer-
cial, and manufacturing areas. It  introduced the 
concept of incentive zoning to encourage devel-
opers to incorporate  public plazas into projects. 
Elsewhere in the city, dramatically reduced 
achievable residential density.
City of Planning adopt James Felt new zoning 
ordinance, proposed zoning ordinance sent to 
New York City Board of Estimate
Sought change without concern for the result of 
the built
New zoning controls enacted to parallel urban 
renewal
Hold the City and Developers Accountable to the Public 
Interest 
-Create New Accountability Measures and Strengthen 
-Existing Ones
-Improve Development and Land Use Applications
-Improve Online Resources by Making Data Standard-
ized, Comprehensive, and Accessible
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Open space desired in the dense urban fabric of Manhattan. “Tower in a Park” by Le 
Corbusier or Seagram Building by Mies van der Rohe create community space within 
building landscape.
Open Space
31
Open space provide new landscape on the ground level for pedestrians. The roof land-
scape still untouched for intervention.
Open Space
32
1,300
1,300
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1,300
1,300
1,300 Empire State Buildings of Available Air Right
Available Resources
34
Commercial and Residential (Mixed Use) zones take advantage of Air Rights to be able to build taller for clients who value views and location. 
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Many building lots possess unused development rights. With a new approach towards air rights, gives lots of square footage for potential spaces for intervention in reimaging the use of Air Rights. 
Mandatory Inclusionary Housing
Residential Zone
Inclusionary Housing
Commerical Zone
Manufacturing Zone
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45 Broad Street 
Air Right: 11,720 SF
1,115’
200 Amsterdam Avenue
Zoning lot from 7,042 SF to 110,000 SF
668’
262 5th Ave. 
5 Parcel Assemblage:
21,000 SF
15 East 30th St.  
3 Mechanical Floors:
23% Mechanical
1,000’ 756’
Nordstrom Tower
Bought unused development rights: 32% larger
1,550’
432 Park Avenue
Structural Void add 313’
1,396’
80 South Street 
Air Rights: 426,000 SF
1,436’
45 Broad Street 
Air Right: 11,720 SF
1,115’
200 Amsterdam Avenue
Zoning lot from 7,042 SF to 110,000 SF
668’
262 5th Ave. 
5 Parcel Assemblage:
21,000 SF
15 East 30th St.  
3 Mechanical Floors:
23% Mechanical
1,000’ 756’
Nordstrom Tower
Bought unused development rights: 32% larger
1,550’
432 Park Avenue
Structural Void add 313’
1,396’
80 South Street 
Air Rights: 426,000 SF
1,436’
45 Broad Street 
Air Right: 11,720 SF
1,115’
200 Amsterdam Avenue
Zoning lot from 7,042 SF to 110,000 SF
668’
262 5th Ave. 
5 Parcel Assemblage:
21,000 SF
15 East 30th St.  
3 Mechanical Floors:
23% Mechanical
1,000’ 756’
Nordstrom Tower
Bought unused development rights: 32% larger
1,550’
432 Park Avenue
Structural Void add 313’
1,396’
80 South Street 
Air Rights: 426,000 SF
1,436’
45 Broad Street 
Air Right: 11,720 SF
1,115’
200 Amsterdam Avenue
Zoning lot from 7,042 SF to 110,000 SF
668’
262 5th Ave. 
5 Parcel Assemblage:
21,000 SF
15 East 30th St.  
3 Mechanical Floors:
23% Mechanical
1,000’ 756’
Nordstrom Tower
Bought unused development rights: 32% larger
1,550’
432 Park Avenue
Structural Void add 313’
1,396’
80 South Street 
Air Rights: 426,000 SF
1,436’
45 Broad Street 
Air Right: 11,720 SF
1,115’
200 Amsterdam Avenue
Zoning lot from 7,042 SF to 110,000 SF
668’
262 th Ave. 
5 Parcel Assemblage:
21,000 SF
15 East 30th St.  
3 Mechanical Floors:
23% Mechanical
1,000’ 756’
Nordstrom Tower
Bou  unused development rights: 32% larger
1,550’
432 Park Avenue
Structural Void add 313’
1,396’
80 South Street 
Air Rights: 426,000 SF
1,436’
45 Broad Street 
Air Right: 11,720 SF
1,115’
200 Amsterdam Avenue
Zoning lot from 7,042 SF to 110,000 SF
668’
262 5th Ave. 
5 P rcel Assemblage:
21,000 SF
15 Ea  30th St.  
3 Mec anical Floors:
23% Mechanical
1,000’ 756’
Nordstrom Tower
Bought unused development rights: 32% larger
1,550’
432 Park Avenue
Structural Void add 313’
1,396’
80 South Street 
Air Rights: 426,000 SF
1,436’
45 Broad Street 
Air Right: 11,720 SF
1,115’
200 Amsterdam Avenue
Zoning lot from 7,042 SF to 110,000 SF
668’
262 5th Ave. 
5 Parcel Assemblage:
21,000 SF
15 East 30th St.  
3 Mechanical Floors:
23% Mechanical
1,000’ 756’
Nordstrom Tower
Bought unused development rights: 32% larger
1,550’
432 Park Avenue
Structural Void add 313’
1,396’
80 South Street 
Air Rights: 426,00  SF
1,436’
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Transfer of Development Rights was a new addition to the 1961 zoning to 
allow unused development rights to be transferred to benefit the sending and 
receiving site. In current terms, this is associated with slim and tall towers 
overpowering nearby neighborhoods. A TDR program that needs work is Land-
mark Transfer under Section 74-79. A main problem faced with this program 
is the large amounts needed to be transferred under strict rules with regards 
to context and adjacency. The city’s fear of overdevelopment adjacent to rel-
atively low height landmark buildings and expensive process with ULURP saw 
only 14 landmark transfers since its inception. 
Midtown East Rezoning established in 2017 was one of the first attempts 
to ease the restrictions of Landmark Transfers. This rezoning also provides 
more contribution back to city with the City Improvement Fund and Transit 
Improvement as a byproduct of air right sales. With many hearings from the 
community, the community still proposes changes to open space which has 
not become a focus for the rezoning. In a city continuing to be more con-
gested with building bulk and height, the community board’s response for 
commercial district to have more break in city life should be addressed. 
The rezoning main goal was to redevelop the commercial district with unused 
development rights from large sources of Grand Central Terminal and oth-
er landmarks such as St. Patrick’s Cathedral. The main goal for reimagining 
building around landmarks with the TDR program is to not hinder the main 
goal made to appeal to developers and transform the NYC code to better ben-
efit the community concerns of the community. 
38
Developers given the ability to get Air Rights from neighboring lots allow for tall and 
thin skyscrapers. Height goes beyond expected in 1961 zoning resolution.
Air Rights
Incentive
Air Right Incentive Zoning
39
Inspired by the platform created by Le Corbusier “tower in a park,” the approach to-
wards Air Rights an be approached differently. More focused on landscape transfers 
Section 74-79 that is not used enough, Midtown East Rezoning is a site for reimagin-
ing air rights for city improvement. 
New
Platform
40
Inspired by the platform created by Le Corbusier “tower in a park,” the approach to-
wards Air Rights an be approached differently. More focused on landscape transfers 
Section 74-79 that is not used enough, Midtown East Rezoning is a site for reimagin-
ing air rights for city improvement. 
Zoning 
Modifications
41
Test site located at Midtown East Rezoning, contain many landmarks that were unable 
to distribute their unused development rights in the past. This project will focus on 
Air Rights as a platform for new development where a byproduct of development right 
sales contribute to the city. The city is tethered to ownership of the building property 
and is only mainly utilized with an extrusion to these tower. Through modifications of 
the zoning resolution currently in place, aim to create a new typology for new unique 
“benefit creating” enterprise structures on rooftops of New York City. Starting with 
zoning code, design for a new typology around landmarks hopes to provide further in-
frastructure and needed program to the neighborhood. By apporaching air rights round 
improvement to dense city, may promote benefits for developers and the community. 
In an urban fabric that is dense with residential and office spaces, the potential for air 
rights to contribute to something other than a taller skyscraper is a new a vision for 
New York City. A new urban typology developed by the reimaging of air rights “benefit 
creating” enterprise. 
Intervention
42
Zoning Lot Mergers
(ZLM)
Special District TransfersLarge Scale Development Plans
(LDSP)
Landmark Transfer Under
 Section 74-79
Existed since original Zoning Resolution in 1916 with the changing definition of “zoning lot.” Performed by combing contiguous tax lots within a block 
allowing free movement of floor area within merged zoning lot. Merged lots do not have to be under single fee ownership or long term lease. Zoning lot 
Development Agreement (ZLDA) executed by all parties and recorded to Department of Finance.
Easiest form of development
Can be executed as-of-right with no additional approval 
from the city
90% of all floor area transfers in NYC between 2003-2011 
were ZLM
Performed in Financial District, Lower East Side/Chinatown, 
Clinton/Chelsea, Midtown
Majority of ZLM less than 15,000 SF
Not aimed to achieve policy goals. Artifact of changing 
definition of “zoning lots” to apply bulk controls to 
particular projects. 
Limited form of density zoning, city not found it necessary 
to restrict or regulate ZLM beyond recording requirement 
and regulations to curb
Tax lot lines show historic ownership patterns, not to land 
use purposes
Reforms in 1977 created ZLDA and started recording 
requirement. Reforms eliminate lease requirement leaving 
development right transaction to participating parties
ZLM regulation continue to be less consistent since 2001. 
City continue to support range of development from small to 
large transfers creating tall controversial buildings
ZLM help create condo boom south of Central Park with its 
Midtown zoning of no heigh limits. Non-contextual district 
with few or no heigh control. 
CPC Special Permit recommended for transfers in certain 
parts of the city. Similar to Landmark Transfers, additional 
procedure will decrease developers searching for largest 
transfers in lucrative areas
Large Scale Development Plan include transfer provisions to provide flexibile “better site planning” for large developments under large lot ownership. 
With Urban Renewal Plans, aimed to create large scale projects. In 1967, provisions replaced Section 78-00, Large Residential Development (LSRD) and 
Section 79-00, Large Scale Community Facility Development.  
“They have become the reigning currency of the redevelopment realm, major components in the radical vertical transformation of the city’s skyline.” “and it’s why you’re seeing these monster buildings springing up all over town. All of these new supertowers that are changing the look of the city’s horizon, 
they couldn’t happen without air-rights transfers”
 -Robert Von Ancken (Chairman of Landauer Valuation and Advisory Services)
“There are people who believe in skyscrapers and people who don’t and you can’t do the Hudson Rail Yards and you can’t do One57 without air rights, 
but that’s not really the issue. The city Planning Department has taken steps to ensure that the way we sculpt our city is something that makes sense 
in terms of light and air. The reason behind the big increase in air-rights trades is that, bottom line, they can make the difference between a marginal 
and a profitable project.”
 -Michael Namer (Chief executive of Alfa Development)
“The technology available is such that if you’re a developer of a residential property you should build as high as you can, because you get the 
higher sales price for the higher floors.”
 -Mr Jacobs (City Bar Association air right lecturer)
“Is the future of the city going to be this series of 200-story towers stultified buildings in between? You wonder how this will affect the street life, the trees. You 
wonder about urban plazas surrouneded by 50-story walls: what would grow there, mushrooms?”
 -Mr Jacobs
“Whenever you see a potential rezoning, like we’re seeing with Midtown East, you create unused development potential: You’re dumping a whole 
lot of untapped value on property owners.”
 -Joshua Stein (Commercial Real Estate Lawyer)
“The art of land assemblage and the acquisition of air rights is a high-stakes poker game, and because some of these transactions can 
take a decade or more to complete, you need the patience of job.”
 -Robert I. Shapiro (President of City Center Real Estate)
“From viewpoint of real estate, air is simply invisible land, because you can build on it. Sometimes aire above, behind, to the left or 
right is worth far more than the building that carries the rights to it; it’s a potential pot of gold for many properties. Its found money.”
 -Ross F. Moskowitz (Stroock & Stroock & Lavan Partner specializing in Land Use and Zoning)
“I didn’t get money in my pocket, but our co-op got $5 million, so it was a win-win in the end. Now One57 blocks my view of Carnegie Hall.”
 -Ms. Casey (Vice President of Halstead Property)
2000s, Special District mechanisms to achieve large scale 
urban design and open space goals, supporting Highline, 
Hudson Yards, and the Manhattanville expansion of 
Columbia University
Procedural requirement, require mere Notification (Highline) 
or Certification (Theater Subdistrict), making them 
effectively as-of-right
Some Special District designate purely on location
Most district set market price TDR, TDR held by government 
or quasi-governmental entities set by appraisal (Hudson 
Yards)
Theater Subdistrict
First Special Purpose District in Zoning Resolution, included 
development bonus to produce five new theaters. Did little 
to prevent demolition of older theaters. This leads to special 
permit in 1982 that listed theaters in new Theater Subdis-
trict to sell unused development rights in liberalized 
transfer mechanism. Between 1984 and 1988, Theater 
Advisory Council created by 1982 rules landmakred 30 
theaters. Transfers were difficult to aims to widen receiving 
areas was pushed in 1988. Over next ten years, Theater 
Retention Bonus - 1 FAR wasn’t enough for action. Only four 
development right transfers happened between 1982 to 
1998 (listed theaters with over two million SF had little to 
no opportunitues to transfer). Revitalized in 1998 to be 
more viable. Since 2001, Theater Subdistrict become one of 
the most active TDR program with 15 transfers with about 
500,000 SF. Additional ten theaters transferred develop-
ment rights through ZLM. 
Grand Central Subdistrict
Created in 1992 to reinforce existing buit form, facilitate 
pedestrian movement, and create new provisions for 
transfer of development rights from designated landmarks. 
GCT had over 1.7 million SF of TDR while other landmarks in 
Subdistrict were overbuilt such as the Chrysler Building. 
This subdistrict can transfer of floor area up to one FAR of 
baseline maximum of receiving site. Transfer of floor area 
can result in maximum of 21.6 FAR on receiving site.
Special West Chelsea District
High Line Transfer Corridor created part of Special West 
Chelsea. TDR unlock development rights unusable due to 
High Line. In city’s perspective, TDR transfer density away 
from High Line to areas to create open corridor to support 
and enhance the park. Granting sites can transfer to most 
subareas (except subareas between 18th and 18th street 
where special rules apply).
Developer need to buy minimum number of TDR then layer 
bonuses on top for maximum FAR on certain sites. Other 
bonuses include Inclusionary Housing Bonus and High Line 
Improvement Bonus to contributions to open space.
TDR transfers performed by Notification, more relaxed than 
Certification. Special District tightly planned and transfers 
limited in size and organized where density is needed
Low procedural barriers and hot real estate market, most 
active in city. Transfer of over 400,000 SF in 26 transfers. 
Not rnough TDR to meet demand.
Transfers limited to floor area equal to 10 FAR on receiving 
site or maximum FAR of 21.6 on lots less than 30,000SF. 
Various restrictions in area due to lack of further redevelop-
ment opportunities on designated receiving sites making it 
difficult to exhaust remaining TDR 
A persion, individual, corporation, partnership, trust, firm, 
organization, other association for subsequent disposition 
to a receiving lot, thereby enabling city’s only functioning 
TDR bank. Bank made to solve timing problem.
Allow property owners to realize property value to become 
public parkland. Transfer of property through city other than 
acquisition
Provide new open space with new identity to meet the needs 
of existing and future residents
4.6 Million SF of TDR created in ERY rezoning
Developers can contribute to District Improvement Bonus to 
provide affordable housing or open space to increase 
maximum FAR
ERY TDR owned by public organization MTA, priced ratio to 
receiving site in psf-as-of-right development rights
Alternative to TDR would create public outlay for land or 
condemnation proceedings
TDR determined by subtracting from maximum floor area 
under baseline zoning larger of lot area times five (result in 
smaller pool of TDR that would exist under conventional 
methods.
Scheme amended to allow transfer of rights from demapped 
streets, tend to increase the size of TDR pool
Transferring development rights to banks provide mortgage 
obligations without outright budget outlay
TDR system devised to get owners to drop opposition of 
High Line. Transfers at distance allowed in this district 
where adjacency requirement would not have performed as 
successfully
South Street Seaport Subdistrict
Zone located where overlapping Urban Renewal Plans, 
historic districts, and Special Districts in late 1960s. TDR 
permitted with amendment to 1968 Brooklyn Bridge 
Southeast Urban Renewal Plan, plan to creation of Special 
South Street Seaport District. First installment of Special 
District TDR requiring only Certification to transfer. 
Problems in the site were historic buildings in process of 
defaulting on mortgages and were threatened with foreclo-
sure, demolition, and redevelopment 
Special Hudson Yards District
Created in 2005 consists of six subdistricts A - Large Scale 
Plan, B - Farley Corridor, C - 34th Street Corridor, D - Hell’s 
Kitchen, E - South of Port Authority, and F - Western Rail 
Yard. Development rights come from MTA owned Eastern 
Rail Yards. Labels A1 and future open space to designated 
receiving areas in Subdistrict A by CPC. Transfer of 
development rights of privately owned sites of Phase II 
Hudson Boulevard and Park to receiving  sites in Subdistrict 
A and subareas D1 and D2 by CPC certification. Main 
objective to create “open space network” to support 
neighborhood development to compensate private owners of 
future open space. Plan of 24 acres of open space for pasive 
and active recreation. Also development for 
Objective as specific as the realization of fully designed 
public space or generation of revenue
Emphsis on urban design with purpose for “greater variety 
and more imaginative site planning”
Several zoning lots planned as a unit, may create unneces-
sary rigidities and prevent achievement of the best possible 
site plan with bulk controls
Build site as a unit, not only distribution of floor area and 
dwelling units, but height, setback and bulk regulations
Large scale plan with distribution of floor area and loosen-
ing of bulk regulations result in “better site plan” in the 
underlying zoning, benefit occupants of site and neighbor-
hood and cit as a whole. However, surrounding areas with 
light, air, traffic, and open space conditions relate to height 
and bulk impacts
Zoning Resolution for Large Scale Residential Developments 
(Section 78-00) include provision to allow distribution of 
FAR, dwelling units, and lot coverage without regard to 
zoning lot lines
Large Scale Residential Developments
Need authorization (Section 78-311) for types of modifica-
tion that would create no significant impact to surrounding 
areas than what a developer could do to a single zoning lot. 
Allow cluster developments in common open space but not 
permit bulk and density bonuses under Special permit 
(Section 79-312). 
Large Scale Community Developments
Section 79-21 provision allow Large Scale Community 
Developments to distribute floor area, lot coverage, dwelling 
units, and open space over streets with no regard to zoning 
lot lines (modifications to minimum required distance 
between buildings, height, setback, and yard regulations 
allowed).
Large Scale General Developments
Section 74-74 allow transfer bulk around large scale 
development site. Several project consist of education 
institution expansions. Others are Urban Renewal plans or 
large residential projects in mixed use formerly industrial 
areas. Variety of projects developed under 74-74 shows 
provision flexibility. 
Preservation crucial to regional economy. By tying increased 
commercial density to save theaters, city able make 
planning purpose more politically viable. Transfers require 
certifications or authorization, difficult for opponents to 
challenge individual transfers as opposed to whole scheme.
Since 1968, only 74-79 transfers created but one executed. 
TDR provision for Subdistrict less to do with desire to 
liberalize rules of Penn Central to sell unused development 
rights, but more with consequence of massive TDR transfer 
of area to adjacent lots. Current circumstances may lead to 
ad hoc series of applications of development rights from 
Terminal under 74-79.
This framework would allow transfer of development rights 
from designated landmarks with mechanism for distribution 
responsive to local conditions, reinforce established built 
form under urban design control, and enchance pedestrian 
circulation network integral to area’s function. Modifica-
tions of landmark transfers only allow maximum floor area 
increase to 30 FAR with Special Permit with requirement to 
improve area circulation network nulled (under review).
TDR for landmark owners to make efforts to maintain 
underbuilt landmarks with TDR appealing to court opinion in 
Penn Central v. New York City (1978). Desire to facilitate 
transfer from GCT and avoide negative planning consequenc-
es may result in if all unused development rights transferred 
to adjacent sites.
City pursue in other planning and policy objectives with Special District to support preservation. Aim to develop urban design, open space, and organize 
complex large scale developments. First use in 1970 with development of areas adjacent to United Nations, second use in 1972 to save historic South 
Street Seaport from foreclosures with city’s first and only functioning TDR bank
Created in 1968, its aim was to lower legal risk from rising challenges to landmark designations, which restricted the ability for owners to redevelop. 
This new development transfer allowed owners to sell unused development rights while ensuring maintanence. Developed to be part of historic preserva-
tion legislation passed by City Council after uproar of 1964 old Pennsylvania Station demoltion.   
1969, landmark owners able to establish adjacency in chain 
of lots
Shift floor area, not create more
Allowing landmarks to sell unused development rights would 
either eliminate basis for taking claim by allowing owner to 
keep property or compensate owner with salable TDR
Preservation of historic structures, historic uses and 
creation or preservation of open space/parks
Less successful widespread with large number of 
landmarked properties. Since 1968, provision successful 
eleven times 
Special Permit requirement created expensive and uncertain 
public review. (ULURP review can cost up to $750,000, 
Rockefeller transfer had 17 year gap with no execution. Only 
large transfer in dense, high value neighborhoods justify 
expense. All transfers been in Midtown or Downtown 
Manhattan. 
Limited transfer area means many landmark have no viable 
receiving sites. Receiving site looser than ZLM but not as 
wide as Special District transfer in Theater Subdistrict, High 
Line, or South Street Seaport
Wider transfer areas increase likelihood of development 
sites in use of TDR
Many landmarks not eligible, R1 through R5 districts 
ineligable, landmark built up over FAR ineligible
“Most developers, if it requires a ULURP, avoid it like the 
plague.”
 -Shapiro
“They want to do as-of-right. If that process were eased up 
or were as-of-right, that would make it more useful.”
 -Vicki Been (Director of Furman Center)
300 landmarks in city, now there are over 1,300. Receiving 
sites around landmarks too small to absorb any appreciable 
amount of TDR
Many under-built landmarks City-owned (libraries, schools, 
museums, transportation facilities)
Two Bridges
Successful Landmark Transfer
Unsuccessful Landmark Transfer
Community District Boundary
Additional floor area from lot A
Permitted floor area on zoning lot B
B
A
Unused Development Rights
Permitted floor area on zoning lot B
Transferred unused development rights
Unused development rights on zoning 
lot with landmarked building
POPS
Site 4 (4A/4B)
Site 5
Site 6A
TDR Strategies
Zoning Lot Mergers
(ZLM)
Special District TransfersLarge Scale Development Plans
(LDSP)
Landmark Transfer Under
 Section 74-79
Existed since original Zoning Resolution in 1916 with the changing definition of “zoning lot.” Performed by combing contiguous tax lots within a block 
allowing free movement of floor area within merged zoning lot. Merged lots do not have to be under single fee ownership or long term lease. Zoning lot 
Development Agreement (ZLDA) executed by all parties and recorded to Department of Finance.
Easiest form of development
Can be executed as-of-right with no additional approval 
from the city
90% of all floor area transfers in NYC between 2003-2011 
were ZLM
Performed in Financial District, Lower East Side/Chinatown, 
Clinton/Chelsea, Midtown
Majority of ZLM less than 15,000 SF
Not aimed to achieve policy goals. Artifact of changing 
definition of “zoning lots” to apply bulk controls to 
particular projects. 
Limited form of density zoning, city not found it necessary 
to restrict or regulate ZLM beyond recording requirement 
and regulations to curb
Tax lot lines show historic ownership patterns, not to land 
use purposes
Reforms in 1977 created ZLDA and started recording 
requirement. Reforms eliminate lease requirement leaving 
development right transaction to participating parties
ZLM regulation continue to be less consistent since 2001. 
City continue to support range of development from small to 
large transfers creating tall controversial buildings
ZLM help create condo boom south of Central Park with its 
Midtown zoning of no heigh limits. Non-contextual district 
with few or no heigh control. 
CPC Special Permit recommended for transfers in certain 
parts of the city. Similar to Landmark Transfers, additional 
procedure will decrease developers searching for largest 
transfers in lucrative areas
Large Scale Development Plan include transfer provisions to provide flexibile “better site planning” for large developments under large lot ownership. 
With Urban Renewal Plans, aimed to create large scale projects. In 1967, provisions replaced Section 78-00, Large Residential Development (LSRD) and 
Section 79-00, Large Scale Community Facility Development.  
“They have become the reigning currency of the redevelopment realm, major components in the radical vertical transformation of the city’s skyline.” “and it’s why you’re seeing these monster buildings springing up all over town. All of these new supertowers that are changing the look of the city’s horizon, 
they couldn’t happen without air-rights transfers”
 -Robert Von Ancken (Chairman of Landauer Valuation and Advisory Services)
“There are people who believe in skyscrapers and people who don’t and you can’t do the Hudson Rail Yards and you can’t do One57 without air rights, 
but that’s not really the issue. The city Planning Department has taken steps to ensure that the way we sculpt our city is something that makes sense 
in terms of light and air. The reason behind the big increase in air-rights trades is that, bottom line, they can make the difference between a marginal 
and a profitable project.”
 -Michael Namer (Chief executive of Alfa Development)
“The technology available is such that if you’re a developer of a residential property you should build as high as you can, because you get the 
higher sales price for the higher floors.”
 -Mr Jacobs (City Bar Association air right lecturer)
“Is the future of the city going to be this series of 200-story towers stultified buildings in between? You wonder how this will affect the street life, the trees. You 
wonder about urban plazas surrouneded by 50-story walls: what would grow there, mushrooms?”
 -Mr Jacobs
“Whenever you see a potential rezoning, like we’re seeing with Midtown East, you create unused development potential: You’re dumping a whole 
lot of untapped value on property owners.”
 -Joshua Stein (Commercial Real Estate Lawyer)
“The art of land assemblage and the acquisition of air rights is a high-stakes poker game, and because some of these transactions can 
take a decade or more to complete, you need the patience of job.”
 -Robert I. Shapiro (President of City Center Real Estate)
“From viewpoint of real estate, air is simply invisible land, because you can build on it. Sometimes aire above, behind, to the left or 
right is worth far more than the building that carries the rights to it; it’s a potential pot of gold for many properties. Its found money.”
 -Ross F. Moskowitz (Stroock & Stroock & Lavan Partner specializing in Land Use and Zoning)
“I didn’t get money in my pocket, but our co-op got $5 million, so it was a win-win in the end. Now One57 blocks my view of Carnegie Hall.”
 -Ms. Casey (Vice President of Halstead Property)
2000s, Special District mechanisms to achieve large scale 
urban design and open space goals, supporting Highline, 
Hudson Yards, and the Manhattanville expansion of 
Columbia University
Procedural requirement, require mere Notification (Highline) 
or Certification (Theater Subdistrict), making them 
effectively as-of-right
Some Special District designate purely on location
Most district set market price TDR, TDR held by government 
or quasi-governmental entities set by appraisal (Hudson 
Yards)
Theater Subdistrict
First Special Purpose District in Zoning Resolution, included 
development bonus to produce five new theaters. Did little 
to prevent demolition of older theaters. This leads to special 
permit in 1982 that listed theaters in new Theater Subdis-
trict to sell unused development rights in liberalized 
transfer mechanism. Between 1984 and 1988, Theater 
Advisory Council created by 1982 rules landmakred 30 
theaters. Transfers were difficult to aims to widen receiving 
areas was pushed in 1988. Over next ten years, Theater 
Retention Bonus - 1 FAR wasn’t enough for action. Only four 
development right transfers happened between 1982 to 
1998 (listed theaters with over two million SF had little to 
no opportunitues to transfer). Revitalized in 1998 to be 
more viable. Since 2001, Theater Subdistrict become one of 
the most active TDR program with 15 transfers with about 
500,000 SF. Additional ten theaters transferred develop-
ment rights through ZLM. 
Grand Central Subdistrict
Created in 1992 to reinforce existing buit form, facilitate 
pedestrian movement, and create new provisions for 
transfer of development rights from designated landmarks. 
GCT had over 1.7 million SF of TDR while other landmarks in 
Subdistrict were overbuilt such as the Chrysler Building. 
This subdistrict can transfer of floor area up to one FAR of 
baseline maximum of receiving site. Transfer of floor area 
can result in maximum of 21.6 FAR on receiving site.
Special West Chelsea District
High Line Transfer Corridor created part of Special West 
Chelsea. TDR unlock development rights unusable due to 
High Line. In city’s perspective, TDR transfer density away 
from High Line to areas to create open corridor to support 
and enhance the park. Granting sites can transfer to most 
subareas (except subareas between 18th and 18th street 
where special rules apply).
Developer need to buy minimum number of TDR then layer 
bonuses on top for maximum FAR on certain sites. Other 
bonuses include Inclusionary Housing Bonus and High Line 
Improvement Bonus to contributions to open space.
TDR transfers performed by Notification, more relaxed than 
Certification. Special District tightly planned and transfers 
limited in size and organized where density is needed
Low procedural barriers and hot real estate market, most 
active in city. Transfer of over 400,000 SF in 26 transfers. 
Not rnough TDR to meet demand.
Transfers limited to floor area equal to 10 FAR on receiving 
site or maximum FAR of 21.6 on lots less than 30,000SF. 
Various restrictions in area due to lack of further redevelop-
ment opportunities on designated receiving sites making it 
difficult to exhaust remaining TDR 
A persion, individual, corporation, partnership, trust, firm, 
organization, other association for subsequent disposition 
to a receiving lot, thereby enabling city’s only functioning 
TDR bank. Bank made to solve timing problem.
Allow property owners to realize property value to become 
public parkland. Transfer of property through city other than 
acquisition
Provide new open space with new identity to meet the needs 
of existing and future residents
4.6 Million SF of TDR created in ERY rezoning
Developers can contribute to District Improvement Bonus to 
provide affordable housing or open space to increase 
maximum FAR
ERY TDR owned by public organization MTA, priced ratio to 
receiving site in psf-as-of-right development rights
Alternative to TDR would create public outlay for land or 
condemnation proceedings
TDR determined by subtracting from maximum floor area 
under baseline zoning larger of lot area times five (result in 
smaller pool of TDR that would exist under conventional 
methods.
Scheme amended to allow transfer of rights from demapped 
streets, tend to increase the size of TDR pool
Transferring development rights to banks provide mortgage 
obligations without outright budget outlay
TDR system devised to get owners to drop opposition of 
High Line. Transfers at distance allowed in this district 
where adjacency requirement would not have performed as 
successfully
South Street Seaport Subdistrict
Zone located where overlapping Urban Renewal Plans, 
historic districts, and Special Districts in late 1960s. TDR 
permitted with amendment to 1968 Brooklyn Bridge 
Southeast Urban Renewal Plan, plan to creation of Special 
South Street Seaport District. First installment of Special 
District TDR requiring only Certification to transfer. 
Problems in the site were historic buildings in process of 
defaulting on mortgages and were threatened with foreclo-
sure, demolition, and redevelopment 
Special Hudson Yards District
Created in 2005 consists of six subdistricts A - Large Scale 
Plan, B - Farley Corridor, C - 34th Street Corridor, D - Hell’s 
Kitchen, E - South of Port Authority, and F - Western Rail 
Yard. Development rights come from MTA owned Eastern 
Rail Yards. Labels A1 and future open space to designated 
receiving areas in Subdistrict A by CPC. Transfer of 
development rights of privately owned sites of Phase II 
Hudson Boulevard and Park to receiving  sites in Subdistrict 
A and subareas D1 and D2 by CPC certification. Main 
objective to create “open space network” to support 
neighborhood development to compensate private owners of 
future open space. Plan of 24 acres of open space for pasive 
and active recreation. Also development for 
Objective as specific as the realization of fully designed 
public space or generation of revenue
Emphsis on urban design with purpose for “greater variety 
and more imaginative site planning”
Several zoning lots planned as a unit, may create unneces-
sary rigidities and prevent achievement of the best possible 
site plan with bulk controls
Build site as a unit, not only distribution of floor area and 
dwelling units, but height, setback and bulk regulations
Large scale plan with distribution of floor area and loosen-
ing of bulk regulations result in “better site plan” in the 
underlying zoning, benefit occupants of site and neighbor-
hood and cit as a whole. However, surrounding areas with 
light, air, traffic, and open space conditions relate to height 
and bulk impacts
Zoning Resolution for Large Scale Residential Developments 
(Section 78-00) include provision to allow distribution of 
FAR, dwelling units, and lot coverage without regard to 
zoning lot lines
Large Scale Residential Developments
Need authorization (Section 78-311) for types of modifica-
tion that would create no significant impact to surrounding 
areas than what a developer could do to a single zoning lot. 
Allow cluster developments in common open space but not 
permit bulk and density bonuses under Special permit 
(Section 79-312). 
Large Scale Community Developments
Section 79-21 provision allow Large Scale Community 
Developments to distribute floor area, lot coverage, dwelling 
units, and open space over streets with no regard to zoning 
lot lines (modifications to minimum required distance 
between buildings, height, setback, and yard regulations 
allowed).
Large Scale General Developments
Section 74-74 allow transfer bulk around large scale 
development site. Several project consist of education 
institution expansions. Others are Urban Renewal plans or 
large residential projects in mixed use formerly industrial 
areas. Variety of projects developed under 74-74 shows 
provision flexibility. 
Preservation crucial to regional economy. By tying increased 
commercial density to save theaters, city able make 
planning purpose more politically viable. Transfers require 
certifications or authorization, difficult for opponents to 
challenge individual transfers as opposed to whole scheme.
Since 1968, only 74-79 transfers created but one executed. 
TDR provision for Subdistrict less to do with desire to 
liberalize rules of Penn Central to sell unused development 
rights, but more with consequence of massive TDR transfer 
of area to adjacent lots. Current circumstances may lead to 
ad hoc series of applications of development rights from 
Terminal under 74-79.
This framework would allow transfer of development rights 
from designated landmarks with mechanism for distribution 
responsive to local conditions, reinforce established built 
form under urban design control, and enchance pedestrian 
circulation network integral to area’s function. Modifica-
tions of landmark transfers only allow maximum floor area 
increase to 30 FAR with Special Permit with requirement to 
improve area circulation network nulled (under review).
TDR for landmark owners to make efforts to maintain 
underbuilt landmarks with TDR appealing to court opinion in 
Penn Central v. New York City (1978). Desire to facilitate 
transfer from GCT and avoide negative planning consequenc-
es may result in if all unused development rights transferred 
to adjacent sites.
City pursue in other planning and policy objectives with Special District to support preservation. Aim to develop urban design, open space, and organize 
complex large scale developments. First use in 1970 with development of areas adjacent to United Nations, second use in 1972 to save historic South 
Street Seaport from foreclosures with city’s first and only functioning TDR bank
Created in 1968, its aim was to lower legal risk from rising challenges to landmark designations, which restricted the ability for owners to redevelop. 
This new development transfer allowed owners to sell unused development rights while ensuring maintanence. Developed to be part of historic preserva-
tion legislation passed by City Council after uproar of 1964 old Pennsylvania Station demoltion.   
1969, landmark owners able to establish adjacency in chain 
of lots
Shift floor area, not create more
Allowing landmarks to sell unused development rights would 
either eliminate basis for taking claim by allowing owner to 
keep property or compensate owner with salable TDR
Preservation of historic structures, historic uses and 
creation or preservation of open space/parks
Less successful widespread with large number of 
landmarked properties. Since 1968, provision successful 
eleven times 
Special Permit requirement created expensive and uncertain 
public review. (ULURP review can cost up to $750,000, 
Rockefeller transfer had 17 year gap with no execution. Only 
large transfer in dense, high value neighborhoods justify 
expense. All transfers been in Midtown or Downtown 
Manhattan. 
Limited transfer area means many landmark have no viable 
receiving sites. Receiving site looser than ZLM but not as 
wide as Special District transfer in Theater Subdistrict, High 
Line, or South Street Seaport
Wider transfer areas increase likelihood of development 
sites in use of TDR
Many landmarks not eligible, R1 through R5 districts 
ineligable, landmark built up over FAR ineligible
“Most developers, if it requires a ULURP, avoid it like the 
plague.”
 -Shapiro
“They want to do as-of-right. If that process were eased up 
or were as-of-right, that would make it more useful.”
 -Vicki Been (Director of Furman Center)
300 landmarks in city, now there are over 1,300. Receiving 
sites around landmarks too small to absorb any appreciable 
amount of TDR
Many under-built landmarks City-owned (libraries, schools, 
museums, transportation facilities)
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Successful Landmark Transfer
Unsuccessful Landmark Transfer
Community District Boundary
Additional floor area from lot A
Permitted floor area on zoning lot B
B
A
Unused Development Rights
Permitted floor area on zoning lot B
Transferred unused development rights
Unused development rights on zoning 
lot with landmarked building
POPS
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TDR Strategies
Zoning Lot Mergers
(ZLM)
Special District Transfe sLarge Scale Development Plans
(LDSP)
Landmark Transfe  Und
 Section 74-79
Existed since original Zoning Resolution in 1916 with the chang ng definition of “zoning lot.” Performed by combing contiguous tax lots within a block 
allowing free m vement of fl or area within merged zoning lot. Merged lots do not have to be under singl  fee ownership or long term lease. Zoning lot 
Development Agr ement (ZLDA) ex cuted by all par ies and record d to Departmen  of Financ .
Easiest form of d velop ent
Can be executed as-of-right with no additional approval 
from the city
90% of all floor area transfers in NYC betwee  2003-2011 
were ZLM
Performed in Financial Distr ct, Lower East Side/Chinatown, 
Clinton/Chelsea, Midtown
Majority of ZLM less than 15,000 SF
Not aimed to achieve policy goals. Art fact of changing 
definition of “zoning lots” to apply bulk controls to 
particular projec s. 
Limited form of density zoning, city not found  necessary 
to restrict or regulate ZLM beyond recording requireme t 
and regulations to curb
Tax lot lines show historic ownership patterns, not to land 
use purposes
Reforms in 1977 c eated ZLDA and started recording 
requirement. Reforms liminate lease requir ment leaving 
development right transaction o parti ipating es
ZLM regulation continue t  be less consistent ince 2001. 
City continue to support range of development from small to 
large transfers cr ating tall controversial buildings
ZLM help create condo boom south of Central Park with its
Midtown zoning of no heigh limits. Non-contextual district 
with few or no heigh contr l. 
CPC Special Permit r ommended for transfers in certain 
parts of the city. Similar to Land ark Transfers, additional 
procedure will decrease develop rs searching for largest 
transfers in lucrative areas
Large Scale Development Plan include transfer provisions to provide flexibile “b tter site planning” for large developments under large lot ownership. 
With Urban Renewal Plans, aimed to create large scale project . In 1967, provisions re laced Section 78-00, Large Residential Development (LSRD) and 
Section 79-00, Large Scale Community Facility Development.  
“They have become the reigning currency of the edevelopm nt r alm, major components in the radical vertical transfo mation of the city’s skyline.” “and it’s why you’re eeing thes monster buildings springing up all over town. All of these new supertowers that are changing th look of the city’s horizon, 
they couldn’t happen without air-righ s transfers”
 -Robert Von Ancken (Chairman of Landauer Valu tion and Advisory Services)
“There are peopl  who believe in skyscrap rs and peopl  who don’t and you can’t do the Hudson Rail Yar  and you can’t do One57 with ut air righ s, 
but that’s not really he issu . The city Planning Department has t ken steps to ensure tha  the way we sculpt our city is something that akes sense 
in terms of light and air. The reason behind the big increase in air-rights trades is that, bottom line, they can make the difference betwe n a marginal 
and a profitable project.”
 -Michael Namer (Chi f executive of Alfa Development)
“The technology available is such that if yo ’re a develope  of a residential property you sh uld build as high as you can, because you g t the 
higher sales price for the high r floors.”
 -Mr Jacobs (City B r As oc ation air right lecturer)
“Is the future of ci y going to be this series of 200-story towers ultified buildings n between? You wond r how this will affect the street life, the trees. You 
wonder about urban plazas surrouneded by 50-story walls: what wou d grow there, mushrooms?”
 -Mr Jacobs
“Whenever you see a potential rezoning, like we’re see ng ith Midtown East, you create unused dev lopment pot ntial: You’re dumping a whole 
lot of untapped value on roperty owne s.”
 -Joshua Stein (Commercial Real Estate Lawyer)
“The art of land assemblage and the acquisition of air rights is a high-s akes poker gam , and bec use some of these transactions can 
take a decade or mor  to complete, y u need the patience of job.”
 -Robert I. Shapiro (President of City Center Real Estate)
“From viewpoint of real esta e, air is simply invisible land, because you can b ild on it. Sometimes aire above, behind, t  the left or
right is worth far more than the building that carries the rights to it; it’s a po en ial pot of gold for many properties. Its f und money.”
 -Ross F. Moskowitz (Str ock & Stroock & Lavan Partner specializi g in Land Use and Zoning)
“I didn’t get money in my pock t, but our o-op got $5 million, so it was a win-win in the end. Now One57 blocks my view of Carnegie Hall.”
 -Ms. Casey (Vice Pre ident of Halstead Property)
2000s, Special District mechanisms to achieve large scale 
urban design and open space g als, upporting Highline, 
Hudson Yards, and the Manh ttanville expansion of
Columbia University
Procedural requirement,  mere Notification (Highl ne) 
or Certification (Theater Subdistrict), making them
effectively as-of-right
Some Special District designate purely o  location
Most district set market price TDR, TDR held by government 
or quasi-governmental entities set by apprai al (Hudson 
Yards)
Theater Subdistrict
First Special Purpose D strict in Zoning Resolution, included 
development bonus to produce five new th aters. Did little 
to prevent demolition of older theaters. This l ds to special 
permit in 1982 tha  listed theaters in new Th ater Subdis-
trict to sell unused development rights in liberalized 
transfer mechani m. Betwee  1984 and 1988, Theater 
Advisory Council created by 1982 rules landmakred 30 
theaters. Transfers were difficult to aims to widen receiving 
areas was push d in 1988. Over ext ten years, Theater 
Retention Bonus - 1 FAR wasn’t enough for action. Only four 
development right transfers happe ed between 1982 to 
1998 (listed theaters with over two million SF had little to 
no opportunitues to t ansfer). Revit lized in 1998 to be 
more viable. Sinc 2001, Theater Subdistrict become one of 
the most active TDR program with 15 t nsfers with bout 
500,000 SF. Additional ten theaters transf rred develop-
ment rights through ZLM. 
Grand Central Sub istrict
Created in 1992 to rei force existing buit form, facilitate 
pedestrian movement, and cr ate new provisions for 
transfer of development rights from designated landmarks. 
GCT had over 1.7 milli n SF of TDR while ther landmarks in
Subdistrict were ove built such as the Chrysler Building. 
This subdistrict can transfer of floor area up to ne FAR of 
baseline maximum of rece ving site. Transfer of floor area
can result in maximum of 21.6 FAR on receiving site.
Special West Ch lsea Di rict
High Line Transfer Corridor cr ated part of Sp cial West 
Chelsea. TDR unlock development rights unusable due to 
High Line. In city’s perspective, TDR transf r density away 
from High Line to areas to create open co ridor to support 
and enhance the park. Granting sites c  transf r to most 
subareas (except subar as be ween 18th and 18th s reet 
where special rules a ply).
Developer need to buy minimum number of TDR then layer 
bonuses on top for maximum FAR on certain sites. Other 
bonuses include Inclusionary Housing Bonus and High Line 
Improvement Bonus to contributions t  open space.
TDR transfers performed by Notification, m re relaxed than
Certification. Special District tightly planned and transf rs 
limited in size and organ d whe e density is n eded
Low procedural bar iers and hot eal estate market, most 
active in city. Transfer of over 400,000 SF in 26 transfers. 
Not rnough TDR o meet demand.
Transfers limited to floor ar a equal to 10 FAR on receiving 
site or maximum FAR of 21.6 on lots less than 30,000SF. 
Various restrictions in area due to lack of fur her redevelop-
ment opportunities on designated rec ivi g sites mak it 
difficult to exhaust remaining TDR 
A persion, individual, corporation, partnership, trus , firm, 
organization, other ass ciation for ubsequent disposition 
to a receiving lot, thereby enabling cit ’s only func ioning 
TDR bank. Bank made to solve timing problem.
Allow property owne s to realize prope ty value to become 
public parkland. Transfer of property through city other t an 
acquisition
Provide new open spac  with ew id nt y to meet the needs 
of existing and future residents
4.6 Million SF of TDR created in ERY rezoning
Developers can contribute to Dis ct Improvement Bonus to 
provide affordable housing or open space to increase 
maximum FAR
ERY TDR owned by public organization MTA, priced ratio to 
receiving site in psf-as-of-right developmen rights
Alternative to TDR would create pub ic outlay for and or 
condemnation proceedings
TDR determined by subtracting from max mum floor area 
under baseline zoning larger of lot area times five (result in 
smaller pool of TDR that w uld exist under conventional
methods.
Scheme amended to allow transfer of rights from demapped 
streets, tend to increase the size of TDR pool
Transferring development rights to banks provide mortgage 
obligations without outrigh  budget outlay
TDR system devised to get own rs to drop opposition of 
High Line. Transfers at distance allowed i  this district 
where adjacency quirement would not have performed as 
successfully
South Street eaport Subdistrict
Zone located where overlapping Urban Renewal Plans, 
historic districts, and Special Districts in ate 1960s. TDR 
permitted with a endmen  to 1968 Brooklyn Bridge 
Southeast Urban Renewal Plan, plan to creation of Special 
South Street eaport Dis rict. First installment of Special 
District TDR requiring only Certification to transfer. 
Problems in the site were istoric buildings in process of 
defaulting on mortgages and were threatened with for clo-
sure, demolition, and redevelopment 
Special Hudson Yards District
Created in 2005 cons sts of six subdi tricts A - Large Scale 
Plan, B - Farley Corridor, C - 34th St eet Corridor, D - Hell’s 
Kitchen, E - South of Port Authority, and F - Wester  Rail
Yard. Development rights come f om MTA owned Eastern 
Rail Yards. Labels A1 and future ope  space to d sign t d 
receiving areas in Subdistrict A by CPC. Transfer of 
development rights of privately owned si s of Phase II 
Hudson Boulevard a d Park to receiving  sites in Subdi trict 
A and subareas D1 and D2 by CPC certification. Main 
objective to create “open space network” to support 
neighborhood development to com ensate privat  own rs of 
future open space. Plan of 24 acres of open space or pasive 
and active recreation. Also d velopment for 
Objective as specific as the real zation of fully designed 
public space or generation of r v nue
Emphsis on urban de ig with purpose for “greater variety 
and more imaginative s te plann ng”
Several zoning lots plan ed as a unit, may create unneces-
sary rigidities nd prevent achievem of the best possible 
site plan with bulk controls
Build site as a nit, not only distribution of floor area and 
dwelling units, but height, setback and bulk regulations
Large scale plan with distribution of floor area and loosen-
ing of bulk regulations result in “bett r si e plan” in the 
underlying zoning, be efit occupants of site and neighbor-
hood and cit as a whole. However, surrounding areas with 
light, air, traffic, and open space c nditions relate to height 
and bulk impacts
Zoning Resolution for Large Scale Resid nti  Developments 
(Section 78-00) include provision to all w distribution of 
FAR, dwelling units, and lot cover ge wi hout e ard to 
zoning lot lines
Large Scale Resid nti  Developments
Need authorization (Section 78-311) for types of m difica-
tion that would create n  significant impact to surrounding 
areas than what  developer could do to a single zoning lot. 
Allow cluster developments in com o  open space but not 
permit bulk and density bo uses under Special permit 
(Section 79-312). 
Large Scale Community Developments
Section 79-21 provision allow Large Scale Community 
Developments to distribu e floor a ea, lot coverage, dwelling 
units, and ope  space over streets with no regard to zonin  
lot lines (modifications t  m nimum required distance 
between buildings, height, setback, and yard regulations 
allowed).
Large Scale General Dev lopments
Section 74-74 allow transfer bulk around large scale 
development site. Several project consist f education
institution expansions. Others are Urban Renewal plans or 
large residential projects in mixed use for erly indust ial 
areas. Variety of projects developed un r 74-74 shows 
provision flexibility. 
Preservation c ucial to regional economy. By tying increased 
commercial density to save theaters, city able make 
planning purpose more politically viable. Tr nsfers r quire 
certifications o  authorizati n, difficult f r opponen s to 
challenge individual transfers as oppo ed to whole cheme.
Since 1968, only 74-79 tra sfers created but one ex cuted. 
TDR provision for Subdistrict less to do with desire to 
liberalize rules of Penn Central to sell u used development
rights, but more with consequence of massive TDR tr n fer
of area to adjacent lots. Curr  circumstances may le d to 
ad hoc series of applications of development rights from 
Terminal under 74-79.
This framework would all w transfer of development rights 
from designated landmarks with mechanism for distribution 
responsive to local condi ions, reinforce e tablished built 
form under urban design control, and enchance ped stri  
circulation network integral t  area’s function. Modifica-
tions of landmark transfers only llow maximum floor area 
increase to 30 FAR with Special Permit with requirement to 
improve area circulation network nulled (under review).
TDR for landmark owners to make effor s to maintain 
underbuilt landma ks with TDR appealing to court opinion in 
Penn Central v. New York City (1978). Desire to facilitate 
transfer from GCT and avoide negative plan ing consequenc-
es may result in if all un sed development rights transferred 
to adjacent sites.
City pursue in other planning and olicy objectives with Special District to support preservati n. Aim to develop urban design, ope space, and organize
complex large scal  developments. First us  in 1970 with development of areas adjacent to United Nati ns, s cond use in 1972 to save historic South 
Street Seaport from foreclosures with city’s first and only functioning TDR bank
Created in 1968, its aim was to lower legal risk from rising challenges to landmark desig ations, wh ch restricted t e abil ty for owners to redevelop. 
This new developm nt transfer allowed owners to sell unused development rights while ensuring maintanence. Developed to b  part of historic preserva-
tion legislation passed by City Council after uproar of 1964 old Pennsylvania Station demoltion.   
1969, landmark owners able t  establish adjacency in chain 
of lots
Shift floor area, not create more
Allowing landmarks to sell unused development rights would
either eliminate basis for taking claim by allowing owner to 
keep property or compensate owner with salable TDR
Preservation of historic structures, hi oric uses and 
creation or preservation of open space/parks
Less successful widespread with larg  number of 
landmarked properties. Since 1968, provision successful 
eleven times 
Special Permit r quirement created expensive and uncertain 
public review. (ULURP review can cost up to $750,000, 
Rockefeller transf r had 17 year gap with no execution. Only 
large transfer in dense, high value neighborhoods justify 
expense. All transfers been i  Midtown or Downto n 
Manhattan. 
Limited transfer area means many landmark have o viable 
receiving sites. Receiving site looser than ZLM but not as 
wide as Special District transfer in The ter Subdistrict, High 
Line, or South Street eaport
Wider transfer ar as increase likel hood of development
sites in use of TDR
Many landmarks not eligible, R1 hrough R5 dist icts 
ineligable, landmark built up over FAR ineligible
“Most developers, if it requires a ULURP, avoid it like the 
plague.”
 -Shapiro
“They want to do as-of-right. If that process were eas d up 
or were as-of- ight, that would make it more useful.”
 -Vicki Been (Director of Furman Center)
300 landmarks in city, now there are ver 1,300. Rec iving 
sites around landm ks too small to absorb ny appreciable 
amount of TDR
Many under-built landmarks City-owned (libraries, schools, 
museums, transportation facilities)
Two Bridges
Successful Landmark Transfer
Unsuccessful Landmark Transfer
Community District Boundar
Additional floor area from lot A
Permitted floor area on zoning lot B
B
A
Unused Development Rights
Permitted floor area on zoning lot B
Transferred unused development rights
Unused development rights on zoning 
lot with landmarked bu lding
POPS
Site 4 (4A/4B)
Site 5
Site 6A
TDR Strategies
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Zoning Lot Mergers
(ZLM)
Special District TransfersLarge Scale Development Plans
(LDSP)
Landmark Transfer Under
 Section 74-79
Existed since original Zoning Resolution in 1916 with the changing definition of “zoning lot.” Performed by combing contiguous tax lots within a block 
allowing free movement of floor area within merged zoning lot. Merged lots do not have to be under single fee ownership or long term lease. Zoning lot 
Development Agreement (ZLDA) executed by all parties and recorded to Department of Finance.
Easiest form of development
Can be executed as-of-right with no additional approval 
from the city
90% of all floor area transfers in NYC between 2003-2011 
were ZLM
Performed in Financial District, Lower East Side/Chinatown, 
Clinton/Chelsea, Midtown
Majority of ZLM less than 15,000 SF
Not aimed to achieve policy goals. Artifact of changing 
definition of “zoning lots” to apply bulk controls to 
particular projects. 
Limited form of density zoning, city not found it necessary 
to restrict or regulate ZLM beyond recording requirement 
and regulations to curb
Tax lot lines show historic ownership patterns, not to land 
use purposes
Reforms in 1977 created ZLDA and started recording 
requirement. Reforms eliminate lease requirement leaving 
development right transaction to participating parties
ZLM regulation continue to be less consistent since 2001. 
City continue to support range of development from small to 
large transfers creating tall controversial buildings
ZLM help create condo boom south of Central Park with its 
Midtown zoning of no heigh limits. Non-contextual district 
with few or no heigh control. 
CPC Special Permit recommended for transfers in certain 
parts of the city. Similar to Landmark Transfers, additional 
procedure will decrease developers searching for largest 
transfers in lucrative areas
Large Scale Development Plan include transfer provisions to provide flexibile “better site planning” for large developments under large lot ownership. 
With Urban Renewal Plans, aimed to create large scale projects. In 1967, provisions replaced Section 78-00, Large Residential Development (LSRD) and 
Section 79-00, Large Scale Community Facility Development.  
“They have become the reigning currency of the redevelopment realm, major components in the radical vertical transformation of the city’s skyline.” “and it’s why you’re seeing these monster buildings springing up all over town. All of these new supertowers that are changing the look of the city’s horizon, 
they couldn’t happen without air-rights transfers”
 -Robert Von Ancken (Chairman of Landauer Valuation and Advisory Services)
“There are people who believe in skyscrapers and people who don’t and you can’t do the Hudson Rail Yards and you can’t do One57 without air rights, 
but that’s not really the issue. The city Planning Department has taken steps to ensure that the way we sculpt our city is something that makes sense 
in terms of light and air. The reason behind the big increase in air-rights trades is that, bottom line, they can make the difference between a marginal 
and a profitable project.”
 -Michael Namer (Chief executive of Alfa Development)
“The technology available is such that if you’re a developer of a residential property you should build as high as you can, because you get the 
higher sales price for the higher floors.”
 -Mr Jacobs (City Bar Association air right lecturer)
“Is the future of the city going to be this series of 200-story towers stultified buildings in between? You wonder how this will affect the street life, the trees. You 
wonder about urban plazas surrouneded by 50-story walls: what would grow there, mushrooms?”
 -Mr Jacobs
“Whenever you see a potential rezoning, like we’re seeing with Midtown East, you create unused development potential: You’re dumping a whole 
lot of untapped value on property owners.”
 -Joshua Stein (Commercial Real Estate Lawyer)
“The art of land assemblage and the acquisition of air rights is a high-stakes poker game, and because some of these transactions can 
take a decade or more to complete, you need the patience of job.”
 -Robert I. Shapiro (President of City Center Real Estate)
“From viewpoint of real estate, air is simply invisible land, because you can build on it. Sometimes aire above, behind, to the left or 
right is worth far more than the building that carries the rights to it; it’s a potential pot of gold for many properties. Its found money.”
 -Ross F. Moskowitz (Stroock & Stroock & Lavan Partner specializing in Land Use and Zoning)
“I didn’t get money in my pocket, but our co-op got $5 million, so it was a win-win in the end. Now One57 blocks my view of Carnegie Hall.”
 -Ms. Casey (Vice President of Halstead Property)
2000s, Special District mechanisms to achieve large scale 
urban design and open space goals, supporting Highline, 
Hudson Yards, and the Manhattanville expansion of 
Columbia University
Procedural requirement, require mere Notification (Highline) 
or Certification (Theater Subdistrict), making them 
effectively as-of-right
Some Special District designate purely on location
Most district set market price TDR, TDR held by government 
or quasi-governmental entities set by appraisal (Hudson 
Yards)
Theater Subdistrict
First Special Purpose District in Zoning Resolution, included 
development bonus to produce five new theaters. Did little 
to prevent demolition of older theaters. This leads to special 
permit in 1982 that listed theaters in new Theater Subdis-
trict to sell unused development rights in liberalized 
transfer mechanism. Between 1984 and 1988, Theater 
Advisory Council created by 1982 rules landmakred 30 
theaters. Transfers were difficult to aims to widen receiving 
areas was pushed in 1988. Over next ten years, Theater 
Retention Bonus - 1 FAR wasn’t enough for action. Only four 
development right transfers happened between 1982 to 
1998 (listed theaters with over two million SF had little to 
no opportunitues to transfer). Revitalized in 1998 to be 
more viable. Since 2001, Theater Subdistrict become one of 
the most active TDR program with 15 transfers with about 
500,000 SF. Additional ten theaters transferred develop-
ment rights through ZLM. 
Grand Central Subdistrict
Created in 1992 to reinforce existing buit form, facilitate 
pedestrian movement, and create new provisions for 
transfer of development rights from designated landmarks. 
GCT had over 1.7 million SF of TDR while other landmarks in 
Subdistrict were overbuilt such as the Chrysler Building. 
This subdistrict can transfer of floor area up to one FAR of 
baseline maximum of receiving site. Transfer of floor area 
can result in maximum of 21.6 FAR on receiving site.
Special West Chelsea District
High Line Transfer Corridor created part of Special West 
Chelsea. TDR unlock development rights unusable due to 
High Line. In city’s perspective, TDR transfer density away 
from High Line to areas to create open corridor to support 
and enhance the park. Granting sites can transfer to most 
subareas (except subareas between 18th and 18th street 
where special rules apply).
Developer need to buy minimum number of TDR then layer 
bonuses on top for maximum FAR on certain sites. Other 
bonuses include Inclusionary Housing Bonus and High Line 
Improvement Bonus to contributions to open space.
TDR transfers performed by Notification, more relaxed than 
Certification. Special District tightly planned and transfers 
limited in size and organized where density is needed
Low procedural barriers and hot real estate market, most 
active in city. Transfer of over 400,000 SF in 26 transfers. 
Not rnough TDR to meet demand.
Transfers limited to floor area equal to 10 FAR on receiving 
site or maximum FAR of 21.6 on lots less than 30,000SF. 
Various restrictions in area due to lack of further redevelop-
ment opportunities on designated receiving sites making it 
difficult to exhaust remaining TDR 
A persion, individual, corporation, partnership, trust, firm, 
organization, other association for subsequent disposition 
to a receiving lot, thereby enabling city’s only functioning 
TDR bank. Bank made to solve timing problem.
Allow property owners to realize property value to become 
public parkland. Transfer of property through city other than 
acquisition
Provide new open space with new identity to meet the needs 
of existing and future residents
4.6 Million SF of TDR created in ERY rezoning
Developers can contribute to District Improvement Bonus to 
provide affordable housing or open space to increase 
maximum FAR
ERY TDR owned by public organization MTA, priced ratio to 
receiving site in psf-as-of-right development rights
Alternative to TDR would create public outlay for land or 
condemnation proceedings
TDR determined by subtracting from maximum floor area 
under baseline zoning larger of lot area times five (result in 
smaller pool of TDR that would exist under conventional 
methods.
Scheme amended to allow transfer of rights from demapped 
streets, tend to increase the size of TDR pool
Transferring development rights to banks provide mortgage 
obligations without outright budget outlay
TDR system devised to get owners to drop opposition of 
High Line. Transfers at distance allowed in this district 
where adjacency requirement would not have performed as 
successfully
South Street Seaport Subdistrict
Zone located where overlapping Urban Renewal Plans, 
historic districts, and Special Districts in late 1960s. TDR 
permitted with amendment to 1968 Brooklyn Bridge 
Southeast Urban Renewal Plan, plan to creation of Special 
South Street Seaport District. First installment of Special 
District TDR requiring only Certification to transfer. 
Problems in the site were historic buildings in process of 
defaulting on mortgages and were threatened with foreclo-
sure, demolition, and redevelopment 
Special Hudson Yards District
Created in 2005 consists of six subdistricts A - Large Scale 
Plan, B - Farley Corridor, C - 34th Street Corridor, D - Hell’s 
Kitchen, E - South of Port Authority, and F - Western Rail 
Yard. Development rights come from MTA owned Eastern 
Rail Yards. Labels A1 and future open space to designated 
receiving areas in Subdistrict A by CPC. Transfer of 
development rights of privately owned sites of Phase II 
Hudson Boulevard and Park to receiving  sites in Subdistrict 
A and subareas D1 and D2 by CPC certification. Main 
objective to create “open space network” to support 
neighborhood development to compensate private owners of 
future open space. Plan of 24 acres of open space for pasive 
and active recreation. Also development for 
Objective as specific as the realization of fully designed 
public space or generation of revenue
Emphsis on urban design with purpose for “greater variety 
and more imaginative site planning”
Several zoning lots planned as a unit, may create unneces-
sary rigidities and prevent achievement of the best possible 
site plan with bulk controls
Build site as a unit, not only distribution of floor area and 
dwelling units, but height, setback and bulk regulations
Large scale plan with distribution of floor area and loosen-
ing of bulk regulations result in “better site plan” in the 
underlying zoning, benefit occupants of site and neighbor-
hood and cit as a whole. However, surrounding areas with 
light, air, traffic, and open space conditions relate to height 
and bulk impacts
Zoning Resolution for Large Scale Residential Developments 
(Section 78-00) include provision to allow distribution of 
FAR, dwelling units, and lot coverage without regard to 
zoning lot lines
Large Scale Residential Developments
Need authorization (Section 78-311) for types of modifica-
tion that would create no significant impact to surrounding 
areas than what a developer could do to a single zoning lot. 
Allow cluster developments in common open space but not 
permit bulk and density bonuses under Special permit 
(Section 79-312). 
Large Scale Community Developments
Section 79-21 provision allow Large Scale Community 
Developments to distribute floor area, lot coverage, dwelling 
units, and open space over streets with no regard to zoning 
lot lines (modifications to minimum required distance 
between buildings, height, setback, and yard regulations 
allowed).
Large Scale General Developments
Section 74-74 allow transfer bulk around large scale 
development site. Several project consist of education 
institution expansions. Others are Urban Renewal plans or 
large residential projects in mixed use formerly industrial 
areas. Variety of projects developed under 74-74 shows 
provision flexibility. 
Preservation crucial to regional economy. By tying increased 
commercial density to save theaters, city able make 
planning purpose more politically viable. Transfers require 
certifications or authorization, difficult for opponents to 
challenge individual transfers as opposed to whole scheme.
Since 1968, only 74-79 transfers created but one executed. 
TDR provision for Subdistrict less to do with desire to 
liberalize rules of Penn Central to sell unused development 
rights, but more with consequence of massive TDR transfer 
of area to adjacent lots. Current circumstances may lead to 
ad hoc series of applications of development rights from 
Terminal under 74-79.
This framework would allow transfer of development rights 
from designated landmarks with mechanism for distribution 
responsive to local conditions, reinforce established built 
form under urban design control, and enchance pedestrian 
circulation network integral to area’s function. Modifica-
tions of landmark transfers only allow maximum floor area 
increase to 30 FAR with Special Permit with requirement to 
improve area circulation network nulled (under review).
TDR for landmark owners to make efforts to maintain 
underbuilt landmarks with TDR appealing to court opinion in 
Penn Central v. New York City (1978). Desire to facilitate 
transfer from GCT and avoide negative planning consequenc-
es may result in if all unused development rights transferred 
to adjacent sites.
City pursue in other planning and policy objectives with Special District to support preservation. Aim to develop urban design, open space, and organize 
complex large scale developments. First use in 1970 with development of areas adjacent to United Nations, second use in 1972 to save historic South 
Street Seaport from foreclosures with city’s first and only functioning TDR bank
Created in 1968, its aim was to lower legal risk from rising challenges to landmark designations, which restricted the ability for owners to redevelop. 
This new development transfer allowed owners to sell unused development rights while ensuring maintanence. Developed to be part of historic preserva-
tion legislation passed by City Council after uproar of 1964 old Pennsylvania Station demoltion.   
1969, landmark owners able to establish adjacency in chain 
of lots
Shift floor area, not create more
Allowing landmarks to sell unused development rights would 
either eliminate basis for taking claim by allowing owner to 
keep property or compensate owner with salable TDR
Preservation of historic structures, historic uses and 
creation or preservation of open space/parks
Less successful widespread with large number of 
landmarked properties. Since 1968, provision successful 
eleven times 
Special Permit requirement created expensive and uncertain 
public review. (ULURP review can cost up to $750,000, 
Rockefeller transfer had 17 year gap with no execution. Only 
large transfer in dense, high value neighborhoods justify 
expense. All transfers been in Midtown or Downtown 
Manhattan. 
Limited transfer area means many landmark have no viable 
receiving sites. Receiving site looser than ZLM but not as 
wide as Special District transfer in Theater Subdistrict, High 
Line, or South Street Seaport
Wider transfer areas increase likelihood of development 
sites in use of TDR
Many landmarks not eligible, R1 through R5 districts 
ineligable, landmark built up over FAR ineligible
“Most developers, if it requires a ULURP, avoid it like the 
plague.”
 -Shapiro
“They want to do as-of-right. If that process were eased up 
or were as-of-right, that would make it more useful.”
 -Vicki Been (Director of Furman Center)
300 landmarks in city, now there are over 1,300. Receiving 
sites around landmarks too small to absorb any appreciable 
amount of TDR
Many under-built landmarks City-owned (libraries, schools, 
museums, transportation facilities)
Two Bridges
Successful Landmark Transfer
Unsuccessful Landmark Transfer
Community District Boundary
Additional floor area from lot A
Permitted floor area on zoning lot B
B
A
Unused Development Rights
Permitted floor area on zoning lot B
Transferred unused development rights
Unused development rights on zoning 
lot with landmarked building
POPS
Site 4 (4A/4B)
Site 5
Site 6A
TDR Strategies
Zo ing Lot Mergers
(ZLM)
Special District TransfersLarge Scale D velopment Plans
(LDSP)
Landmark Transfer Under
 Section 74-79
Existed since original Zoning Res lution in 1916 with t e changing defi ition of “zoning lot.” Performed by combing contiguous tax lots within a block 
allowing free movement f floor area within merged zoning lot. Merged lots do not have to be under singl  fee ownership or long term lease. Zoning lot 
Development Agr ement (ZLDA) ex cuted by ll parties and ecorded to Department of Finance.
Easiest f rm of development
Can b  ex cuted as-of-right with no additional approval 
from the city
90% of all floor area tran fers in NYC between 2003-2011 
were ZLM
Performed in Fin ncial District, Lower East Side/Chinatown, 
Clinton/Chelsea, Midtown
Majority of ZLM less than 15,000 SF
Not aimed to achieve policy goals. Artifact of changing 
defi ition of “zoning lots” to apply bulk c ntr ls to 
particular projects. 
Limited f rm of density zoning, city not found it necessary 
to estrict or regulate ZLM beyond ecording requirement 
and regulations to curb
Tax lot lines show hist ric ownership patterns, not to land 
use purposes
Reforms in 1977 created ZLDA and start d ecording 
requirement. Reforms eliminate lease requirem nt leaving 
development right transacti n to participating parties
ZLM regulati  continue to be less consiste t since 2001. 
City continue to support range of development from small to 
large tran fers creating tall c nt oversia  buildings
ZLM help create cond  boom south of Central Park with its 
Midtow  zoning f no e gh limits. N -contextual district 
with few r no eigh c ntrol. 
CPC Special Permit recommended for tran fers in certain 
parts of the city. Similar to Landmark Tran fers, additional 
proc dure will decrease dev lopers searching for largest 
tran fers in lucrativ  areas
Large Scale Development Plan include transfer provi ions t  provide flexibil  “better site planning” for large developments under large lot ownership. 
With Urba  Renew l Plans, aimed to cre te large scale projects. In 1967, provi ions replac d Section 78-00, Large R sidential Development (LSRD) and 
Section 79-00, Large Scale Community Facility Development.  
“T ey have becom  the rei ning currency of the redevelopment realm, maj r c mpone ts in the r dical vertic l transformation of the city’s skyline.” “and it’s why you’r  seeing these monster buildings springing up all over town. All of these new supertowers that are changing the l ok of the city’s h rizon, 
they couldn’t happen wi hout air-rights tran fers”
 -Robert Von Ancken (Ch irman of Landauer Valuation and Advisory Services)
“Ther  are p ople who believe in skysc apers and p ople who do ’t and you can’t do the Hudson R il Yards and you can’t do One57 wi hout air rights, 
but that’s not really the issue. The city Planning Department h s taken teps to ensure that the ay we sculpt our city is something th t mak s sense 
in terms of light nd air. The reason behind the big increase in air-rights trades is that, bottom lin , they can mak  the difference between a marginal 
nd a profitable project.”
 -Michael Namer (Chief executive of Alfa Development)
“The technology available is such that if you’re a dev loper of a r sidential p operty you should build as high as you can, because you get the 
higher ales price for the higher floors.”
 -Mr Jacobs (City Bar Association air righ  lecturer)
“Is the future of the city oing to be this series of 200-story towers stultified buildings in between? You wonder how th s will affect the s reet lif , the trees. You 
wonder about urban plazas s rrouneded by 50-story walls: what would grow there, mushrooms?”
 -Mr Jacobs
“Whenever you see a potential rezoning, like we’r  seeing with Midtown East, you create unus d development potential: You’re dumping a whole 
lot of untapped value on p operty owners.”
 -Joshua Stein (Commercial Real Estate Lawyer)
“The art of l nd assembl ge and the acquisition of air rights is a high-stakes poker game, and because some of these transactions can 
t ke a decade  more to complete, you need the patience of job.”
 -Robert I. Shapiro (Pr sident of ity Cent r Real Estate)
“From viewp int of real est te, air is simply invisible land, because you can build on it. So times ire above, behind, to the left or 
right is worth fa  more than the building th t carries the rights to it; it’s a potential pot f gold for many p opertie . Its found money.”
 -Ross F. Moskowitz (Stroock & Stroock & Lav n Pa tner spec alizing i  Land Use and Zoning)
“I didn’t get money in my pocket, b t our co- p got $5 million, so it was a i -win in the end. Now One57 blocks my view of Carnegie Hall.”
 -Ms. Casey (Vic  Pr sident of Halstead P operty)
2000s, Special District mechanisms to achieve large scale 
urban design and open space goals, supportin  Highline, 
Hudson Yards, and the Manhattanville expa sion of 
Columbia University
Procedural requirement, require mere Notification (Highline) 
or Certification (Theater Subdistrict), making them 
effectively as-of-right
Som  Special District designate purely on location
Mo t district set market price TDR, TDR held by gover ment 
or quasi-gover mental entiti s set by ppraisal (Hudson 
Yards)
Theater Subdistrict
First Special Purpose District i  Zoning Resolut on, included 
development bonus t  produc  five new heaters. Did little 
to prevent dem lition of older heaters. This lead  to special 
permit in 1982 tha  listed heaters in new Theater Subdis-
trict to sell unus d development rights in liberalized 
transf r mechanism. Between 1984 and 1988, Theater 
Advisory Council created by 1982 rules landmakred 30 
heate s. Tran fers were difficult to aims to wid n receiving 
areas wa  pushed in 1988. Ov r next t n years, Theater 
Rete ti  Bonus - 1 FAR was ’t enough for actio . Only four 
development right tran fers happen d between 1982 to 
1998 (listed heaters with over two million SF had li tle to 
no oppor nitues to transfer). Revitalized in 1998 to be 
more viable. Since 2001, Theater Subdistrict becom ne of 
the most active TDR program with 15 tran fers with about 
500,000 SF. Additional ten heaters transferr d develop-
ment rights through ZLM. 
Grand Central Subdistrict
Created in 1992 to reinforce existing buit form, facilitate 
pedestrian moveme t, and create new provi ions for 
transfer of development rights from designated landmarks. 
GCT had over 1.7 million SF of TDR while other landmarks in 
Subdistrict wer  overbuilt such as t e Chrysler Building. 
This subdistrict can transfer f floor area up to one FAR of 
baseline maximum of receiving site. Transfer f floor area 
can result in maximum of 21.6 FAR on receiving site.
Special West Chelsea District
High Line Transfe  Corridor created part of Special West 
Chelsea. TDR unlock development rights unusabl due to 
High Li e. In city’s rspective, TDR transf r density away 
from High Line to areas to creat  open corridor to support 
a d enhanc  the park. Granting ites can transfer to most 
subareas (except subareas between 18th and 18th s reet 
wher  special rules apply).
Dev lop r need to buy inimum number of TDR then layer 
bonuses n t p for maximum FAR on certain ites. Other 
bonuses include Inclusionary Housing Bonus and High Line 
Improvement Bonus to contributions to open space.
TDR tran fers performed by Notification, more r laxed than 
Certification. Special Distr ct ightly planne and tran fers 
limited in size and organized where density is needed
Low procedural barriers and hot real estate market, most 
active in city. Transfer of over 400,000 SF in 26 tran fers. 
Not rnough TDR to me t demand.
Tran fers limited to floor area equal to 10 FAR on receiving 
site or maximum FAR of 21.6 on lots less than 30,000SF. 
Various estrictions in area due to lack of fu ther redevelop-
ment oppor unities on designat d receiving ites making it 
difficult to exhaust remaining TDR 
A pers on, individual, corporation, pa tnership, rust, firm, 
org nization, other associati n for subsequent disp sition 
to a receiving lot, ther by enabling city’s only functioning 
TDR bank. Bank made to solve timing problem.
Allow p operty owners to realize p operty value to become 
public p rkland. Transfer of p operty through city other than 
acquisition
Provide new open space with new iden ity to meet th  needs 
of existi g and future r sidents
4.6 Million SF of TDR created in ERY rezoning
Dev lopers a  contribute to District Improvement Bonus to 
provide affordable housing or open space to increase 
maximum FAR
ERY TDR owned by public org nization MTA, priced ratio to 
receiving site in p f-as-of-right development rights
Alterna ive to TDR would create public outlay for land or 
condemnation proceedings
TDR determined by sub racting from maximum floor area 
under baseline zonin  larger of lot area times five (result in 
smaller pool of TDR that would exist under conve tional 
methods.
Scheme amended t  allow transfe  of rights from demapped 
s reets, tend to increas  the size of TDR pool
Transferring development rights to banks provide mortgage 
obligations wi h t outright budget outlay
TDR system d vised to get owners t  dro  opp sition of 
High Line. Tran fers at distance allowed in this district 
where adjacency requirement would not have performed as 
successfully
Sou h S re t Seaport Subdistrict
Zone located wher  overlapping Urba  Renew l Plans, 
historic districts, and Special Districts in late 1960s. TDR 
permitted with amendment to 1968 Brooklyn Bridge 
Southeast Urba  Renew l Plan, plan to creation of Special 
Sou h S re t Seaport District. F r t installment of Special 
District TDR requiri g only Certificati n to transfer. 
Problems in th  site were historic buildings in process of 
defaulti g on mortgages and were threatened with foreclo-
sure, dem lition, an  redevelopment 
Special Hudson Yard  District
Created in 2005 con ist  of six subdistricts A - Large Scale 
Plan, B - Farley Corridor, C - 34 h S reet Corridor, D - Hell’s 
Kitchen, E - South f Por  Authority, and F - Western Rail 
Yard. Development rights come from MTA owned Eastern 
R il Yards. Labels A1 and futur  open space to designated 
receiving areas in Subdistrict A by CPC. Transfer of 
development rights of privately owned ites of Phase II 
Huds n Boulev r and Park to receiving  ites in Subdistrict 
A and subareas D1 and D2 by CPC certification. Main 
objec ive to create “open space network” to support 
neig b rhood development to compensate private owners of 
futur  open space. Plan of 24 acres of open space for pasive 
nd active recreation. Also development for 
Objective as specific as the realization of fully designed 
public space or generation of revenue
Emphsis on urban design with purpose for “greater variety 
and more im ginativ  site planning”
Several zoning lots planned as a unit, may create unneces-
sary rigidities and prevent achievemen  of the best possible 
site plan with bulk c ntrols
Bu ld site as a u it, not only distribution f floor area and 
dwelli g units, but eigh , setb ck and bulk regulations
Large scale plan with distribution f floor area and loosen-
ing of bulk regulations result in “better site plan” in the 
underlying zoning, benefit occupant  of site and neighbor-
hoo and cit as a whole. Howeve , s rrounding areas with 
light, air, traffic, and open space conditions r late to eight 
and bulk impacts
Zoning Resoluti n for Large Scale R sidential Developments 
(Section 78-00) include provisi n t  allow distribution of 
FAR, dwelli g units, and l t cov rage wi hout egard to 
zoning lot lines
Large Scale R sidential Developments
Need authorization (Section 78-311) for types f modifica-
tion that would create no significant impact to s rrounding 
areas than what a dev loper could do to a single zoning lot. 
Allow clust r developme ts in common open space but not 
permit bulk and density bonuses under Special permit 
(Section 79-312). 
Large Scale Community Developments
Section 79-21 provision allow Large Scale Community 
Developments to distribute floor area, l t cov rage, dwelling 
units, and open spac  over s reets with no egard to zoning 
lot lines (modifications to inimum required distance 
between buildings, eigh , setback, and yard regulations 
allowed).
Large Scale General Developments
Section 74-74 allow transfer bulk around large scale 
development site. Several project consist of education 
institution expa ions. Others a e Urba  Renew l plans or 
large r sidential projects n mixed use formerly industrial 
areas. Variety of projects dev lope  under 74-74 shows 
provision flexibility. 
P eservation crucial to regional economy. By tying increased 
commercial density to sav  heaters, city able make 
planning purpose more politically viable. Tran fers require 
certificati ns or authorization, difficult for opponents to 
challenge individu l tran fers as opposed to whole scheme.
Since 1968, only 74-79 tran fers created but on  ex cuted. 
TDR provisi n for Subdistrict less to do with d sire to 
liberaliz  rules of Pen  Cen ral to sell unus d development 
rights, but more with consequence of massive TDR transfer 
of are  to adjacent lots. Current circumstances may lead to 
ad hoc series of applicati ns of development rights from 
Terminal under 74-79.
This framework wou d allow transfer of development rights 
from designated landmarks with mechanism for distribution 
responsive to ocal conditions, reinforce established built 
form under urban desig  c ntrol, a d enchance pedestrian 
circulation network integral to area’s function. Modifica-
ti ns of landmark tran fers on y allow maximum floor area 
increase to 30 FAR with Special Permit with requirement to 
improv  area circulation network nulled (under review).
TDR for landmark owners to make efforts to m i tain 
underbuilt landmarks with TDR appealing to court opinion in 
Pen  Central v. New York City (1978). D sire to facilitate 
transfer from GCT nd avoide negative planning consequenc-
es may result in if all unus d development rights transferred 
to adjacent ites.
City pursue in other planni g and policy objectives with Special District to support p eservation. Aim to develop urban design, open space, and organize 
complex large scale developments. Fir t use in 1970 with development of areas adjacent to United Nations, second use in 1972 to save historic South 
S re t Seaport fr m foreclo ures with city’  first a d only functioning TDR bank
Created in 1968, its aim was to lower egal risk from rising challenges to landmark designations, which estric ed the ability for owners to redevelop. 
This new development transfer allowed owner  to sell unus d development rights while ensuring m intanence. Dev loped to be part of histo ic p eserva-
tion legislation passed b  ity Council after upr ar of 1964 old Pennsylvani  Station demoltion.   
1969, landmark owners abl  to establish adjacency in chain 
of lots
Shift floor area, not create more
Allowing landmark  to sell unus d development rights would 
ither eliminate basis for taking claim by allowing owner to 
keep p operty r compensate owner with salable TDR
P eservation of historic s ructure , historic uses and 
creation or p eservation of open space/parks
Less successful wid spread with large number of 
landmarked p operties. Since 1968, provision successful 
leven times 
Special Permit requirement created expensive a d uncertain 
public review. (ULURP review an cost up to $750,000, 
Rock feller transfer had 17 ye r gap with no executio . Only 
large transfer i  dense, high value neig b rhoods justify 
expense. All tran fers been in Midtown r Downtown 
Manhattan. 
Limited transfer area means many landmark have no viable 
receiving ites. Receiving site looser than ZLM but not as 
wide as Special District transfer in Theater Subdistrict, High 
Line, r Sou h S re t Seaport
Wider transfer areas increas  likelih o  of development 
ites in use of TDR
Many landmarks not eligible, R1 through R5 districts 
ineligable, landmark b ilt up over FAR ineligible
“Most dev lopers, if it requires a ULURP, avoid it lik  the 
plague.”
 -Shapiro
“They want to do as-of-righ . If that process were eased up 
o  were as-of-rig t, that would make it mor  seful.”
 -Vicki Been (Director of Furma  Center)
300 landmarks in city, now ther  ar  over 1,300. Receiving 
ites around landmarks too small to a sorb ny appreciable 
amount of TDR
Ma y under-built landmarks City-owned (libraries, schools, 
museums, transportation facilities)
Two Bridges
Successful L ndm rk Transfer
Un uccessful L ndm rk Transfer
Communi y District Boundary
Additional floor area from lot A
Permitted fl or area on zoning lot B
B
A
Unused D velopment Rights
Permitted fl or area on zoning lot B
Transferred unused dev lopment rights
Unused dev lopment rights o  zoning 
lot with l ndmarke  building
POPS
Site 4 (4A/4B)
Site 5
Site 6A
TDR Strategies
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Landmark Sites
Historic Districts
Landmarks
1. Demand for bonus development
2. Customized receiving areas
3. Strict sending area regulations
4. Few alternatives to TDR
5. Market Incentive
6. Certainty of TDR use
7. Strong public preservation support
8. Simplicity
9. Promotion and Facilitation
10. TDR Bank
Difficult for non-profit organizations
Strict receiving site criteria (no realistic transfer opportunities)
Procedural requirements in 74-79 (only realistically available for wealthy)
10 successful transfers in Midtown or Downtown Manhattan 
Over 1,300 landmarks, 466 individually designated landmarks are eligible 
for transfer and conceivable transfer opportunities
Essential Important Helpful
Transit Improvement Zone
Special Hudson Yards District 566,628 SF
Bowery Savings Bank (Landmark)
104,965 SF (Under Review)
326,472 SF (pending)
Amster Yard (Landmark)
30,701 SF
Seagram (Landmark)
200,965 SF
St Thomas Church (Landmark)
200,965 SF
University Club (Landmark)
136,000 SF
Rockefeller Center (Landmark)
506,380 SF (Unbuilt)
Tiffany Building (Landmark)
173,692 SF 
76,157 SF
47,770 SF19,660 SF
286,000 SF
275,000 SF
59,991 SF
15,765 SF
13,720 SF
St James Theatre
Shubert Theatre
TDR permitted through 1970 amendment through 1968 
Brooklyn Bridge Southeast Urban Renewal Plan, fully enact-
ed part of creation of Special South Street Seaport District 
by CPC in 1972. This was the first Special District TDR 
mechanism created in New York City. 
South Street Seaport Subdistrict - 1972
Need: 
Both granting sites and receiving sites require only Certifi-
cation. Transfers limited to floor are equal to 10 FAR or total 
maximum FAR of 21.6 on lots less than 30,000SF
Problem: 
Various restrictsion in area lack further development 
opportunities on designated sites making it difficult 
to exhaust remaining TDRs absent modifications of 
the rule governing transfers.
Why: 
Motivation to mortgage liens placed on South Street 
Seaport’s historic buildings. City developed the TDR 
system and bank to prevent foreclosure, demolition, 
and redevelopment  of buildings important to 
maritime history. Transferring TDRs, allowed the city 
to satisfy mortgage obligations without outright 
budget outlay. 
High Line Transfer Corridor, TDRs unlock development rights 
that would be unusable due to High Line. TDR also allowed 
the transfer density away from High Line to outlying areas to 
support and enhance the open corridor of the park. 
Special West Chelsea District (403,983 SF) - 2005 
Need: 
Special West Chelsea District in subareas A through I, each 
with special bulk regulations mapped along 100 foot wide 
High Line Transfer corridor. Granting sites can transfer to 
most subareas. Transfers may increase FAR in receiving 
sites up to 1 FAR and 2.5 FAR in others. Price of TDR set by 
market between $200 and $400 PSF. Developer needs to 
buy minimum number of TDRs and layer other bonuses on 
top to achieve minimum FAR on certain sites. Other 
available bonuses include Inclusionary Housing Bonus and 
High Line Improvement Bonus. TDR transferred with Notifi-
cation, more relaxed than Certification. 
Problem: 
Because of the hot real estate market and low 
procedural barrier, developers complained there 
aren’t enough TDR to meet demand. 
 
Why: 
Since 1990s, owners needed a method toward 
demolition and redevelop their property. Creating a 
TDR program was a way for owners of property 
under the High Line to boost property value. The 
need to maintain the High Line Park, allows 
transfers over distances. Adjacency rules would not 
make this district successful. Incorporates 
elements of landmakr and open space preservation 
mechanism.
With over 470,000 SF transferred since current iteration 
implemented in 1998, purpose to preserve Broadway theater 
industry in face of office and residential development 
encroaching the neighborhood. As the first Special Purpose 
District in Zoning Resolution, listed theaters to sell unused 
development rights in somewhat liberalized transfer mecha-
nism. Pushed to landmark 30 theaters. 
Theater Subdistrict (403,983 SF) - 1998 
Need: 
After 1998 reforms, greatly widened receiving areas and 
listed theaters to transfer floor area anywhere in Theater 
Subdistrict. Also reduced procedural requirements from 
Special Permit under Section 81-744(a) to transfer rights up 
to 20% above permitted FAR on receiving sites. Transfer 
rights up to 44% above permitted FAR above 8th Avenue 
corridor. With the price of TDR set by market of about $225 
PSF, promoted theater use and preservation.
Problem:
Pressure from revitalization of Times Square area, theaters 
vulnerable to development or conversion pressure. However, 
liberal transfer mechanism in wider area promoted preserva-
tion and theater use.
Why: 
Preservation of Broadway theater industry crucial to region-
al economy not typical in landmark preservation. Theater 
owners represent more unified and powerful bloc than 
landmark owners with geography and inudstry relation for 
easier mobilization. TDR program also allowed planning of 
commercial density while saving theaters. Theaters only 
need certification or authorization which is harder for 
opponents with individual transfers to oppose scheme.
Created to “reinforce the existing built form of the area and 
facilitate pedestrian movement, ceate new provisions for 
TDR from designated landmarks in order to aid in both the 
preservation of the Terminal building and any other 
landmarks as well as the area’s character.” With the large 
amount of TDR present at GCT, had over 1.7 million SF
Grand Central Subdistrict (488,036 Transferred/1,224,109 SF Remaining) 
- 1992 
Need: 
Transfer of floor area up to 1 FAR of baseline maximum of 
receiving site, available to development within subdistrict 
by certification (81-634). Transfer of floor area in a 
maximum 21.6 FAR on receiving site. This is available in the 
subdistrict core between Madison and Lexington and 41st 
and 48th Street by Special Permit. Require ongoing mainte-
nance plan and improvements to area transit or pedestrian 
circulation. 
Problem:
Previously under Landmark 74-79, a need for subdis-
trict was needed for planning consequences of 
massive TDR transfer in area adjacent to GCT. Zoning 
under landmark transfer would take into account 
ownership patterns rather than planning. 15 FAR zone 
allows under 74-79 no specific limit to transfer. 
Why: 
GCT is the landmark that started the creation of 74-79 
Landmark transfers in 1968. Desire to faciliate 
transfers from GCT was to avoid negative planning 
consequences result in all of GCT’s floor area to 
adjacent sites. This supported increased density in 
NYC business district. Widening receiving areas allow 
diffusing transfers and goal of liberalizing market for 
TDR holders.
34,520 SF
12,500 SF
4,600 SF
19,750 SF
3,093 SF
3,680 SF
11,250 SF
6,155 SF
70,656 SF
2,455 SF
7,902 SF
7,902 SF
,566 SF 77,840 SF
7,438 SF
24,100 SF29,667 SF
67,351 SF
18,537 SF + 
42,081 SF
GCT (Landmark)
74,655 SF
285,865 SF
19,581 SF
5,019 SF
38,225 SF
64,690 SF
Broadhurst Theatre
Al Hirschfeld Theatre
Booth Theatre
Majestic Theatre
29,104 SF
28,901 SF
48,180 SF
9,480 SF
9,480 SF
9,489 SF
54,820 SF
8,483 SF
18,075 SF
Midtown East Rezoning is pushed to create more office 
development in competition of Hudson Yards upcoming 
development. This location also is a site of many landmarks 
and the issues of Section 74-79 attempted to be resolved 
with wider receiving areas and as-of-right for landmarks. 
Development for taller office buildings aimed to bring more 
competition with Hudson Yards. The opening up TDRs of 
landmarks allow for landmarks to send unused development 
rights and for improvements to the city as byproduct of 
increased development opportunities.
Midtown East Rezoning - 2017 
Need: 
The unused development rights from landmarks in the area 
an opportunity to redevelop office buildings. This area 
needs transfer of landmark unused development rights to 
wider area and in turn create benefits to the neighborhood 
and much needed preservation funds for landmarks. 
Problem:
The rezoning pushed forward to redevelop aging 
office buildings motivated with unused development 
rights from landmarks in the area. The problem 
resided with the restrictive use of Section 74-79. 
Alternatives to the restrictions of Section 74-79 allow 
for more transfers and 
Why: 
Area where landmarks were unable to transfer their 
air rights and continue preservation of their buildings, 
the area looks to benefit landmarks, commercial, and 
residential structures. With large transfers capable 
from landmarks create byproduct 
50,000 SF + 
505,000 SF
205,000 SF
TDR Map
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Landmark Sites
Historic Districts
Landmarks
1. Demand for bonus development
2. Customized receiving areas
3. Strict sending area regulations
4. Few alternatives to TDR
5. Market Incentive
6. Certainty of TDR use
7. Strong public preservation support
8. Simplicity
9. Promotion and Facilitation
10. TDR Bank
Difficult for non-profit organizations
Strict receiving site criteria (no realistic transfer opportunities)
Procedural requirements in 74-79 (only realistically available for wealthy)
10 successful transfers in Midtown or Downtown Manhattan 
Over 1,300 landmarks, 466 individually designated landmarks are eligible 
for transfer and conceivable transfer opportunities
Essential Important Helpful
Transit Improvement Zone
Special Hudson Yards District 566,628 SF
Bowery Savings Bank (Landmark)
104,965 SF (Under Review)
326,472 SF (pending)
Amster Yard (Landmark)
30,701 SF
Seagram (Landmark)
200,965 SF
St Thomas Church (Landmark)
200,965 SF
University Club (Landmark)
136,000 SF
Rockefeller Center (Landmark)
506,380 SF (Unbuilt)
Tiffany Building (Landmark)
173,692 SF 
76,157 SF
47,770 SF19,660 SF
286,000 SF
275,000 SF
59,991 SF
15,765 SF
13,720 SF
St James Theatre
Shubert Theatre
TDR permitted through 1970 amendment through 1968 
Brooklyn Bridge Southeast Urban Renewal Plan, fully enact-
ed part of creation of Special South Street Seaport District 
by CPC in 1972. This was the first Special District TDR 
mechanism created in New York City. 
South Street Seaport Subdistrict - 1972
Need: 
Both granting sites and receiving sites require only Certifi-
cation. Transfers limited to floor are equal to 10 FAR or total 
maximum FAR of 21.6 on lots less than 30,000SF
Problem: 
Various restrictsion in area lack further development 
opportunities on designated sites making it difficult 
to exhaust remaining TDRs absent modifications of 
the rule governing transfers.
Why: 
Motivation to mortgage liens placed on South Street 
Seaport’s historic buildings. City developed the TDR 
system and bank to prevent foreclosure, demolition, 
and redevelopment  of buildings important to 
maritime history. Transferring TDRs, allowed the city 
to satisfy mortgage obligations without outright 
budget outlay. 
High Line Transfer Corridor, TDRs unlock development rights 
that would be unusable due to High Line. TDR also allowed 
the transfer density away from High Line to outlying areas to 
support and enhance the open corridor of the park. 
Special West Chelsea District (403,983 SF) - 2005 
Need: 
Special West Chelsea District in subareas A through I, each 
with special bulk regulations mapped along 100 foot wide 
High Line Transfer corridor. Granting sites can transfer to 
most subareas. Transfers may increase FAR in receiving 
sites up to 1 FAR and 2.5 FAR in others. Price of TDR set by 
market between $200 and $400 PSF. Developer needs to 
buy minimum number of TDRs and layer other bonuses on 
top to achieve minimum FAR on certain sites. Other 
available bonuses include Inclusionary Housing Bonus and 
High Line Improvement Bonus. TDR transferred with Notifi-
cation, more relaxed than Certification. 
Problem: 
Because of the hot real estate market and low 
procedural barrier, developers complained there 
aren’t enough TDR to meet demand. 
 
Why: 
Since 1990s, owners needed a method toward 
demolition and redevelop their property. Creating a 
TDR program was a way for owners of property 
under the High Line to boost property value. The 
need to maintain the High Line Park, allows 
transfers over distances. Adjacency rules would not 
make this district successful. Incorporates 
elements of landmakr and open space preservation 
mechanism.
With over 470,000 SF transferred since current iteration 
implemented in 1998, purpose to preserve Broadway theater 
industry in face of office and residential development 
encroaching the neighborhood. As the first Special Purpose 
District in Zoning Resolution, listed theaters to sell unused 
development rights in somewhat liberalized transfer mecha-
nism. Pushed to landmark 30 theaters. 
Theater Subdistrict (403,983 SF) - 1998 
Need: 
After 1998 reforms, greatly widened receiving areas and 
listed theaters to transfer floor area anywhere in Theater 
Subdistrict. Also reduced procedural requirements from 
Special Permit under Section 81-744(a) to transfer rights up 
to 20% above permitted FAR on receiving sites. Transfer 
rights up to 44% above permitted FAR above 8th Avenue 
corridor. With the price of TDR set by market of about $225 
PSF, promoted theater use and preservation.
Problem:
Pressure from revitalization of Times Square area, theaters 
vulnerable to development or conversion pressure. However, 
liberal transfer mechanism in wider area promoted preserva-
tion and theater use.
Why: 
Preservation of Broadway theater industry crucial to region-
al economy not typical in landmark preservation. Theater 
owners represent more unified and powerful bloc than 
landmark owners with geography and inudstry relation for 
easier mobilization. TDR program also allowed planning of 
commercial density while saving theaters. Theaters only 
need certification or authorization which is harder for 
opponents with individual transfers to oppose scheme.
Created to “reinforce the existing built form of the area and 
facilitate pedestrian movement, ceate new provisions for 
TDR from designated landmarks in order to aid in both the 
preservation of the Terminal building and any other 
landmarks as well as the area’s character.” With the large 
amount of TDR present at GCT, had over 1.7 million SF
Grand Central Subdistrict (488,036 Transferred/1,224,109 SF Remaining) 
- 1992 
Need: 
Transfer of floor area up to 1 FAR of baseline maximum of 
receiving site, available to development within subdistrict 
by certification (81-634). Transfer of floor area in a 
maximum 21.6 FAR on receiving site. This is available in the 
subdistrict core between Madison and Lexington and 41st 
and 48th Street by Special Permit. Require ongoing mainte-
nance plan and improvements to area transit or pedestrian 
circulation. 
Problem:
Previously under Landmark 74-79, a need for subdis-
trict was needed for planning consequences of 
massive TDR transfer in area adjacent to GCT. Zoning 
under landmark transfer would take into account 
ownership patterns rather than planning. 15 FAR zone 
allows under 74-79 no specific limit to transfer. 
Why: 
GCT is the landmark that started the creation of 74-79 
Landmark transfers in 1968. Desire to faciliate 
transfers from GCT was to avoid negative planning 
consequences result in all of GCT’s floor area to 
adjacent sites. This supported increased density in 
NYC business district. Widening receiving areas allow 
diffusing transfers and goal of liberalizing market for 
TDR holders.
34,520 SF
12,500 SF
4,600 SF
19,750 SF
3,093 SF
3,680 SF
11,250 SF
6,155 SF
70,656 SF
2,455 SF
7,902 SF
7,902 SF
,566 SF 77,840 SF
7,438 SF
24,100 SF29,667 SF
67,351 SF
18,537 SF + 
42,081 SF
GCT (Landmark)
74,655 SF
285,865 SF
19,581 SF
5,019 SF
38,225 SF
64,690 SF
Broadhurst Theatre
Al Hirschfeld Theatre
Booth Theatre
Majestic Theatre
29,104 SF
28,901 SF
48,180 SF
9,480 SF
9,480 SF
9,489 SF
54,820 SF
8,483 SF
18,075 SF
Midtown East Rezoning is pushed to create more office 
development in competition of Hudson Yards upcoming 
development. This location also is a site of many landmarks 
and the issues of Section 74-79 attempted to be resolved 
with wider receiving areas and as-of-right for landmarks. 
Development for taller office buildings aimed to bring more 
competition with Hudson Yards. The opening up TDRs of 
landmarks allow for landmarks to send unused development 
rights and for improvements to the city as byproduct of 
increased development opportunities.
Midtown East Rezoning - 2017 
Need: 
The unused development rights from landmarks in the area 
an opportunity to redevelop office buildings. This area 
needs transfer of landmark unused development rights to 
wider area and in turn create benefits to the neighborhood 
and much needed preservation funds for landmarks. 
Problem:
The rezoning pushed forward to redevelop aging 
office buildings motivated with unused development 
rights from landmarks in the area. The problem 
resided with the restrictive use of Section 74-79. 
Alternatives to the restrictions of Section 74-79 allow 
for more transfers and 
Why: 
Area where landmarks were unable to transfer their 
air rights and continue preservation of their buildings, 
the area looks to benefit landmarks, commercial, and 
residential structures. With large transfers capable 
from landmarks create byproduct 
50,000 SF + 
505,000 SF
205,000 SF
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St. Patrick’s Cathedral
Owners are selling air rights to buildings of 
Midtown East. JPMorgan Chase with plans to 
build a 70 story tower in place of the former 
Union Carbide building. A push for the rezoning 
proposes proceeds of sale of air rights would 
contribute to improve spaces in and around the 
church property. Under the new rezoning, 
JPMorgan is the first major building to follow 
the new guidelines where owners of landmarks  
can transfer development rights to construct 
larger buildings. 
St Bartholomew's Church
Under the new Midtown East Rezoning, land-
mark transfers more loose to be able to trans-
fer. Through rezoning, JPMorgan Chase able to 
gather landmark transfers from Grand Central 
Terminal and St Patricks Cathedral. Similar to St 
Patricks Cathedral, office buildings central to 
Midtown East are aimed to take advantage of 
air rights limited by the Landmark Transfer 
74-79 adjacency rule. 
The Strand
Third generation of The Strand bookstore going 
against the landmark of their building claiming 
more problems. Operating on thing margins, 
landmarking will cause more problems with 
restrictions on how maintenance is performed. 
St. Thomas ChurchUniversity ClubSeagram Building
Seagram Building an important architect icon 
on Park Ave is met with new residential struc-
ture designed by Foster + Partners. The impor-
tance of this landmark transfer dependent its 
fit in the context as a residential tower in com-
mercial area and its relationship with Seagram 
Building. 
311 E 58th St.
First Landmark Transfer recorded lack informa-
tion on its process and reception. 
South Street Seaport Subdistrict
TDR permitted through 1970 amendment through 1968 Brooklyn Bridge Southeast 
Urban Renewal Plan, fully enacted part of creation of Special South Street Seaport Dis-
trict by CPC in 1972. This was the first Special District TDR mechanism created in New 
York City. This creation was the basis of Large Scale Development mechanism
Landmark maintenance program unclear except 
CPC report mentions “maintenance assured by 
trust fund”
Only 74-79 transfer outside of area zoned for 
an FAR of 15 or greater.
Rezoning allows GCT air rights to be transferred 
for office development and city funds. 
Consideration of the landmark made in creation. Funds not properly used for preservation
New York Landmark Conservancy holds ease-
ment
City agreed to maintain the building 
Survey for basis for future maintenance with 
requirements of LPC
No easement Will increase population and density Harmonious architectural relationship with pro-
posed site.
Lack of easement problem if doesn’t uphold 
Restrictive Declaration
Lot 76 is landmark building and lot 9076 is the 
airspace parcel created to hold floor area in 
seperate ownership
Pro active Restoration, periodic inspections, 
emergancy protection program, access to des-
ignated structure for LPC, and failure to perform 
may be corrected by City of New York at cost of 
Landmark owner.
With landmarks such as Starr, Lehman, Good-
win, Rockefeller Mansion the proposed building 
should respect.
Easement
Pro Active Restoration
Preservation of the landmark include the regu-
lation of rear yard and modified pedestrian 
circulation space by requirement 
MoMA sculpture garden not landmark but the 
vicinity of tower affects the open space. 
Residential resurgence, neighborhood transfor-
mation
More emphasis on landmark restoration than 
design proposal for receiving site
Seagram Building donate to easement for tax 
benefits.
Building residential building in sea of office 
buildings.
Easement by NYC Landmarks Conservancy for 
tax benefits used by new building. 
Enforcement of landmark maintenance to moti-
vate performance of practical measures neces-
sary to preserve landmark.
17 year gap between application through ULURP 
with cost of $750,000. Never executed trans-
fer. 
Board of Estimate Resolution approve special 
permit. If conditions not met, permit and trans-
fer are revocable by City Planning Commission 
after notice to owner of new building.
Community Board 5 and Borough President con-
cerned with precedent set with amended bulk 
and height waviers in Midtown Special District, 
fear to what it might do to future projects.
Community Board 5 opposed the project due to 
increased bulk by the transfer of development 
rights.
Commissioner Cantor voted against Special 
Permit.
Community Board 5 opposed to both transfers 
of St. Thomas Church and University Club.
Light and air quality affected
Landmark transfer create awkward role of Plan-
ning Commission arriving at late stages of long 
approval process for basic judgement on signif-
icant development proposals.
Department for Planning Commission involved 
in design process, however proposals for height 
and bulk later in process.
Landmark transfer allow property owners real-
ize financial potential of land without the 
destruction of the structure. Transfer contrib-
ute to validate the landmarks law. 
Disposition of development rights from 
city-owned landmark through ULURP.
72% tower coverage provision instead of 
as-of-right 40% approved by earlier decision of 
BSA and Special Permit process.
Ability to increase bulk by greater than 20% of 
as-of-right FAR with Landmark Transfer 
Appropriate tower coverage for proposed build-
ing
Special Permit Application issued appropriate 
tower coverage for proposed building.
Landmark Preservation Commission easement
Defect of program designed to preserve land-
marks through development rights transfer 
does not work without builder who wants those 
development rights.
Rights transferred most likely to flow to areas 
already highly congested due to private eco-
nomic advantages. Places that are attractive in 
first place. 
Prime location for development rights but con-
tribute to congestion of transit creating more 
problems. 
Not reliable to landmark preservation where it 
depends on the local market
Large amounts of air rights available see devel-
opers keen to devmolish four well-known build-
ings to build taller.
Amendment in 1969 redefined adjacent site to 
chain of ownership and allowing 100% of air 
rights to site and not the existing restriction. 
Trust fund created  between Penn Central and 
City of New York, can be amended with CPC and 
Board and Estimate approval. Trust fund pays 
for maintenance of landmark. Trust established 
with 5% of total air sale process. 
$61.49 SF or 20% of sales price for tran-
sit/streetside improvements. Real estate exec-
utives say this would hobble new construction 
(Union Carbide demolition surprise).
Bank went to owners of GCT, real estate compa-
ny and investment firm. Will make more than 
$100 Million with 5% to maintain Grand Central. 
One Vanderbilt project, 1,401’ skyscraper next 
to Grand Central building with rezoning and 
525,000 SF air rights. 
Small complaint from City Planning Commis-
sioner with disapproval of bonus for pedestrian 
covered space. 
Landmark Conservancy importance for ease-
ment to make owners responsible for repairs.Local community boards complained new 
towers would overwhelm already crowded dis-
trict. 
LPC did not recommend approval of project due 
to scale and physical size. Building with brutal-
ist aesthetic was not harmonious with India 
House.
Vice Chairman Gallent against application 
because bulk proposed was “contrary to the 
zoning intent in the area and creating a negative 
pedestrian atmosphere.” Supported density 
transfer but not the bulk and heigh modifica-
tions.
Vice Chairman Gallent approve of project for 
new fire station and public open space. 
When asked why they needed bulk, project 
architect stated the bulk was needed for mar-
ketable floor plates larger than 20,000 SF. 
Concerned with if sending and receiving site 
considered “married.” If landmark building 
failed to uphold Landmark Maintenance pro-
gram, receiving site responsible or loose the 
Certificate of Occupancy.
Creation of more density in already dense area
Redevelopment of aging office buildings
Loosen tight restrictions
If contiguous, take landmark aesthetic in con-
sideration or enhance.
Importance of easement for landmark conser-
vancy
Certification of correct use of funds in preser-
vation.
Work within local context. Control or public 
review similar to subdistricts.
Consider density in transfer and possible con-
sideration of open space as part of improve-
ment fund.
Create comprehensive review process but 
account for shorter and simple timeline. 
Harmonious architectural relationship, connec-
tion with maintenance and preservation
Responsibility of landmark fit the requirements 
of the landmark transfer
Harmonious architectural relationship, connec-
tion with maintenance and preservation
Relationship to local landmarks and 
green/open space needed in congested city.
Relationship with prominent landmark, Section 
74-79 used to focus on review of building 
design.
With more available TDR in zoning changes, 
allows larger transformations of neighborhood.
Deal with long and expensive ULURP process. 
ULURP modified in 1989 for more public review 
processs by City Council created applications 
for Section 74-79 transfers infeasible.
Many city owned landmark buildings, transfer 
process to deal with city owned landmarks. 
Overbuilt projects next to landmarks Preservation
Flexibility of transfers
Contribution to the city Assurance of preservation Consider the alterations capable under land-
marks
Value process of landmark 
Value context of landmark
Wider receiving areas
Landmark transfers only performed in large 
transfers. Contributing to the low use of Section 
74-79.
Transferring development rights to bank 
to satisfy mortgage obligations without 
outright budget outlay
Prevent foreclosure, demolition, and 
redevelopment of buildings important to 
history
Tiffany Building
Transfer across the street places a restrictive 
declaration that include in enhanced mainte-
nance for the roof and copper flashing. Also 
hold easement of landmark. 
Rockefeller Center (unbuilt)
Application for transfer was through a comple-
tion of Declaration of Program of Continuing 
Landmark Maintenance and Preservation Ease-
ment by Landmark Conservancy. This was 
toward maintenance and preservation of 30 
Rockefeller Plaza and the lobby (designated 
interior landmark). RCP to submit annual condi-
tion statements for conservancy with inspec-
tions. Only portion of the landmark was avail-
able for transfer. Harmonious architectural 
relationship with proposed site and landmark 
maintenance were key. 
Special West Chelsea District
High Line Transfer Corridor, TDRs unlocked  development rights that would be unusable due to High 
Line. TDR also allowed the transfer density away from High Line to outlying areas to support and 
enhance the open corridor of the park. Since 1990, owners of property under the High Line wanted to 
demolish property to redevelop. This created a boost in property value as the High Line became a desir-
able location. With one of the few districts allowing of transfers at a distance, having a wider sending 
and receiving area part of the scarce amount of TDRs available to the area. Importance to open space 
also a beneficial by product of TDRs. 
Midtown East Rezoning
Midtown East Rezoning is pushed to create more office development in competition of 
Hudson Yards upcoming development. This location also is a site of many landmarks 
and the issues of Section 74-79 attempted to be resolved with wider receiving areas 
and as-of-right for landmarks. Development for taller office buildings aimed to bring 
more competition with Hudson Yards. The opening up TDRs of landmarks allow for land-
marks to send unused development rights and for improvements to the city as byprod-
uct of increased development opportunities.
Theater Subdistrict
With over 470,000 SF transferred since current iteration implemented in 1998, the purpose to 
preserve Broadway theater industry in face of office and residential development encroaching 
the neighborhood. As the first Special Purpose District in Zoning Resolution, listed theaters to 
sell unused development rights in somewhat liberalized transfer mechanism. Pushed to land-
mark 30 theaters. 
55 Wall St. 
Landmark improved to meet standards of LPC. 
Maintenance for future holders of the landmark 
enforced. 
Old Slip Police Station
Project consists of two buildings but second 
building went through process of development 
right transfer. This was a highly contentious 
fight over air rights. One developer sued the 
City for selling their air rights to someone else 
as the occupier of the Old Police Precinct. Proj-
ect involved ZLM of new development from two 
parcels (5,255 SF to 11,346 SF). Transferred 
rights went through NYC Public Development 
Corporation who negotiated sale with Assay 
Partners on appraisal by Dvidision of Real Prop-
erty. 
John Street Methodist Church
This church nested in tall buildings was held in 
trust for hiring preservation architect or second 
architect in Declaration of Program of Continu-
ing Landmark Maintenance and Preservation 
Easement. Church also has John Street ME 
Church Trust Fund Society for the upkeep of 
building. Declaration affirm current Fund and 
Maintenance for church. 
India House
This structure was under scrutiny like Amster 
Yard for the owners not maintaining the build-
ing. India House with complaints of having no 
funding for restoration even with recent sale of 
landmark air rights. 
Amster Yard
Owner of adjacent lot proposed a 40 story 
office tower. Permitted zoning allowed for 
544,000 SF. Purchasing additional 30,967 SF 
from Amster Yard allowed to build two more 
stories. In exchange, number of design conces-
sions by including use of materials and colors 
sympathetic to scale and style of landmark was 
considered.  Covered shopping arcade also cre-
ated on three sides of new structure. 
Grand Central Terminal
Grand Central performed across the street 
transfer. There was no opposition to proposal 
and air rights transferred to Philip Morris Build-
ing consist only 3% of GCT total unused devel-
opment rights. The adjacency rule of Section 
74-79 create fear of over density near GCT cre-
ating a disparate difference in urban landscape. 
With over 1,224,109 SF of development rights 
still available,  the new Midtown East Rezoning 
sees the opportunity to buy air rights ($240 
Million) for new headquarters. Rezoning looks 
to build taller skyscrapers and reshape in 
already dense skyline. 
Rezoning plan require sellers of air rights to pay 
share to proceeds of city to improve sidewalks, 
plazas, and streets.
More wider receiving areas allow more use of 
TDRs of landmarks.
Landmarking designation may cause problems 
with restrictions on the building’s maintenance
Flexibility of upgrades listed by The Strand:
-Change outside lighting, signage, and awning
-Upgrade the awning
-Add coffee shop with door on side of the build-
ing
-Change configuration of store
-Repairs from fire or flood
Unlike upkeep forced to do toward India House, 
flexibility to make repairs by The Strand is kept 
in check without landmark designation. 
“never have had the ability to raise adequate 
funds”
Agreed to purchase 50,000 SF of development 
rights for $20.7 Million, also considering 
505,000 additional SF for seven times the 
price.
Preservation of the historic landmarks
Much needed funding to city improvements of 
expensive air right deals. Chase deals will gen-
erate more than $42 Million for city.
Not specified by Landmark Preservation Com-
mission to address the demolition proposal and 
irony it would help preserve cathedral while 
demolishing SOM tower
Preservationist advocated for preservation 
commission to designate Union Carbide land-
mark designation but no public meetings held.
Archdiocese of New York have to detail how 
much of sale will go to upkeep of cathedral
Commission voted unanimously to approve 
master plan for restoration and continued main-
tenance. 
Demolish of a building preservationists deem 
important without public view.
Landmark means advocates play defense, 
building under attack gets attention. 
Representatives of the church showed the 
importance of transfer that “needs to happen” 
for building to continue to function properly
Landmarking provides protection, however, for 
owners may create more problems with restric-
tion to maintenance.
Landmark Preservation Commission will work 
with bookstore to address concerns 
Local residents and preservationists fear of 
development wave called for landmarking to 
avoid large neighborhood character changes
New York Landmarks Conservancy and Commu-
nity Board 5 recommend approval.
Flexibility of transfer of landmarks due to 
rezoning.
Midtown East Rezoning allows office buildings 
to build larger if it contributes to “public realm 
improvement fund”
Only break in skyline
Contributing to development rights of 53W53 will become the connector building for MoMA. The proposed 
building will not be on a wide avenue or major wide crosstown street and will not occupy a full avenue block 
front. Community advocates for minimal adverse effects to open space in vicinity and relate to the subject 
of landmark buildings. 
Pricing is higher than $500 per square foot 
commission initially considered.
Pricing is higher than $500 per square foot 
commission initially considered.
Inclusionary housing the next step for develop-
ers where development rights are not available
Process of inclusionary housing complex and 
time consuming, developers also see its worth 
in large density projects only.
If 90% of High Line air rights sold or used, prop-
erty owners able to increase FAR by contribut-
ing to affordable housing fund(90% quota met).
District seeing scarcity of development rights, 
but area looking to incentives for FAR boost.
City downzoned West Chelsea Special District 
in 2005, however, created options to bump FAR.
Community Board 4 argued it was too low 
where recent air right deals have sold for $800 
per square foot.
Consider correct methodology of calculating air 
rights to compensate the value of air rights. In 
landmarks account for repairs and necessity for 
landmarks need for selling air rights. 
Control of bonuses or incentives needed for no 
cases of overdevelopment.
Disagreement on air right pricing, similar to 
disputes over landmarked air rights in Midtown 
East, centered around the methodologies for 
calculating going rates in a district.
Identified 25 theaters as individual land-
marks for sending air rights.
Subdistrict fund created for the leeway the 
district provided.
Preservation of theaters provide a goal, a 
main component to a successful TDR pro-
gram
Preservation and maintenance of theaters 
and district main goal with unused develop-
ment from theaters in no need for redevelop-
ment or demolition.
De Blasio stated the fund was not paying 
enough, but pulled application of acquiring 
20% of air right sales. 
The council opposed floor price that could 
create negative effect during downturns of 
market
Developers able to use through certification 
to increase by 20% and further review able to 
go to 40%. 
Broader area and able to increase FAR allow 
for more successful transfers.
Fund back to the city regulated and matched 
to the dynamic of the area. 
Able to transfer over a broader region require 
theater to maintian building as part of 
Broadway. 
Deputy Mayor Alicia Glen notes the city 
need to make sure contribution isn’t too 
high to discourage divelopment or too 
low to prevent needed infrastructure 
improvements.
Pool of 3.6 million SF of landmarked air 
rights available for property owners.
Influence of JPMorgan transfers give 
influence to other developers. 
Demolition projects seen as possibility 
to rebuild taller. 
Disparity with buyers and sellers, if sell-
ers don’t like offer they will refinance for 
another day. 
“It also showed me that the movement to 
this really great product on the West 
Side in Hudson Yards, in Manhattan West 
and downtown has not been at the 
expense of Midtown but an addition to 
Midtown.” -Maher of CBRE
Manhattan borough President Gale 
Brewer ask to require building of public 
pazas as part of transfer.
Right price set for development to go 
smoothly. Account for city fund, preser-
vation, and development.
Construction contribution to the city part 
of transfer process.
Right price set for development to go 
smoothly. Account for city fund, preser-
vation, and development.
Construction contribution to the city part 
of transfer process.
Make sure transfers are successful to 
influence developers.
Council member Dan Garodnick urges 
city to establish setting floor price.
Easement
Special Permit
Easement
Special Permit
Enforced Repairs
Midtown East Focus 
on Landmarks 
Ease of Transfer
Opposition to bulk
Responsibily for 
Maintenance
Air Right Pricing 
Method
Require only certification Large Scale Development Mechanism
Transfer limited to floor area equal to 10 
FAR on receiving site.
Created to preserve Schermerhorn Row 
Landmark buildings.
Various restrictsion in area lack further 
development opportunities on receiving 
sites.
Granting sites from historic buildings in 
process of defaulting on mortgages and 
buildings threatened of foreclosure.
Development rights determined by sub-
tracting from max floor area under base-
line zoning the larger of: the lot area 
times five
Community Board 1 sees the importance, 
of Seaport preservation. Creation of Sea-
port Working Group
Working group focus on community/con-
nectivity, museum and waterfront, open 
space, preservation, vitality, building 
heighs and views, resiliency, pedestrian 
environmentLocal residents and others proposal by 
Howard Hughes Corporation for redevel-
opment of Seaport
TDR bank created to solve timing prob-
lem. Banks held TDRs until they could be 
used on receiving sites. 
Difficult to exhaust remaining TDRs 
modifications of rule governing trans-
fers.
TDR bank
Total Max FAR of 21.6 on lots less than 
30,000 SF.
Save/Preserve 
Landmarks
TDR Case Studies “Cities must be allowed to evolve, even as the most cherished assets are protected.”
 -Jane Jacobs
?
74,655 sf
30,701 sf 123,857 sf
70,927 sf 38,950 sf
363,010 sf
506,380 sf
(unbuilt but 
listed) 363,010 sf
200,965 sf
136,000 sf
275,000 sf
50,000 sf
+
505,000 sf
580,000 sf*
77,840 SF
7,438 SF
24,100 SF
29,667 SF
67,351 SF
18,537 SF + 
42,081 SF
29,104 SF
28,901 SF
48,180 SF
9,480 SF
9,480 SF
9,489 SF
54,820 SF
8,483 SF
18,075 SF
St James Theatre
Shubert Theatre
Broadhurst Theatre
Al Hirschfeld Theatre
Booth Theatre
Majestic Theatre
197219721968 1979 1980 1981 1982 1984 1985 1990 20051998 2007 2008 2009 2009 2017 20182017 2019 2019
Midtown East Rezoning 
Approved
Section 74-79 
Passed
1978
Penn Central Transportation Co. 
v. New York City
1964
Penn Central
Demolished
59,991 SF
15,765 SF
13,720 SF
34,520 SF
12,500 SF
4,600 SF
19,750 SF
3,093 SF
3,680 SF
11,250 SF
6,155 SF
70,656 SF
2,455 SF
7,902 SF
7,902 SF
,566 SF
Transit Improvement ZoneReceiving ZonesSending Zones
76,157 SF 47,770 SF
19,660 SF
286,000 SF 275,000 SF
TDR Case Studies
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St. Patrick’s Cathedral
Owners are selling air rights to buildings of 
Midtown East. JPMorgan Chase with plans to 
build a 70 story tower in place of the former 
Union Carbide building. A push for the rezoning 
proposes proceeds of sale of air rights would 
contribute to improve spaces in and around the 
church property. Under the new rezoning, 
JPMorgan is the first major building to follow 
the new guidelines where owners of landmarks  
can transfer development rights to construct 
larger buildings. 
St Bartholomew's Church
Under the new Midtown East Rezoning, land-
mark transfers more loose to be able to trans-
fer. Through rezoning, JPMorgan Chase able to 
gather landmark transfers from Grand Central 
Terminal and St Patricks Cathedral. Similar to St 
Patricks Cathedral, office buildings central to 
Midtown East are aimed to take advantage of 
air rights limited by the Landmark Transfer 
74-79 adjacency rule. 
The Strand
Third generation of The Strand bookstore going 
against the landmark of their building claiming 
more problems. Operating on thing margins, 
landmarking will cause more problems with 
restrictions on how maintenance is performed. 
St. Thomas ChurchUniversity ClubSeagram Building
Seagram Building an important architect icon 
on Park Ave is met with new residential struc-
ture designed by Foster + Partners. The impor-
tance of this landmark transfer dependent its 
fit in the context as a residential tower in com-
mercial area and its relationship with Seagram 
Building. 
311 E 58th St.
First Landmark Transfer recorded lack informa-
tion on its process and reception. 
South Street Seaport Subdistrict
TDR permitted through 1970 amendment through 1968 Brooklyn Bridge Southeast 
Urban Renewal Plan, fully enacted part of creation of Special South Street Seaport Dis-
trict by CPC in 1972. This was the first Special District TDR mechanism created in New 
York City. This creation was the basis of Large Scale Development mechanism
Landmark maintenance program unclear except 
CPC report mentions “maintenance assured by 
trust fund”
Only 74-79 transfer outside of area zoned for 
an FAR of 15 or greater.
Rezoning allows GCT air rights to be transferred 
for office development and city funds. 
Consideration of the landmark made in creation. Funds not properly used for preservation
New York Landmark Conservancy holds ease-
ment
City agreed to maintain the building 
Survey for basis for future maintenance with 
requirements of LPC
No easement Will increase population and density Harmonious architectural relationship with pro-
posed site.
Lack of easement problem if doesn’t uphold 
Restrictive Declaration
Lot 76 is landmark building and lot 9076 is the 
airspace parcel created to hold floor area in 
seperate ownership
Pro active Restoration, periodic inspections, 
emergancy protection program, access to des-
ignated structure for LPC, and failure to perform 
may be corrected by City of New York at cost of 
Landmark owner.
With landmarks such as Starr, Lehman, Good-
win, Rockefeller Mansion the proposed building 
should respect.
Easement
Pro Active Restoration
Preservation of the landmark include the regu-
lation of rear yard and modified pedestrian 
circulation space by requirement 
MoMA sculpture garden not landmark but the 
vicinity of tower affects the open space. 
Residential resurgence, neighborhood transfor-
mation
More emphasis on landmark restoration than 
design proposal for receiving site
Seagram Building donate to easement for tax 
benefits.
Building residential building in sea of office 
buildings.
Easement by NYC Landmarks Conservancy for 
tax benefits used by new building. 
Enforcement of landmark maintenance to moti-
vate performance of practical measures neces-
sary to preserve landmark.
17 year gap between application through ULURP 
with cost of $750,000. Never executed trans-
fer. 
Board of Estimate Resolution approve special 
permit. If conditions not met, permit and trans-
fer are revocable by City Planning Commission 
after notice to owner of new building.
Community Board 5 and Borough President con-
cerned with precedent set with amended bulk 
and height waviers in Midtown Special District, 
fear to what it might do to future projects.
Community Board 5 opposed the project due to 
increased bulk by the transfer of development 
rights.
Commissioner Cantor voted against Special 
Permit.
Community Board 5 opposed to both transfers 
of St. Thomas Church and University Club.
Light and air quality affected
Landmark transfer create awkward role of Plan-
ning Commission arriving at late stages of long 
approval process for basic judgement on signif-
icant development proposals.
Department for Planning Commission involved 
in design process, however proposals for height 
and bulk later in process.
Landmark transfer allow property owners real-
ize financial potential of land without the 
destruction of the structure. Transfer contrib-
ute to validate the landmarks law. 
Disposition of development rights from 
city-owned landmark through ULURP.
72% tower coverage provision instead of 
as-of-right 40% approved by earlier decision of 
BSA and Special Permit process.
Ability to increase bulk by greater than 20% of 
as-of-right FAR with Landmark Transfer 
Appropriate tower coverage for proposed build-
ing
Special Permit Application issued appropriate 
tower coverage for proposed building.
Landmark Preservation Commission easement
Defect of program designed to preserve land-
marks through development rights transfer 
does not work without builder who wants those 
development rights.
Rights transferred most likely to flow to areas 
already highly congested due to private eco-
nomic advantages. Places that are attractive in 
first place. 
Prime location for development rights but con-
tribute to congestion of transit creating more 
problems. 
Not reliable to landmark preservation where it 
depends on the local market
Large amounts of air rights available see devel-
opers keen to devmolish four well-known build-
ings to build taller.
Amendment in 1969 redefined adjacent site to 
chain of ownership and allowing 100% of air 
rights to site and not the existing restriction. 
Trust fund created  between Penn Central and 
City of New York, can be amended with CPC and 
Board and Estimate approval. Trust fund pays 
for maintenance of landmark. Trust established 
with 5% of total air sale process. 
$61.49 SF or 20% of sales price for tran-
sit/streetside improvements. Real estate exec-
utives say this would hobble new construction 
(Union Carbide demolition surprise).
Bank went to owners of GCT, real estate compa-
ny and investment firm. Will make more than 
$100 Million with 5% to maintain Grand Central. 
One Vanderbilt project, 1,401’ skyscraper next 
to Grand Central building with rezoning and 
525,000 SF air rights. 
Small complaint from City Planning Commis-
sioner with disapproval of bonus for pedestrian 
covered space. 
Landmark Conservancy importance for ease-
ment to make owners responsible for repairs.Local community boards complained new 
towers would overwhelm already crowded dis-
trict. 
LPC did not recommend approval of project due 
to scale and physical size. Building with brutal-
ist aesthetic was not harmonious with India 
House.
Vice Chairman Gallent against application 
because bulk proposed was “contrary to the 
zoning intent in the area and creating a negative 
pedestrian atmosphere.” Supported density 
transfer but not the bulk and heigh modifica-
tions.
Vice Chairman Gallent approve of project for 
new fire station and public open space. 
When asked why they needed bulk, project 
architect stated the bulk was needed for mar-
ketable floor plates larger than 20,000 SF. 
Concerned with if sending and receiving site 
considered “married.” If landmark building 
failed to uphold Landmark Maintenance pro-
gram, receiving site responsible or loose the 
Certificate of Occupancy.
Creation of more density in already dense area
Redevelopment of aging office buildings
Loosen tight restrictions
If contiguous, take landmark aesthetic in con-
sideration or enhance.
Importance of easement for landmark conser-
vancy
Certification of correct use of funds in preser-
vation.
Work within local context. Control or public 
review similar to subdistricts.
Consider density in transfer and possible con-
sideration of open space as part of improve-
ment fund.
Create comprehensive review process but 
account for shorter and simple timeline. 
Harmonious architectural relationship, connec-
tion with maintenance and preservation
Responsibility of landmark fit the requirements 
of the landmark transfer
Harmonious architectural relationship, connec-
tion with maintenance and preservation
Relationship to local landmarks and 
green/open space needed in congested city.
Relationship with prominent landmark, Section 
74-79 used to focus on review of building 
design.
With more available TDR in zoning changes, 
allows larger transformations of neighborhood.
Deal with long and expensive ULURP process. 
ULURP modified in 1989 for more public review 
processs by City Council created applications 
for Section 74-79 transfers infeasible.
Many city owned landmark buildings, transfer 
process to deal with city owned landmarks. 
Overbuilt projects next to landmarks Preservation
Flexibility of transfers
Contribution to the city Assurance of preservation Consider the alterations capable under land-
marks
Value process of landmark 
Value context of landmark
Wider receiving areas
Landmark transfers only performed in large 
transfers. Contributing to the low use of Section 
74-79.
Transferring development rights to bank 
to satisfy mortgage obligations without 
outright budget outlay
Prevent foreclosure, demolition, and 
redevelopment of buildings important to 
history
Tiffany Building
Transfer across the street places a restrictive 
declaration that include in enhanced mainte-
nance for the roof and copper flashing. Also 
hold easement of landmark. 
Rockefeller Center (unbuilt)
Application for transfer was through a comple-
tion of Declaration of Program of Continuing 
Landmark Maintenance and Preservation Ease-
ment by Landmark Conservancy. This was 
toward maintenance and preservation of 30 
Rockefeller Plaza and the lobby (designated 
interior landmark). RCP to submit annual condi-
tion statements for conservancy with inspec-
tions. Only portion of the landmark was avail-
able for transfer. Harmonious architectural 
relationship with proposed site and landmark 
maintenance were key. 
Special West Chelsea District
High Line Transfer Corridor, TDRs unlocked  development rights that would be unusable due to High 
Line. TDR also allowed the transfer density away from High Line to outlying areas to support and 
enhance the open corridor of the park. Since 1990, owners of property under the High Line wanted to 
demolish property to redevelop. This created a boost in property value as the High Line became a desir-
able location. With one of the few districts allowing of transfers at a distance, having a wider sending 
and receiving area part of the scarce amount of TDRs available to the area. Importance to open space 
also a beneficial by product of TDRs. 
Midtown East Rezoning
Midtown East Rezoning is pushed to create more office development in competition of 
Hudson Yards upcoming development. This location also is a site of many landmarks 
and the issues of Section 74-79 attempted to be resolved with wider receiving areas 
and as-of-right for landmarks. Development for taller office buildings aimed to bring 
more competition with Hudson Yards. The opening up TDRs of landmarks allow for land-
marks to send unused development rights and for improvements to the city as byprod-
uct of increased development opportunities.
Theater Subdistrict
With over 470,000 SF transferred since current iteration implemented in 1998, the purpose to 
preserve Broadway theater industry in face of office and residential development encroaching 
the neighborhood. As the first Special Purpose District in Zoning Resolution, listed theaters to 
sell unused development rights in somewhat liberalized transfer mechanism. Pushed to land-
mark 30 theaters. 
55 Wall St. 
Landmark improved to meet standards of LPC. 
Maintenance for future holders of the landmark 
enforced. 
Old Slip Police Station
Project consists of two buildings but second 
building went through process of development 
right transfer. This was a highly contentious 
fight over air rights. One developer sued the 
City for selling their air rights to someone else 
as the occupier of the Old Police Precinct. Proj-
ect involved ZLM of new development from two 
parcels (5,255 SF to 11,346 SF). Transferred 
rights went through NYC Public Development 
Corporation who negotiated sale with Assay 
Partners on appraisal by Dvidision of Real Prop-
erty. 
John Street Methodist Church
This church nested in tall buildings was held in 
trust for hiring preservation architect or second 
architect in Declaration of Program of Continu-
ing Landmark Maintenance and Preservation 
Easement. Church also has John Street ME 
Church Trust Fund Society for the upkeep of 
building. Declaration affirm current Fund and 
Maintenance for church. 
India House
This structure was under scrutiny like Amster 
Yard for the owners not maintaining the build-
ing. India House with complaints of having no 
funding for restoration even with recent sale of 
landmark air rights. 
Amster Yard
Owner of adjacent lot proposed a 40 story 
office tower. Permitted zoning allowed for 
544,000 SF. Purchasing additional 30,967 SF 
from Amster Yard allowed to build two more 
stories. In exchange, number of design conces-
sions by including use of materials and colors 
sympathetic to scale and style of landmark was 
considered.  Covered shopping arcade also cre-
ated on three sides of new structure. 
Grand Central Terminal
Grand Central performed across the street 
transfer. There was no opposition to proposal 
and air rights transferred to Philip Morris Build-
ing consist only 3% of GCT total unused devel-
opment rights. The adjacency rule of Section 
74-79 create fear of over density near GCT cre-
ating a disparate difference in urban landscape. 
With over 1,224,109 SF of development rights 
still available,  the new Midtown East Rezoning 
sees the opportunity to buy air rights ($240 
Million) for new headquarters. Rezoning looks 
to build taller skyscrapers and reshape in 
already dense skyline. 
Rezoning plan require sellers of air rights to pay 
share to proceeds of city to improve sidewalks, 
plazas, and streets.
More wider receiving areas allow more use of 
TDRs of landmarks.
Landmarking designation may cause problems 
with restrictions on the building’s maintenance
Flexibility of upgrades listed by The Strand:
-Change outside lighting, signage, and awning
-Upgrade the awning
-Add coffee shop with door on side of the build-
ing
-Change configuration of store
-Repairs from fire or flood
Unlike upkeep forced to do toward India House, 
flexibility to make repairs by The Strand is kept 
in check without landmark designation. 
“never have had the ability to raise adequate 
funds”
Agreed to purchase 50,000 SF of development 
rights for $20.7 Million, also considering 
505,000 additional SF for seven times the 
price.
Preservation of the historic landmarks
Much needed funding to city improvements of 
expensive air right deals. Chase deals will gen-
erate more than $42 Million for city.
Not specified by Landmark Preservation Com-
mission to address the demolition proposal and 
irony it would help preserve cathedral while 
demolishing SOM tower
Preservationist advocated for preservation 
commission to designate Union Carbide land-
mark designation but no public meetings held.
Archdiocese of New York have to detail how 
much of sale will go to upkeep of cathedral
Commission voted unanimously to approve 
master plan for restoration and continued main-
tenance. 
Demolish of a building preservationists deem 
important without public view.
Landmark means advocates play defense, 
building under attack gets attention. 
Representatives of the church showed the 
importance of transfer that “needs to happen” 
for building to continue to function properly
Landmarking provides protection, however, for 
owners may create more problems with restric-
tion to maintenance.
Landmark Preservation Commission will work 
with bookstore to address concerns 
Local residents and preservationists fear of 
development wave called for landmarking to 
avoid large neighborhood character changes
New York Landmarks Conservancy and Commu-
nity Board 5 recommend approval.
Flexibility of transfer of landmarks due to 
rezoning.
Midtown East Rezoning allows office buildings 
to build larger if it contributes to “public realm 
improvement fund”
Only break in skyline
Contributing to development rights of 53W53 will become the connector building for MoMA. The proposed 
building will not be on a wide avenue or major wide crosstown street and will not occupy a full avenue block 
front. Community advocates for minimal adverse effects to open space in vicinity and relate to the subject 
of landmark buildings. 
Pricing is higher than $500 per square foot 
commission initially considered.
Pricing is higher than $500 per square foot 
commission initially considered.
Inclusionary housing the next step for develop-
ers where development rights are not available
Process of inclusionary housing complex and 
time consuming, developers also see its worth 
in large density projects only.
If 90% of High Line air rights sold or used, prop-
erty owners able to increase FAR by contribut-
ing to affordable housing fund(90% quota met).
District seeing scarcity of development rights, 
but area looking to incentives for FAR boost.
City downzoned West Chelsea Special District 
in 2005, however, created options to bump FAR.
Community Board 4 argued it was too low 
where recent air right deals have sold for $800 
per square foot.
Consider correct methodology of calculating air 
rights to compensate the value of air rights. In 
landmarks account for repairs and necessity for 
landmarks need for selling air rights. 
Control of bonuses or incentives needed for no 
cases of overdevelopment.
Disagreement on air right pricing, similar to 
disputes over landmarked air rights in Midtown 
East, centered around the methodologies for 
calculating going rates in a district.
Identified 25 theaters as individual land-
marks for sending air rights.
Subdistrict fund created for the leeway the 
district provided.
Preservation of theaters provide a goal, a 
main component to a successful TDR pro-
gram
Preservation and maintenance of theaters 
and district main goal with unused develop-
ment from theaters in no need for redevelop-
ment or demolition.
De Blasio stated the fund was not paying 
enough, but pulled application of acquiring 
20% of air right sales. 
The council opposed floor price that could 
create negative effect during downturns of 
market
Developers able to use through certification 
to increase by 20% and further review able to 
go to 40%. 
Broader area and able to increase FAR allow 
for more successful transfers.
Fund back to the city regulated and matched 
to the dynamic of the area. 
Able to transfer over a broader region require 
theater to maintian building as part of 
Broadway. 
Deputy Mayor Alicia Glen notes the city 
need to make sure contribution isn’t too 
high to discourage divelopment or too 
low to prevent needed infrastructure 
improvements.
Pool of 3.6 million SF of landmarked air 
rights available for property owners.
Influence of JPMorgan transfers give 
influence to other developers. 
Demolition projects seen as possibility 
to rebuild taller. 
Disparity with buyers and sellers, if sell-
ers don’t like offer they will refinance for 
another day. 
“It also showed me that the movement to 
this really great product on the West 
Side in Hudson Yards, in Manhattan West 
and downtown has not been at the 
expense of Midtown but an addition to 
Midtown.” -Maher of CBRE
Manhattan borough President Gale 
Brewer ask to require building of public 
pazas as part of transfer.
Right price set for development to go 
smoothly. Account for city fund, preser-
vation, and development.
Construction contribution to the city part 
of transfer process.
Right price set for development to go 
smoothly. Account for city fund, preser-
vation, and development.
Construction contribution to the city part 
of transfer process.
Make sure transfers are successful to 
influence developers.
Council member Dan Garodnick urges 
city to establish setting floor price.
Easement
Special Permit
Easement
Special Permit
Enforced Repairs
Midtown East Focus 
on Landmarks 
Ease of Transfer
Opposition to bulk
Responsibily for 
Maintenance
Air Right Pricing 
Method
Require only certification Large Scale Development Mechanism
Transfer limited to floor area equal to 10 
FAR on receiving site.
Created to preserve Schermerhorn Row 
Landmark buildings.
Various restrictsion in area lack further 
development opportunities on receiving 
sites.
Granting sites from historic buildings in 
process of defaulting on mortgages and 
buildings threatened of foreclosure.
Development rights determined by sub-
tracting from max floor area under base-
line zoning the larger of: the lot area 
times five
Community Board 1 sees the importance, 
of Seaport preservation. Creation of Sea-
port Working Group
Working group focus on community/con-
nectivity, museum and waterfront, open 
space, preservation, vitality, building 
heighs and views, resiliency, pedestrian 
environmentLocal residents and others proposal by 
Howard Hughes Corporation for redevel-
opment of Seaport
TDR bank created to solve timing prob-
lem. Banks held TDRs until they could be 
used on receiving sites. 
Difficult to exhaust remaining TDRs 
modifications of rule governing trans-
fers.
TDR bank
Total Max FAR of 21.6 on lots less than 
30,000 SF.
Save/Preserve 
Landmarks
TDR Case Studies “Cities must be allowed to evolve, even as the most cherished assets are protected.”
 -Jane Jacobs
?
74,655 sf
30,701 sf 123,857 sf
70,927 sf 38,950 sf
363,010 sf
506,380 sf
(unbuilt but 
listed) 363,010 sf
200,965 sf
136,000 sf
275,000 sf
50,000 sf
+
505,000 sf
580,000 sf*
77,840 SF
7,438 SF
24,100 SF
29,667 SF
67,351 SF
18,537 SF + 
42,081 SF
29,104 SF
28,901 SF
48,180 SF
9,480 SF
9,480 SF
9,489 SF
54,820 SF
8,483 SF
18,075 SF
St James Theatre
Shubert Theatre
Broadhurst Theatre
Al Hirschfeld Theatre
Booth Theatre
Majestic Theatre
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Midtown East Rezoning 
Approved
Section 74-79 
Passed
1978
Penn Central Transportation Co. 
v. New York City
1964
Penn Central
Demolished
59,991 SF
15,765 SF
13,720 SF
34,520 SF
12,500 SF
4,600 SF
19,750 SF
3,093 SF
3,680 SF
11,250 SF
6,155 SF
70,656 SF
2,455 SF
7,902 SF
7,902 SF
,566 SF
Transit Improvement ZoneReceiving ZonesSending Zones
76,157 SF 47,770 SF
19,660 SF
286,000 SF 275,000 SF
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Community Board 5 main objective for improve-
ment in public realm.
Within Transit Improvement Zone, between 
10%-20% of development’s earned floor area 
must be generated through completion of 
pre-identified transit improvements. 
DOT (2017-2019):Up to $12M
Advance five upfront public realm improvement 
projects in East Midtown area. 
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic resources.
Inclusion of transit, plazas, sidewalks, and 
other public 
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C23:
Calls on city to change policy on East Midtown 
to enrue increased number of POPS.
City does not have mechanism in place to 
ensure any improvements to happen by DOT.
Support capital improvements identified by DOT 
and MTA
Prioritize stations with highest volume of cus-
tomers to/from East Midtown. 
Maintained independent of City’s General Fund
Fund maintained by 11 member governing 
group.
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic resources.
Allowed as-of-right currently. Proposition for 
Special Permit and public review
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C25:
Create mechanism for off-site location of 
POPS. 
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C26:
Streamline process and incentives for private 
owners to renew POPS and plazas.
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C24:
Improve current plaza guidelines with regards 
to indoor plazas.
Rezoning no proposed mitigating mechanism to 
prevent incremental shadows onto Central Park.
City planning and Mayor’s office refused seri-
ous study of building envelope reconfiguration 
to protect vital public resources and acknowl-
edgement of incremental shadows
Proposed rezoning relax requirement for sky 
plane exposure and daylight scores. Public 
should require concrete reasons as to why 
development can’t apply daylight standards.
116 out of 119 intersections studied will have 
significant adverse impacts, showing unprece-
dented levels of traffic and congestion the 
rezoning will bring.
Neighborhood concern with protecing existing 
public space and parks from shadows. East 
Midtown Steering Committee recommend exist-
ing height and setback regulations.
City proposed zoning change from existing 
height and setback with decrease of daylight 
evaluation and not counting daylight blockage 
below 150 ft above street level.
Residential Conversion since 1981, zoning res-
olution allowed conversion of commercial to 
residential but dscouraged in Midtwon East.
Site elegibility criteria to use proposed frame-
work:
Cleared frontage, landmarked building or tran-
sit easement required along a wide street
Commercial floor area minimum of 80% of 
zoning lot
Buildings must meet or exceed environmental 
standards.
Designation of more landmarks and liberal 
transfer of air rights from landmarks.
Outdated building stock, limited new develop-
ment, current zoning, pedestrian and transit 
network long term challenges for premier busi-
ness district.
Text amendment:
Establish East Midtown Subdistrict within Spe-
cial Midtown District (MiD), supplant in Grand 
Central Subdistrict.
Permit district wide transfer of landmark 
development rights
Continuing maintenance plan, contribution into 
Public Realm Improvement Fund equal to 20% 
TDR sale or minimum of $78.60.
Improvement of public realm with better use of 
streets and provision of more bettern on site 
open space
Lower equality on city proposed guidelines on 
public open space.
Qualifying site allow greater amounts of FAR 
transferred from landmark buildings to sites in 
lower density midblock. 
East Midtown Steering Committee, consensus 
driven, stakeholder process that lays founda-
tion for the current rezoning proposal
Subdistrict boundary predominately commer-
cial areas, mised residential-commercial areas 
not included.
Community Board 5 encourage as-of-right 
development, increase density, and modernized 
office buildings 
Provisions Applicable on Qualifying Sites:
Environmental standards, height and setback, 
sidewalk widening, retail continuity, stacking 
rules.
Special Permits for Additional Floor Area:
Transit improvement special permit and public 
concrouse special permit
Additional modfications with hotel use.
Discretionary Actions to Modify Qualifying Site 
Criteria:
Authorization to allow enlargements on qualify-
ing site and special permit to modify qualifying 
site provision.
B6 calls for Department of City Planning for 
zoning text amendment that would place a 12 
FAR cap on conversion of non-residential floor 
area to residential floor area in East Midtown to 
protect commercial character.
Community Board 5 and 6
City Planning
DOT
MTA
“Open space is a needed amenity throughout 
the district”
Requiring development site use subway station 
bonus floor area and transferred air rights 
before applying special permit, requiring spe-
cial permit for public concourses while station 
improvements and air right transfers are as of 
right, removing as of right plaza bonus on quali-
fying sites.
Pedestrian circulation map to illustrate above 
ground open space improvements such as 
plazas, POPS, and shared street to provide pre-
dictability for developers for better ability to 
value improvements. 
Priority Improvement List for Qualifying Sites 
with representation of the board. 
DCP (Ongoing):
Continue discussion with Greenacre Foundation 
in regards to development in the vicinity of Gre-
enacre Park
DCP (2017-2017):
Meet with American Jewish Committee on East 
Midtown Rezoning District boundaries
DCP (2017-2022):
Report on residential conversion actiity in East 
Midtown. 
DOT and City Hall (2017-2018): 
$38M
Establish East Midtown Governing 
Group in City Capital for capital 
eligible public realm projects, 
selected by Governing Group.
Community Board 5 main objective for improve-
ment in public realm.
Within Transit Improvement Zone, between 
10%-20% of development’s earned floor area 
must be generated through completion of 
pre-identified transit improvements. 
DOT (2017-2019):Up to $12M
Advance five upfront public realm improvement 
projects in East Midtown area. 
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic resources.
Inclusion of transit, plazas, sidewalks, and 
other public 
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C23:
Calls on city to change policy on East Midtown 
to enrue increased number of POPS.
City does not have mechanism in place to 
ensure any improvements to happen by DOT.
Support capital improvements identified by DOT 
and MTA
Prioritize stations with highest volume of cus-
tomers to/from East Midtown. 
Maintained independent of City’s General Fund
Fund maintained by 11 member governing 
group.
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic resources.
Allowed as-of-right currently. Proposition for 
Special Permit and public review
East Midtown Steering Commit ee Report C25:
Create mec anism for off-site location of 
POPS. 
East Midtown Steering Committee Repor  C26:
Streamline process and incentives for private 
owners to renew POPS and plazas.
East Midtown Steering Commit ee Report C24:
Improve current plaza guidelines with regards 
to indoor plazas.
Rezoning no proposed mitigating mechanism to 
prevent incremental shadows onto Central Park.
City planning and Mayor’s office refused seri-
ous study of building envelope reconfiguration 
to protect vital public resources and acknowl-
edgement of incremental shadows
Proposed rezoning relax require ent for sky 
plane exposur  and daylight scores. Public 
should require concrete reasons as to why 
development can’t apply daylight standards.
116 out of 119 intersections studied will have 
significant adverse impacts, showing unprece-
dented levels of traffic and congestion the 
rezoning will bring.
Neighborhood concern with protecing existing 
public space and parks from shadows. East 
Midtown Steering Committee recommend exist-
ing height and setback regulations.
City proposed zoning change from existing 
height and setback with decrease of daylight 
evaluation a d not counting daylight blockage 
below 150 ft above street level.
Residential Conversion since 1981, zoning res-
olution allowed conversion of commercial to 
residential but dscouraged in Midtwon East.
Site elegibility criteria to use proposed frame-
work:
Cleared frontage, landmarked building or tran-
sit easement required along a wide street
Commercial floor area minimum of 80% of 
zoning lot
Buildings must meet or exceed environmental 
standards.
Designation of more landmarks and liberal 
transfer of air rights from landmarks.
Outdated building stock, limited new develop-
ment, current zoning, pedestrian and transit 
network long term challenges for premier busi-
ness district.
Text amendment:
Establish East Midtown Subdistrict within Spe-
cial Midtown District (MiD), supplant in Grand 
Central Subdistrict.
Permit district wide transfer of landmark 
development rights
Continuing maintenance plan, contribution into 
Public Realm Improvement Fund equal to 20% 
TDR sale or minimum of $78.60.
Improvement of public realm with better use of 
streets and provision of more bettern on site 
open space
L wer equ lity on city proposed guidelines on 
public open space.
Qualifying site allow greater amounts of FAR 
transferred from landmark buildings to sites in 
lower density midblock. 
East Midtown Steering Committee, consensus 
driven, stakeholder process that lays founda-
tion for the current rezoning proposal
Subdistrict boundary predominately commer-
cial areas, mised residential-commercial areas 
not included.
Community Board 5 encourage as-of-right 
development, increase density, and modernized 
office buildings 
Provisions Applicable on Qualifying Sites:
Environmental standards, height and setback, 
sidewalk widening, retail continuity, stacking 
rules.
Special Permits for Additional Floor Area:
Transit improvement special permit and public 
concrouse special permit
Additional modfications with hotel use.
Discretionary Actions to Modify Qualifying Site 
Criteria:
Authorization to allow enlargements on qualify-
ing site and special permit to modify qualifying 
site provision.
B6 calls for Department of City Planning for 
zoning text amendment that would place a 12 
FAR cap on conversion of non-residential floor 
area to residential floor area in East Midtown to 
protect commercial character.
Community Board 5 and 6
City Planning
DOT
MTA
“Open space is a needed amenity throughout 
the district”
Requiring development site use subway station 
bonus floor area and transferred air rights 
before applying special permit, requiring spe-
cial permit for public concourses while station 
improvements and air right transfers are as of 
right, removing as of right plaza bonus on quali-
fying sites.
Pedestrian circulation map to illustrate above 
ground open spac  improvements such as 
plazas, POPS, and shared street to provide pre-
dictability for developers for better ability to 
value improvements. 
Priority Improvement List for Qualifying Sites 
with representation of the board. 
DCP (Ongoing):
Continue discussion with Greenacre Foundation 
in regards to development in the vicinity of Gre-
enacre Park
DCP (2017-2017):
Meet with American Jewish Committee on East 
Midtown Rezoning District boundaries
DCP (2017-2022):
Report on residential conversion actiity in East 
Midtown. 
DOT and City Hall (2017-2018): 
$38M
Establish East Midtown Governing 
Group in City Capital for capital 
eligible public realm projects, 
selected by Governing Group.
Community and City Planning Position
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Community Board 5 main objective for improve-
ment in public realm.
Within Transit Improvement Zone, between 
10%-20% of development’s earned floor area 
must be generated through completion of 
pre-identified transit improvements. 
DOT (2017-2019):Up to $12M
Advance five upfront public realm improvement 
projects in East Midtown area. 
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic resources.
Inclusion of transit, plazas, sidewalks, and 
other public 
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C23:
Calls on city to change policy on East Midtown 
to enrue increased number of POPS.
City does not have mechanism in place to 
ensure any improvements to happen by DOT.
Support capital improvements identified by DOT 
and MTA
Prioritize stations with highest volume of cus-
tomers to/from East Midtown. 
Maintained independent of City’s General Fund
Fund maintained by 11 member governing 
group.
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic resources.
Allowed as-of-right currently. Proposition for 
Special Permit and public review
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C25:
Create mechanism for off-site location of 
POPS. 
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C26:
Streamline process and incentives for private 
owners to renew POPS and plazas.
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C24:
Improve current plaza guidelines with regards 
to indoor plazas.
Rezoning no proposed mitigating mechanism to 
prevent incremental shadows onto Central Park.
City planning and Mayor’s office refused seri-
ous study of building envelope reconfiguration 
to protect vital public resources and acknowl-
edgement of incremental shadows
Proposed rezoning relax requirement for sky 
plane exposure and daylight scores. Public 
should require concrete reasons as to why 
development can’t apply daylight standards.
116 out of 119 intersections studied will have 
significant adverse impacts, showing unprece-
dented levels of traffic and congestion the 
rezoning will bring.
Neighborhood concern with protecing existing 
public space and parks from shadows. East 
Midtown Steering Committee recommend exist-
ing height and setback regulations.
City proposed zoning change from existing 
height and setback with decrease of daylight 
evaluation and not counting daylight blockage 
below 150 ft above street level.
Residential Conversion since 1981, zoning res-
olution allowed conversion of commercial to 
residential but dscouraged in Midtwon East.
Site elegibility criteria to use proposed frame-
work:
Cleared frontage, landmarked building or tran-
sit easement required along a wide street
Commercial floor area minimum of 80% of 
zoning lot
Buildings must meet or exceed environmental 
standards.
Designation of more landmarks and liberal 
transfer of air rights from landmarks.
Outdated building stock, limited new develop-
ment, current zoning, pedestrian and transit 
network long term challenges for premier busi-
ness district.
Text amendment:
Establish East Midtown Subdistrict within Spe-
cial Midtown District (MiD), supplant in Grand 
Central Subdistrict.
Permit district wide transfer of landmark 
development rights
Continuing maintenance plan, contribution into 
Public Realm Improvement Fund equal to 20% 
TDR sale or minimum of $78.60.
Improvement of public realm with better use of 
streets and provision of more bettern on site 
open space
Lower equality on city proposed guidelines on 
public open space.
Qualifying site allow greater amounts of FAR 
transferred from landmark buildings to sites in 
lower density midblock. 
East Midtown Steering Committee, consensus 
driven, stakeholder process that lays founda-
tion for the current rezoning proposal
Subdistrict boundary predominately commer-
cial areas, mised residential-commercial areas 
not included.
Community Board 5 encourage as-of-right 
development, increase density, and modernized 
office buildings 
Provisions Applicable on Qualifying Sites:
Environmental standards, height and setback, 
sidewalk widening, retail continuity, stacking 
rules.
Special Permits for Additional Floor Area:
Transit improvement special permit and public 
concrouse special permit
Additional modfications with hotel use.
Discretionary Actions to Modify Qualifying Site 
Criteria:
Authorization to allow enlargements on qualify-
ing site and special permit to modify qualifying 
site provision.
B6 calls for Department of City Planning for 
zoning text amendment that would place a 12 
FAR cap on conversion of non-residential floor 
area to residential floor area in East Midtown to 
protect commercial character.
Community Board 5 and 6
City Planning
DOT
MTA
“Open space is a needed amenity throughout 
the district”
Requiring development site use subway station 
bonus floor area and transferred air rights 
before applying special permit, requiring spe-
cial permit for public concourses while station 
improvements and air right transfers are as of 
right, removing as of right plaza bonus on quali-
fying sites.
Pedestrian circulation map to illustrate above 
ground open space improvements such as 
plazas, POPS, and shared street to provide pre-
dictability for developers for better ability to 
value improvements. 
Priority Improvement List for Qualifying Sites 
with representation of the board. 
DCP (Ongoing):
Continue discussion with Greenacre Foundation 
in regards to development in the vicinity of Gre-
enacre Park
DCP (2017-2017):
Meet with American Jewish Committee on East 
Midtown Rezoning District boundaries
DCP (2017-2022):
Report on residential conversion actiity in East 
Midtown. 
DOT and City Hall (2017-2018): 
$38M
Establish East Midtown Governing 
Group in City Capital for capital 
eligible public realm projects, 
selected by Governing Group.
Community Board 5 main objective for improve-
ment in public realm.
Within Transit Improvement Zone, between 
10%-20% of development’s earned floor area 
must be generated through completion of 
pre-identified transit improvements. 
DOT (2017-2019):Up to $12M
Advance five upfront public realm improvement 
projects in East Midtown area. 
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic resources.
Inclusion of transit, plazas, sidewalks, and 
other public 
East Midtow  Steering Committee Report C23:
Calls on city to change policy on East Midtown 
to enrue increased number of POPS.
City does not have mechanism in place to 
ensure any improvements to happe  by DOT.
Support capital improvements identified by DOT 
and MTA
Prioritize stations with highest volume of cus-
tomers to/from East Midtown. 
Maintained independent of City’s General Fund
Fund maintained by 11 member governing 
group.
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic resources.
Allowed as-of-right currently. Proposition for 
Special Permit and public review
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C25:
Create mechanism for off-site location of 
POPS. 
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C26:
Streamline process and incentives for private 
owners to renew POPS and plazas.
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C24:
Improve current plaza guidelines with regards 
to indoor plazas.
Rezoning no proposed mitigating mechanism to 
prevent incremental shadows onto Central Park.
City planning and Mayor’s office refused seri-
ous study of building envelope reconfiguration 
to protect vital public resources and acknowl-
edgement of incremental shadows
Proposed rezoning relax requirement for sky 
pla e exposure and daylight scores. Public 
should require concrete reasons as to why 
development can’t apply daylight standards.
116 out of 119 intersections studied will have 
significant adverse impacts, showing unprece-
dented levels of traffic and congestion the 
rezoning will bring.
Neighborhood concern with protecing existing 
public space and parks from shadows. East 
Midtown Steering Committee recommen  exist-
ing height and setback regulations.
City proposed zoning change from existing 
height and setback with decrease of daylight
evaluation and not counting daylight blockage 
below 150 ft above street level.
Residential Conversion since 1981, zoning res-
olution allowed conversion of commercial to 
residential but dscouraged in Midtwon East.
Site elegibility criteria to use proposed frame-
work:
Cleared frontage, landmarked building or tran-
sit easement required along a wide street
Commercial floor area minimum of 80% of 
zoning lot
Buildings must meet or exceed environmental 
standards.
Designation of more landmarks and liberal 
transfer of air rights from landmarks.
Outdated building stock, limited new develop-
ment, current zoning, pedestrian and transit 
network long term challenges for premier busi-
ness district.
Text amendment:
Establish East Midtown Subdistrict within Spe-
cial Midtown District (MiD), supplant in Grand 
Central Subdistrict.
Permit district wide transfer of landmark 
development rights
Continuing maintenance plan, contribution into 
Public Realm Improvement Fund equal to 20% 
TDR sale or minimum of $78.60.
Improvement of public realm with better use of 
streets and provision of more bettern on site 
open space
Lower equality on city proposed guidelines on 
public open space.
Qualifying site allow greater amounts of FAR 
transferred from landmark buildings to sites in 
lower density midblock. 
East Midtown Steering Committee, consensus 
driven, stakeholder process that lays founda-
tion for the current rezoning proposal
Subdistrict boundary predominately commer-
cial areas, mised residential-commercial areas 
not included.
Community Board 5 encourage as-of-right 
development, increase density, and modernized 
office buildings 
Provisions Applicable on Qualifying Sites:
Environmental standards, height and setback, 
sidewalk widening, retail continuity, stacking 
rules.
Special Permits for Additional Floor Area:
Transit improvement special permit and public 
concrouse special permit
Additional modfications with hotel use.
Discretionary Actions to Modify Qualifying Site 
Criteria:
Authorization to allow enlargements on qualify-
ing site and special permit to modify qualifying 
site provision.
B6 calls for Department of City Planning for 
zoning text amendment that would place a 12 
FAR cap on conversion of non-residential floor 
area to residential floor area in East Midtown to 
protect commercial character.
Community Board 5 and 6
City Planning
DOT
MTA
“Open space is a needed amenity throughout 
the district”
Requiring development site use subway station 
bonus floor area and transferred a r right  
before applying special permit, requiring spe-
cial permit for public concourses while station 
improvements and air right transfers are as of 
right, removing as of right plaza bonus on quali-
fying sites.
Pe strian circulation map to illustrate abov  
ground open space improvements such as 
plazas, POPS, and shared street to provide re-
dictability for developers for better ability to 
value improvements. 
Priority Improvement List for Qualifying Sites 
with representation of the board. 
DCP (Ongoing):
Continue discussion with Greenacre Foundation 
in regards to development in the vicinity of Gre-
enacre Park
DCP (2017-2017):
Meet with American Jewish Committee on East 
Midtown Rezoning District boundaries
DCP (2017-2022):
Report on residential conversion actiity in East 
Midtown. 
DOT and City Hall (2017-2018): 
$38M
Establish East Midtown Governing 
Group in City Capital for capital 
eligible public realm projects, 
selected by Governing Group.
Community Board 5 main objective for improve-
ment in public realm.
Within Transit Improvement Z ne, between 
10%-20% of development’s earned floor area 
must be gen rated through compl tion of 
pre-identified transit improvements. 
DOT (2017-2019):Up to $12M
Advance five upfront public realm improvement 
projects in East Midtown area. 
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Fund generted with portion of landmark trans-
fer sales, and redevelopment of overbuilt floor 
area
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic resources.
Inclusion of transit, plazas, si walks, and 
other public 
East Midtown Steering Committee Report C23:
Calls on city to change policy on East Midtown 
to enrue increased number of POPS.
City does not have mech nism in place to 
nsure any improvements to happen by DOT.
Support capital improvements identified by DOT 
and MTA
Prioritize stations with high st v lume of cus-
tomers to/from East Midtown. 
Maintained indep ndent of Ci y’s General Fund
Fund maintained by 11 member governing 
group.
Significant updates to transportation networks 
nd preservation of local historic r ources.
Allowed as-of-right currently. Proposition for 
Special Permit and public review
Eas  Midtown Steering Committee Report C25:
Create me ism for off-sit  location of 
POPS. 
Eas  Midtown Steering Committee Report C26:
Streamline process and incentives for private 
owners to renew POPS and plazas.
East Mid own Steering Committee Report C24:
Improve curr nt plaza guidelines with regards 
to indoor plazas.
Rezoning no proposed mitigating mechanism to 
prevent incremental shadows onto Central Park.
City planning and Mayor’s offi e refused seri-
ous study of building envelope reconfiguration 
to protect vital public resources and acknowl-
edgement of incremental shadows
Proposed rezoning relax requirement f r sky 
plane exposure and daylight scores. Public 
should require concrete re sons as to why 
d vel pment ca ’t apply daylight standards.
116 out of 119 intersections studied will have 
significant adverse impacts, showing unprece-
dented levels of traffic and congestion the 
rezoning will bring.
Neighborhood con ern wi h protecing existing 
public space and parks from shadows. East 
Midtown Steering Committee recommend xist-
ing he ght and setback regulations.
City proposed zon ng change from existing 
height and setback with decrease of d ylight 
evaluation and not counting aylight blockage 
below 150 f  above street level.
Residential Conversion since 1981, zoning res-
olution allowed conversion of commercial to 
residential but dscouraged in Midtwon East.
Site elegibility criteria to use proposed frame-
work:
Cleared frontage, landmarked building or tran-
sit easement required along a wide street
Commercial floor area minimum of 80% of 
zoning lot
Buildings must meet or exceed environmental 
standards.
Designation of more landmarks and liberal 
transfer of air rights from landmarks.
Outdated building stock, limited new develop-
ment, current zoning, pedestrian and transit 
network long term challenges for premier busi-
ness district.
Text amendment:
Establish East Midtown Subdistrict within Spe-
cial Midtown District (MiD), supplant in Grand 
Central Subdistrict.
Permit district wide transfer of landmark 
development rights
Continuing maintenance plan, contribution into 
Public Realm Improvement Fund equal to 20% 
TDR sale or minimum of $78.60.
Improvement of public realm with better use of 
streets and provision of more bettern on site 
open space
Lower equality on city proposed guidelin s on 
public open space.
Qualifying site allow greater amounts of FAR 
transferred from landmark buildings to sites in 
lower density midblock. 
East Midtown Steering Committee, consensus 
driven, stakeholder process that lays founda-
tion for the current rezoning proposal
Subdistrict boundary predominately commer-
cial areas, mised residential-commercial areas 
not included.
Community Board 5 encourage as-of-right 
development, increase density, and modernized 
office buildings 
Provisions Applicable on Qualifying Sites:
Environmental standards, height and setback, 
sidewalk widening, retail continuity, stacking
rules.
Special Permits for Additional Floor Area:
Transit improvement special permit and public 
concrouse special permit
Additional modfications with hotel use.
Discretionary Actions to Modify Qualifying Site 
Criteria:
Authorization to allow enlargements on qualify-
ing site and special permit to modify qualifying 
site provision.
B6 calls for Department of City Planning for 
zoning text amendment that would place a 12 
FAR cap on conversion of non-residential floor 
area to residential floor area in East Midtown to 
protect commercial character.
Community Board 5 and 6
City Planning
DOT
MTA
“Open space is a needed amenity throughout 
the district”
Requiring development site use subway station 
bonus floor area and transferred air rights 
before applying special permit, requiring spe-
cial permit for public concourses while station 
improvements and air right transfers are as of 
right, removing as of right plaza bonus on quali-
fying sites.
Pedestrian circulation map to illustr e above 
ground op n space improvements such as 
plazas, POPS, and shared st et to provide pre-
dictability for develope  for better ability to 
value improvements. 
Priority Improvement List for Qualifying Sites 
with representation of the board. 
DCP (Ongoing):
Continue discussion with Greenacre Foundation 
in regards to development in the vicinity of Gre-
enacre Park
DCP (2017-2017):
Meet with American Jewish Committee on East 
Midtown Rezoning District boundaries
DCP (2017-2022):
Report on residential conversion actiity in East 
Midtown. 
DOT and City Hall (2017-2018): 
$38M
Establish East Midtown Governing 
Group in City Capital for capital 
eligible public realm projects, 
selected by Governing Group.
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Effectiveness
Plan for an optimal form of TDR program  
that is able to enhance the neighborhood 
and landmark altogether.
Create a TDR program that contributes to 
the community in a positive way in 
response to the community and planning 
board.
Plan landmark in accordance to landmark 
and connection to local context. Few 
major landmarks provide break in con-
gested city. Create small moments for the 
pedestrians. 
TDR program follow the goals of the sur-
rounding area and contribute to solving 
concerns of community or context.
Is the TDR program able serve the com-
munity’s needs and solutions? Is the TDR 
program optimal for landmarks?
Impact Connectedness Objective Relevance
Evaluation
18
18
18
23 25
27
23
18
21.6
21.6
21.6
2323
21.6
Ability to transfer away from 
adjacent landmark lots
Super tall building best use 
case adjacent to landmark?
Subway improvement, city 
fund improvement  as by 
product to many unused 
landmark development rights
Green/Open Space emphasis 
on break in congested city. 
Unique typology created 
around landmarks that needs 
suppport for preservation.
Emphasis placed on sky 
exposure, priority given to 
planning around landmark to 
create radical space.
Narrow Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 2.7 to 1
Wide Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 5.6 to 1
C5-3
Tower can penetrate sky 
exposure plane provided it 
setback at least 10’ from a 
wide street and 15’ rom a 
narrow street.
Planned Densities
Midtown East Rezoning plans 
greater densities around GCT 
and Park Avenue.
Midtown East goal for rede-
velping aging office build-
ings a step toward building 
around landmarks.
Reconsider development that 
tower over landmarks, simi-
lar to Special West Chelsea, 
distribute density away.
Union Carbide determined to 
be reconstructed to be taller 
is start to distributing densi-
ty away from individual land-
marks.
Part of Midtown East rezon-
ing, importance placed in air 
sales primarily by wealthy 
developers to have a byprod-
uct to benefit the community 
in landmark preservation, 
transit development and dis-
trict improvement fund. 
Importance placed equally 
for planned neighborhood.  
Midtown East having air right 
sales part of District 
Improvement Fund should 
involve as part of context 
zoning as well. 
Emphasis of landmark during 
TDR process with larger 
planning landscape in shared 
street.
Floor area of building can be 
increased by 20% if public 
plaza provided.
Available Air Rights
No Additional Development Rights
1566’
As-is 
10,000 sf POPS
1400’
Proposed Amendment
7,000 sf POPS
Any new buildings in the area 
on a lot of more than 65,000 
square feet must provide at 
least 10,000 square feet of 
publicly accessible open 
space.
1,216,327 SF Air Rights
646,299 SF Air Rights
Goals
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Effectiveness
Plan for an optimal form of TDR program  
that is able to enhance the neighborhood 
and landmark altogether.
Create a TDR program that contributes to 
the community in a positive way in 
response to the community and planning 
board.
Plan landmark in accordance to landmark 
and connection to local context. Few 
major landmarks provide break in con-
gested city. Create small moments for the 
pedestrians. 
TDR program follow the goals of the sur-
rounding area and contribute to solving 
concerns of community or context.
Is the TDR program able serve the com-
munity’s needs and solutions? Is the TDR 
program optimal for landmarks?
Impact Connectedness Objective Relevance
Evaluation
18
18
18
23 25
27
23
18
21.6
21.6
21.6
2323
21.6
Ability to transfer away from 
adjacent landmark lots
Super tall building best use 
case adjacent to landmark?
Subway improvement, city 
fund improvement  as by 
product to many unused 
landmark development rights
Green/Open Space emphasis 
on break in congested city. 
Unique typology created 
around landmarks that needs 
suppport for preservation.
Emphasis placed on sky 
exposure, priority given to 
planning around landmark to 
create radical space.
Narrow Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 2.7 to 1
Wide Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 5.6 to 1
C5-3
Tower can penetrate sky 
exposure plane provided it 
setback at least 10’ from a 
wide street and 15’ rom a 
narrow street.
Planned Densities
Midtown East Rezoning plans 
greater densities around GCT 
and Park Avenue.
Midtown East goal for rede-
velping aging office build-
ings a step toward building 
around landmarks.
Reconsider development that 
tower over landmarks, simi-
lar to Special West Chelsea, 
distribute density away.
Union Carbide determined to 
be reconstructed to be taller 
is start to distributing densi-
ty away from individual land-
marks.
Part of Midtown East rezon-
ing, importance placed in air 
sales primarily by wealthy 
developers to have a byprod-
uct to benefit the community 
in landmark preservation, 
transit development and dis-
trict improvement fund. 
Importance placed equally 
for planned neighborhood.  
Midtown East having air right 
sales part of District 
Improvement Fund should 
involve as part of context 
zoning as well. 
Emphasis of landmark during 
TDR process with larger 
planning landscape in shared 
street.
Floor area of building can be 
increased by 20% if public 
plaza provided.
Available Air Rights
No Additional Development Rights
1566’
As-is 
10,000 sf POPS
1400’
Proposed Amendment
7,000 sf POPS
Any new buildings in the area 
on a lot of more than 65,000 
square feet must provide at 
least 10,000 square feet of 
publicly accessible open 
space.
1,216,327 SF Air Rights
646,299 SF Air Rights
52
Effectiveness
Plan for an optimal form of TDR program  
that is able to enhance the neighborhood 
and landmark altogether.
Create a TDR program that contributes to 
the community in a positive way in 
response to the community and planning 
board.
Plan landmark in accordance to landmark 
and connection to local context. Few 
major landmarks provide break in con-
gested city. Create small moments for the 
pedestrians. 
TDR program follow the goals of the sur-
rounding area and contribute to solving 
concerns of community or context.
Is the TDR program able serve the com-
munity’s needs and solutions? Is the TDR 
program optimal for landmarks?
Impact Connectedness Objective Relevance
Evaluation
18
18
18
23 25
27
23
18
21.6
21.6
21.6
2323
21.6
Ability to transfer away from 
adjacent landmark lots
Super tall building best use 
case adjacent to landmark?
Subway improvement, city 
fund improvement  as by 
product to many unused 
landmark development rights
Green/Open Space emphasis 
on break in congested city. 
Unique typology created 
around landmarks that needs 
suppport for preservation.
Emphasis placed on sky 
exposure, priority given to 
planning around landmark to 
create radical space.
Narrow Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 2.7 to 1
Wide Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 5.6 to 1
C5-3
Tower can penetrate sky 
exposure plane provided it 
setback at least 10’ from a 
wide street and 15’ rom a 
narrow street.
Planned Densities
Midtown East Rezoning plans 
greater densities around GCT 
and Park Avenue.
Midtown East goal for rede-
velping aging office build-
ings a step toward building 
around landmarks.
Reconsider development that 
tower over landmarks, simi-
lar to Special West Chelsea, 
distribute density away.
Union Carbide determined to 
be reconstructed to be taller 
is start to distributing densi-
ty away from individual land-
marks.
Part of Midtown East rezon-
ing, importance placed in air 
sales primarily by wealthy 
developers to have a byprod-
uct to benefit the community 
in landmark preservation, 
transit development and dis-
trict improvement fund. 
Importance placed equally 
for planned neighborhood.  
Midtown East having air right 
sales part of District 
Improvement Fund should 
involve as part of context 
zoning as well. 
Emphasis of landmark during 
TDR process with larger 
planning landscape in shared 
street.
Floor area of building can be 
increased by 20% if public 
plaza provided.
Available Air Rights
No Additional Development Rights
1566’
As-is 
10,000 sf POPS
1400’
Proposed Amendment
7,000 sf POPS
Any new buildings in the area 
on a lot of more than 65,000 
square feet must provide at 
least 10,000 square feet of 
publicly accessible open 
space.
1,216,327 SF Air Rights
646,299 SF Air Rights
53
Effectiveness
Plan for an optimal form of TDR program  
that is able to enhance the neighborhood 
and landmark altogether.
Create a TDR program that contributes to 
the community in a positive way in 
response to the community and planning 
board.
Plan landmark in accordance to landmark 
and connection to local context. Few 
major landmarks provide break in con-
gested city. Create small moments for the 
pedestrians. 
TDR program follow the goals of the sur-
rounding area and contribute to solving 
concerns of community or context.
Is the TDR program able serve the com-
munity’s needs and solutions? Is the TDR 
program optimal for landmarks?
Impact Connectedness Objective Relevance
Evaluation
18
18
18
23 25
27
23
18
21.6
21.6
21.6
2323
21.6
Ability to transfer away from 
adjacent landmark lots
Super tall building best use 
case adjacent to landmark?
Subway improvement, city 
fund improvement  as by 
product to many unused 
landmark development rights
Green/Open Space emphasis 
on break in congested city. 
Unique typology created 
around landmarks that needs 
suppport for preservation.
Emphasis placed on sky 
exposure, priority given to 
planning around landmark to 
create radical space.
Narrow Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 2.7 to 1
Wide Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 5.6 to 1
C5-3
Tower can penetrate sky 
exposure plane provided it 
setback at least 10’ from a 
wide street and 15’ rom a 
narrow street.
Planned Densities
Midtown East Rezoning plans 
greater densities around GCT 
and Park Avenue.
Midtown East goal for rede-
velping aging office build-
ings a step toward building 
around landmarks.
Reconsider development that 
tower over landmarks, simi-
lar to Special West Chelsea, 
distribute density away.
Union Carbide determined to 
be reconstructed to be taller 
is start to distributing densi-
ty away from individual land-
marks.
Part of Midtown East rezon-
ing, importance placed in air 
sales primarily by wealthy 
developers to have a byprod-
uct to benefit the community 
in landmark preservation, 
transit development and dis-
trict improvement fund. 
Importance placed equally 
for planned neighborhood.  
Midtown East having air right 
sales part of District 
Improvement Fund should 
involve as part of context 
zoning as well. 
Emphasis of landmark during 
TDR process with larger 
planning landscape in shared 
street.
Floor area of building can be 
increased by 20% if public 
plaza provided.
Available Air Rights
No Additional Development Rights
1566’
As-is 
10,000 sf POPS
1400’
Proposed Amendment
7,000 sf POPS
Any new buildings in the area 
on a lot of more than 65,000 
square feet must provide at 
least 10,000 square feet of 
publicly accessible open 
space.
1,216,327 SF Air Rights
646,299 SF Air Rights
54
Effectiveness
Plan for an optimal form of TDR program  
that is able to enhance the neighborhood 
and landmark altogether.
Create a TDR program that contributes to 
the community in a positive way in 
response to the community and planning 
board.
Plan landmark in accordance to landmark 
and connection to local context. Few 
major landmarks provide break in con-
gested city. Create small moments for the 
pedestrians. 
TDR program follow the goals of the sur-
rounding area and contribute to solving 
concerns of community or context.
Is the TDR program able serve the com-
munity’s needs and solutions? Is the TDR 
program optimal for landmarks?
Impact Connectedness Objective Relevance
Evaluation
18
18
18
23 25
27
23
18
21.6
21.6
21.6
2323
21.6
Ability to transfer away from 
adjacent landmark lots
Super tall building best use 
case adjacent to landmark?
Subway improvement, city 
fund improvement  as by 
product to many unused 
landmark development rights
Green/Open Space emphasis 
on break in congested city. 
Unique typology created 
around landmarks that needs 
suppport for preservation.
Emphasis placed on sky 
exposure, priority given to 
planning around landmark to 
create radical space.
Narrow Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 2.7 to 1
Wide Street Sky Exposure 
Plane = 5.6 to 1
C5-3
Tower can penetrate sky 
exposure plane provided it 
setback at least 10’ from a 
wide street and 15’ rom a 
narrow street.
Planned Densities
Midtown East Rezoning plans 
greater densities around GCT 
and Park Avenue.
Midtown East goal for rede-
velping aging office build-
ings a step toward building 
around landmarks.
Reconsider development that 
tower over landmarks, simi-
lar to Special West Chelsea, 
distribute density away.
Union Carbide determined to 
be reconstructed to be taller 
is start to distributing densi-
ty away from individual land-
marks.
Part of Midtown East rezon-
ing, importance placed in air 
sales primarily by wealthy 
developers to have a byprod-
uct to benefit the community 
in landmark preservation, 
transit development and dis-
trict improvement fund. 
Importance placed equally 
for planned neighborhood.  
Midtown East having air right 
sales part of District 
Improvement Fund should 
involve as part of context 
zoning as well. 
Emphasis of landmark during 
TDR process with larger 
planning landscape in shared 
street.
Floor area of building can be 
increased by 20% if public 
plaza provided.
Available Air Rights
No Additional Development Rights
1566’
As-is 
10,000 sf POPS
1400’
Proposed Amendment
7,000 sf POPS
Any new buildings in the area 
on a lot of more than 65,000 
square feet must provide at 
least 10,000 square feet of 
publicly accessible open 
space.
1,216,327 SF Air Rights
646,299 SF Air Rights
55
Position: 
 Transfer of Development Rights was a new addition to the 1961 zoning to allow unused development rights to be trans-
ferred to benefit the sending and receiving site. In current terms, this is associated with slim and tall towers overpowering 
nearby neighborhoods. A TDR program that needs work is Landmark Transfer under Section 74-79. A main problem faced with 
this program is the large amounts needed to be transferred under strict rules with regards to context and adjacency. The city’s 
fear of overdevelopment adjacent to relatively low height landmark buildings and expensive process with ULURP saw only 14 
landmark transfers since its inception. 
 Midtown East Rezoning established in 2017 was one of the first attempts to ease the restrictions of Landmark Transfers. 
This rezoning also provides more contribution back to city with the City Improvement Fund and Transit Improvement as a 
byproduct of air right sales. With many hearings from the community, the community still proposes changes to open space 
which has not become a focus for the rezoning. In a city continuing to be more congested with building bulk and height, the 
community board’s response for commercial district to have more break in city life should be addressed. 
 The rezoning main goal was to redevelop the commercial district with unused development rights from large sources of 
Grand Central Terminal and other landmarks such as St. Patrick’s Cathedral. The main goal for reimagining building around 
landmarks with the TDR program is to not hinder the main goal made to appeal to developers and transform the NYC code to 
better benefit the community concerns of the community. 
Statement: 
Manhattan is a city of congestion. Buildings of various bulk and heights is proposed to maximize profits and space to fill 
Pedestrican circulation should be emphasized andput emphasis to providing as much pedestrian space as capable. 
Development Rights should maintain rules to appeal to developers looking for further development in Midtown East Rezoning 
that allows development to local city infrastructure
Bulk regulations should be placed around landmarks which offer a break to the congested area. Development in Midtown East 
will continue to build higher and larger, landmarks can be focused locations to build a expanded pedestrian space. 
Sky Exposure around landmarks also be changed to respond to landmark. Development in Midtown East will continue to build 
higher and larger, landmarks can be focused locations to build a expanded pedestrian space. 
Setback regulation should follow the same under sky exposure, maintain importance to providing quality of life improvements 
around landmarks.
Height should be considered when built adjacent to landmarks to not overshadow the presence of landmark
Ground Depth requirement should be met but alterations to create a more cohesive open space with arcade toward landmark 
considered to improve pedestrian experience
Corner Arcade connect with arcade and ground depth to provide a open space for pedestrians responding to landmarks. 
Sidewalk Widening should follow according to other street modifications but generally provide the most widening possible to 
not disrupt traffic
Through Arcade to provide direct access to landmark/open space and provide natural break in skyline to landmark. Bonuses 
produced by through arcade should contribute to incentivize development of arcades.
New addition to zoning code to deal with larger transformation of open space around landmarks. In response to larger land-
marks covering whole block or majority of block that is able to adapt new break in congestion. Radical change will require 
review of the board and community.
Change Maintain
Statement Site Condition
Building Height
Lot Size
Overbuilt FAR
Available Air Rights
Streets
Building height a concern 
presented by MASNYC and 
community in regards to 
shadows. Concerns need to 
be balanced with design 
considersation in code and 
public realm improvements 
from air right sales.
Building height a concern 
presented by MASNYC and 
community in regards to 
shadows. Concerns need to 
be balanced with design 
considersation in code and 
public realm improvements 
from air right sales.
Many buildings with incen-
tive zoning or construction 
date prior to 1961 zoning 
resolution dominate the area 
around landmarks. Control to 
maximum FAR stated more 
towards bulk not towering 
over open space corridor 
needs to be addressed in 
coding modifications/addi-
tions.
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, 
nearby landmarks, and 
underbuilt structures provide 
opportunities for air right 
sales and contribution to City 
Improvemnt Fund and transit 
improvement to allow open 
space design oriented code 
changes. Create balance to 
provide incentives for 
developers and community.
Design opportunities in code 
contain regulations on 
narrow street or wide street. 
5th Ave and Madison Ave 
provide the wide streets and 
51st and 50th Street provide 
the narrow street regula-
tions. 
Sky exposure plane able to 
penetrate in the presence of 
towers. In new modifica-
tions, special treatment 
placed around landmarks. 
New identiity especially 
around block landmarks.
Sky exposure formula 
presented for C5-3 Zoning 
should be starting point, 
after tests with daylight 
evaluation find suitable 
design solution for landmark.
Zoning code respond to 
presence of landmark to 
create more open of dense 
neighborhood. 
Design strategies create 
cohesion between other open 
space regulations. 
Narrow Street
Wide Street
2.7 to 1 3.7 to 1
2.7 to 1 3.7 to 1
84,350 SF
620’
260’
290’
540’
506’
517’
555’
216’
90’
130’
510’
300’
500’
330’
31.41 FAR
18.11 FAR
17.41 FAR
22.82 FAR
21.82 FAR
24.23 FAR
17.49 FAR
5 FAR
4.31 FAR
17.41 FAR
24.66 FAR
.58 FAR
35,720 SF
15,062 SF
21,600 SF
3,000 SF
25,602 SF
38,360 SF
16,575 SF
59,629 SF
13,625 SF
16,673 SF
63,261 SF
5th Ave
Madison Ave
51s
t S
t
50
th 
St
52
nd 
St
49
th 
St
100’
80’
60’
60’
60’
60’
79,000 SF
33,600 SF
20,000 SF
25,200 SF
44,900 SF
17.49 FAR
19,800 SF
23,000 SF
21,300 SF
486,500 SF
17,000 SF
11,500 SF
24.66 FAR
1,216,327 SF
Tower Occupation/Open Space
Site Condition
Position: 
 Transfer of Development Rights was a new addition to the 1961 zoning to allow unused development rights to be trans-
ferred to benefit the sending and receiving site. In current terms, this is associated with slim and tall towers overpowering 
nearby neighborhoods. A TDR program that needs work is Landmark Transfer under Section 74-79. A main problem faced with 
this program is the large amounts needed to be transferred under strict rules with regards to context and adjacency. The city’s 
fear of overdevelopment adjacent to relatively low height landmark buildings and expensive process with ULURP saw only 14 
landmark transfers since its inception. 
 Midtown East Rezoning established in 2017 was one of the first attempts to ease the restrictions of Landmark Transfers. 
This rezoning also provides more contribution back to city with the City Improvement Fund and Transit Improvement as a 
byproduct of air right sales. With many hearings from the community, the community still proposes changes to open space 
which has not become a focus for the rezoning. In a city continuing to be more congested with building bulk and height, the 
community board’s response for commercial district to have more break in city life should be addressed. 
 The rezoning main goal was to redevelop the commercial district with unused development rights from large sources of 
Grand Central Terminal and other landmarks such as St. Patrick’s Cathedral. The main goal for reimagining building around 
landmarks with the TDR program is to not hinder the main goal made to appeal to developers and transform the NYC code to 
better benefit the community concerns of the community. 
Statement: 
Manhattan is a city of congestion. Buildings of various bulk and heights is proposed to maximize profits and space to fill 
Pedestrican circulation should be emphasized andput emphasis to providing as much pedestrian space as capable. 
Development Rights should maintain rules to appeal to developers looking for further development in Midtown East Rezoning 
that allows development to local city infrastructure
Bulk regulations should be placed around landmarks which offer a break to the congested area. Development in Midtown East 
will continue to build higher and larger, landmarks can be focused locations to build a expanded pedestrian space. 
Sky Exposure around landmarks also be changed to respond to landmark. Development in Midtown East will continue to build 
higher and larger, landmarks can be focused locations to build a expanded pedestrian space. 
Setback regulation should follow the same under sky exposure, maintain importance to providing quality of life improvements 
around landmarks.
Height should be considered when built adjacent to landmarks to not overshadow the presence of landmark
Ground Depth requirement should be met but alterations to create a more cohesive open space with arcade toward landmark 
considered to improve pedestrian experience
Corner Arcade connect with arcade and ground depth to provide a open space for pedestrians responding to landmarks. 
Sidewalk Widening should follow according to other street modifications but generally provide the most widening possible to 
not disrupt traffic
Through Arcade to provide direct access to landmark/open space and provide natural break in skyline to landmark. Bonuses 
produced by through arcade should contribute to incentivize development of arcades.
New addition to zoning code to deal with larger transformation of open space around landmarks. In response to larger land-
marks covering whole block or majority of block that is able to adapt new break in congestion. Radical change will require 
review of the board and community.
Change Maintain
Statement Site Condition
Building Height
Lot Size
Overbuilt FAR
Available Air Rights
Streets
Building height a concern 
presented by MASNYC and 
community in regards to 
shadows. Concerns need to 
be balanced with design 
considersation in code and 
public realm improvements 
from air right sales.
Building height a concern 
presented by MASNYC and 
community in regards to 
shadows. Concerns need to 
be balanced with design 
considersation in code and 
public realm improvements 
from air right sales.
Many buildings with incen-
tive zoning or construction 
date prior to 1961 zoning 
resolution dominate the area 
around landmarks. Control to 
maximum FAR stated more 
towards bulk not towering 
over open space corridor 
needs to be addressed in 
coding modifications/addi-
tions.
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, 
nearby landmarks, and 
underbuilt structures provide 
opportunities for air right 
sales and contribution to City 
Improvemnt Fund and transit 
improvement to allow open 
space design oriented code 
changes. Create balance to 
provide incentives for 
developers and community.
Design opportunities in code 
contain regulations on 
narrow street or wide street. 
5th Ave and Madison Ave 
provide the wide streets and 
51st and 50th Street provide 
the narrow street regula-
tions. 
Sky exposure plane able to 
penetrate in the presence of 
towers. In new modifica-
tions, special treatment 
placed around landmarks. 
New identiity especially 
around block landmarks.
Sky exposure formula 
presented for C5-3 Zoning 
should be starting point, 
after tests with daylight 
evaluation find suitable 
design solution for landmark.
Zoning code respond to 
presence of landmark to 
create more open of dense 
neighborhood. 
Design strategies create 
cohesion between other open 
space regulations. 
Narrow Street
Wide Street
2.7 to 1 3.7 to 1
2.7 to 1 3.7 to 1
84,350 SF
620’
260’
290’
540’
506’
517’
555’
216’
90’
130’
51 ’
300’
500’
330’
31.41 FAR
18.11 FAR
17.41 FAR
22.82 FAR
21.82 FAR
24.23 FAR
17.49 FAR
5 FAR
4.31 FAR
17.41 FAR
24.66 FAR
.58 FAR
35,720 SF
15,062 SF
21,600 SF
3,000 SF
25,602 SF
38,360 SF
16,575 SF
59,629 SF
13,625 SF
16,673 SF
63,261 SF
5th Ave
Madison Ave
51s
t S
t
50
th 
St
52
nd 
St
49
th 
St
100’
80’
60’
60’
60’
60’
79,000 SF
33,600 SF
20,000 SF
25,200 SF
44,900 SF
17.49 FAR
19,800 SF
23,000 SF
21,300 SF
486,500 SF
17,000 SF
11,500 SF
24.66 FAR
1,216,327 SF
Tower Occupation/Open Space
Position: 
 Transfer of Development Rights was a new addition to the 1961 zoning to allow unused development rights to be trans-
ferred to benefit the sending and receiving site. In current terms, this is associated with slim and tall towers overpowering 
nearby neighborhoods. A TDR program that needs work is Landmark Transfer under Section 74-79. A main problem faced with 
this program is the large amounts needed to be transferred under strict rules with regards to context and adjacency. The city’s 
fear of overdevelopment adjacent to relatively low height landmark buildings and expensive process with ULURP saw only 14 
landmark transfers since its inception. 
 Midtown East Rezoning established in 2017 was one of the first attempts to ease the restrictions of Landmark Transfers. 
This rezoning also provides more contribution back to city with the City Improvement Fund and Transit Improvement as a 
byproduct of air right sales. With many hearings from the community, the community still proposes changes to open space 
which has not become a focus for the rezoning. In a city continuing to be more congested with building bulk and height, the 
community board’s response for commercial district to have more break in city life should be addressed. 
 The rezoning main goal was to redevelop the commercial district with unused development rights from large sources of 
Grand Central Terminal and other landmarks such as St. Patrick’s Cathedral. The main goal for reimagining building around 
landmarks with the TDR program is to not hinder the main goal made to appeal to developers and transform the NYC code to 
better benefit the community concerns of the community. 
Statement: 
Manhattan is a city of congestion. Buildings of various bulk and heights is proposed to maximize profits and space to fill 
Pedestrican circulation should be emphasized andput emphasis to providing as much pedestrian space as capable. 
Development Rights should maintain rules to appeal to developers looking for further development in Midtown East Rezoning 
that allows development to local city infrastructure
Bulk regulations should be placed around landmarks which offer a break to the congested area. Development in Midtown East 
will continue to build higher and larger, landmarks can be focused locations to build a expanded pedestrian space. 
Sky Exposure around landmarks also be changed to respond to landmark. Development in Midtown East will continue to build 
higher and larger, landmarks can be focused locations to build a expanded pedestrian space. 
Setback regulation should follow the same under sky exposure, maintain importance to providing quality of life improvements 
around landmarks.
Height should be considered when built adjacent to landmarks to not overshadow the presence of landmark
Ground Depth requirement should be met but alterations to create a more cohesive open space with arcade toward landmark 
considered to improve pedestrian experience
Corner Arcade connect with arcade and ground depth to provide a open space for pedestrians responding to landmarks. 
Sidewalk Widening should follow according to other street modifications but generally provide the most widening possible to 
not disrupt traffic
Through Arcade to provide direct access to landmark/open space and provide natural break in skyline to landmark. Bonuses 
produced by through arcade should contribute to incentivize development of arcades.
New addition to zoning code to deal with larger transformation of open space around landmarks. In response to larger land-
marks covering whole block or majority of block that is able to adapt new break in congestion. Radical change will require 
review of the board and community.
Change Maintain
Statement Site Condition
Building Height
Lot Size
Overbuilt FAR
Available Air Rights
Streets
Building height a concern 
presented by MASNYC and 
community in regards to 
shadows. Concerns need to 
be balanced with design 
considersation in code and 
public realm improvements 
from air right sales.
Building height a concern 
presented by MASNYC and 
community in regards to 
shadows. Concerns need to 
be balanced with design 
considersation in code and 
public realm improvements 
from air right sales.
Many buildings with incen-
tive zoning or construction 
date prior to 1961 zoning 
resolution dominate the area 
around landmarks. Control to 
maximum FAR stated more 
towards bulk not towering 
over open space corridor 
needs to be addressed in 
coding modifications/addi-
tions.
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, 
nearby landmarks, and 
underbuilt structures provide 
opportunities for air right 
sales and contribution to City 
Improvemnt Fund and transit 
improvement to allow open 
space design oriented code 
changes. Create balance to 
provide incentives for 
developers and community.
Design opportunities in code 
contain regulations on 
narrow street or wide street. 
5th Ave and Madison Ave 
provide the wide streets and 
51st and 50th Street provide 
the narrow street regula-
tions. 
Sky exposure plane able to 
penetrate in the presence of 
towers. In new modifica-
tions, special treatment 
placed around landmarks. 
New identiity especially 
around block landmarks.
Sky exposure formula 
presented for C5-3 Zoning 
should be starting point, 
after tests with daylight 
evaluation find suitable 
design solution for landmark.
Zoning code respond to 
presence of landmark to 
create more open of dense 
neighborhood. 
Design strategies create 
cohesion between other open 
space regulations. 
Narrow Street
Wide Street
2.7 to 1 3.7 to 1
2.7 to 1 3.7 to 1
84,350 SF
620’
260’
290’
540’
506’
517’
555’
216’
90’
130’
510’
300’
500’
330’
31.41 FAR
18.11 FAR
17.41 FAR
22.82 FAR
21.82 FAR
24.23 FAR
17.49 FAR
5 FAR
4.31 FAR
17.41 FAR
24.66 FAR
.58 FAR
35,720 SF
15,062 SF
21,600 SF
3,000 SF
25,602 SF
38,360 SF
16,575 SF
59,629 SF
13,625 SF
16,673 SF
63,261 SF
5th Ave
Madison Ave
51s
t S
t
50
th 
St
52
nd 
St
49
th 
St
100’
80’
60’
60’
60’
60’
79,000 SF
33,600 SF
20,000 SF
25,200 SF
44,900 SF
17.49 FAR
19,800 SF
23,000 SF
21,300 SF
486,500 SF
17,000 SF
11,500 SF
24.66 FAR
1,216,327 SF
Tower Occupation/Open Space
Building Height
Lot Size
Overbuilt FAR
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Available Air Rights
56
Position: 
 Transfer of Development Rights was a new addition to the 1961 zoning to allow unused development rights to be trans-
ferred to benefit the sending and receiving site. In current terms, this is associated with slim and tall towers overpowering 
nearby neighborhoods. A TDR program that needs work is Landmark Transfer under Section 74-79. A main problem faced with 
this program is the large amounts needed to be transferred under strict rules with regards to context and adjacency. The city’s 
fear of overdevelopment adjacent to relatively low height landmark buildings and expensive process with ULURP saw only 14 
landmark transfers since its inception. 
 Midtown East Rezoning established in 2017 was one of the first attempts to ease the restrictions of Landmark Transfers. 
This rezoning also provides more contribution back to city with the City Improvement Fund and Transit Improvement as a 
byproduct of air right sales. With many hearings from the community, the community still proposes changes to open space 
which has not become a focus for the rezoning. In a city continuing to be more congested with building bulk and height, the 
community board’s response for commercial district to have more break in city life should be addressed. 
 The rezoning main goal was to redevelop the commercial district with unused development rights from large sources of 
Grand Central Terminal and other landmarks such as St. Patrick’s Cathedral. The main goal for reimagining building around 
landmarks with the TDR program is to not hinder the main goal made to appeal to developers and transform the NYC code to 
better benefit the community concerns of the community. 
Statement: 
Manhattan is a city of congestion. Buildings of various bulk and heights is proposed to maximize profits and space to fill 
Pedestrican circulation should be emphasized andput emphasis to providing as much pedestrian space as capable. 
Development Rights should maintain rules to appeal to developers looking for further development in Midtown East Rezoning 
that allows development to local city infrastructure
Bulk regulations should be placed around landmarks which offer a break to the congested area. Development in Midtown East 
will continue to build higher and larger, landmarks can be focused locations to build a expanded pedestrian space. 
Sky Exposure around landmarks also be changed to respond to landmark. Development in Midtown East will continue to build 
higher and larger, landmarks can be focused locations to build a expanded pedestrian space. 
Setback regulation should follow the same under sky exposure, maintain importance to providing quality of life improvements 
around landmarks.
Height should be considered when built adjacent to landmarks to not overshadow the presence of landmark
Ground Depth requirement should be met but alterations to create a more cohesive open space with arcade toward landmark 
considered to improve pedestrian experience
Corner Arcade connect with arcade and ground depth to provide a open space for pedestrians responding to landmarks. 
Sidewalk Widening should follow according to other street modifications but generally provide the most widening possible to 
not disrupt traffic
Through Arcade to provide direct access to landmark/open space and provide natural break in skyline to landmark. Bonuses 
produced by through arcade should contribute to incentivize development of arcades.
New addition to zoning code to deal with larger transformation of open space around landmarks. In response to larger land-
marks covering whole block or majority of block that is able to adapt new break in congestion. Radical change will require 
review of the board and community.
Change Maintain
Statement Site Condition
Building Height
Lot Size
Overbuilt FAR
Available Air Rights
Streets
Building height a concern 
presented by MASNYC and 
community in regards to 
shadows. Concerns need to 
be balanced with design 
considersation in code and 
public realm improvements 
from air right sales.
Building height a concern 
presented by MASNYC and 
community in regards to 
shadows. Concerns need to 
be balanced with design 
considersation in code and 
public realm improvements 
from air right sales.
Many buildings with incen-
tive zoning or construction 
date prior to 1961 zoning 
resolution dominate the area 
around landmarks. Control to 
maximum FAR stated more 
towards bulk not towering 
over open space corridor 
needs to be addressed in 
coding modifications/addi-
tions.
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, 
nearby landmarks, and 
underbuilt structures provide 
opportunities for air right 
sales and contribution to City 
Improvemnt Fund and transit 
improvement to allow open 
space design oriented code 
changes. Create balance to 
provide incentives for 
developers and community.
Design opportunities in code 
contain regulations on 
narrow street or wide street. 
5th Ave and Madison Ave 
provide the wide streets and 
51st and 50th Street provide 
the narrow street regula-
tions. 
Sky exposure plane able to 
penetrate in the presence of 
towers. In new modifica-
tions, special treatment 
placed around landmarks. 
New identiity especially 
around block landmarks.
Sky exposure formula 
presented for C5-3 Zoning 
should be starting point, 
after tests with daylight 
evaluation find suitable 
design solution for landmark.
Zoning code respond to 
presence of landmark to 
create more open of dense 
neighborhood. 
Design strategies create 
cohesion between other open 
space regulations. 
Narrow Street
Wide Street
2.7 to 1 3.7 to 1
2.7 to 1 3.7 to 1
84,350 SF
620’
260’
290’
540’
506’
517’
555’
216’
90’
130’
510’
300’
500’
330’
31.41 FAR
18.11 FAR
17.41 FAR
22.82 FAR
21.82 FAR
24.23 FAR
17.49 FAR
5 FAR
4.31 FAR
17.41 FAR
24.66 FAR
.58 FAR
35,720 SF
15,062 SF
21,600 SF
3,000 SF
25,602 SF
38,360 SF
16,575 SF
59,629 SF
13,625 SF
16,673 SF
63,261 SF
5th Ave
Madison Ave
51s
t S
t
50
th 
St
52
nd 
St
49
th 
St
100’
80’
60’
60’
60’
60’
79,000 SF
33,600 SF
20,000 SF
25,200 SF
44,900 SF
17.49 FAR
19,800 SF
23,000 SF
21,300 SF
486,500 SF
17,000 SF
11,500 SF
24.66 FAR
1,216,327 SF
Tower Occupation/Open Space
Position
57
58
Test site at Midtown East Rezoning consist mainly of C5-3 zoning. For a new pro-
posed landmark improvement area, modifications to these documents must be made 
to achieve a zoning criteria suitable for more open space. Along with C5-3 modifica-
tions, another section of the existing zoning documents need to be addressed. The 
Special Urban Design Regulations provide rules for open space criteria in commercial 
districts. These two sections of the zoning code will be where modifications be made 
to create more open space opportunites around landmarks for a break in the city. 
Existing Zoning
Maintain
Change
59
C5-3 Zoning Code
FAR
60
Public Plazas
61
Arcades
62
Tower Occupation
63
Tower Setback Maximum Height
64
Equivalent Height and Setback
65
Through Block ArcadesTransfer of Development Rights
66
Covered Pedestrian Space
67
Covered Pedestrian Space
68
69
Transfer of Development Rights
70
Special Floor Area for Qualifying/Non Qualifying Sites
71
Special Floor Area for Qualifying/Non Qualifying Sites
72
73
Special Urban Design Regulations
TransparencyGround Floor Depth
74
Pedestrian Circulation Space 
75
Pedestrian Circulation Space
76
77
Corner Arcade
78
Sidewalk Widening
79
Through Block Connection
80
Public Plaza
81
Through Block Public Plaza
82
With C5-3 zoning and Special Urban Design Regulations modifications, optimization 
to existing, limit, and maximum onditions were tested. Optimization of open space 
design and building regulations aimed for continuing the motif of providing a break 
in congested city in landmarks. Arund St Patrick’s Cathedral, building regulations to 
allow more daylight and creation of more open space opportunities created with zon-
ing modifications. 
Optimization
83
FAR (Floor Area Ratio)
84
Max Exposure Plane
85
Max Exposure Plane + Front Yard
86
Exposure Plane
87
Air Rights Exposure Plane
Sidewalk Widening
Exposure Plane regulated around St Patrick’s Cathe-
dral while density not hindered. Density from landmark 
transfers encouraged toward improvement fund. Day-
light around landmark and widening of streets allow 
landmark to maintain its ability to provide a break in 
congested city.
88
Sidewalk Widening
89
Plaza
90
Arcade
91
Through Block Connection
92
Use Aesthetic of Cathedral to Connect Open Spaces Toward St Patrick’s Cathedral
Byproduct of Air Right Sales Contribute to New Open Space Typology 
Optimization Toward the Use of Arcades for Circulation 
93
Corner Arcade Arcade
Plaza
Main improvements aimed at providing circulation to-
ward St Patrick’s Cathedral. Connection to subways and 
and Citi Bikes with arcades and through block connec-
tions provide a destination emphasized for pedestrian 
circulation.  
94
Air Rights Exposure Plane
Sidewalk Widening
Corner Arcade Arcade
Plaza
95
96
Buildings adjacent respond to landmark to provide daylight to open spaces. Density 
around landmarks not hindered but design code in daylight exposure under C5-3 zon-
ing regulations enforced. 
97
St Patrick’s Cathedral main material of Tuckahoe marble part of the byproduct of air 
right sales. POPS improvement from landmark air right transfers provide St Patrick’s 
Cathedral pathway. 
98
Community Boards request for more open space in Midtown East Rezoning. More open 
space provided with the modifications to Urban Design regulation of arcades. More 
opportunities and incentives for creating arcade circulation connect POPS and cathe-
dral in landmark improvement area. 
99
Along with arcades, through block connections mimic St Patrick’s Cathedral as part of 
landmark improvement area. Direct connection provided from subway entrances and 
CITI bike access from and to the cathedral emphasized. 
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